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ABSTRACT 
This document/ established by the Environment and Consumer 
Protection Service of the Commission of the European Communities 
is the first Annual Report of a 3 year pilot study within the 
European Communities for the exchange of information between 
surveillance and monitoring networks based on data relating ţo 
atmospheric pollution caused by certain (sulphur) compounds 
and suspended particles (1). 
It summarises and evaluates the data for these pollutants for 
the year 1976 from a series of sampling and measuring stations 
selected by the Member States in accordance with an agreed 
procedure. 
(1) O.J. 18 L 194, 25 July 1975 - Council Decision 75/441/EEC 
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PREFACE 
Within the Action Programme of the Environment established by the 
Commission of the European Communities (O.J. C 112, page 3 e.s., 
20 December 1973) provision was made for the creation of a procedure for 
the reciprocal exchange of informations between surveillance and monitoring 
networks for atmospheric pollution caused by sulphur compounds and suspended 
particulates. The relevant Decision of the Council of Ministers was taken 
on 2#th'i June 1975 and published in the Official Journal 18, L. 194, page 32 
e.s.; on 25th July 1975. 
This Decision foresees a three year pilot study with data for sulphur 
compounds and suspended particulates in the atmosphere over the period 
January 1976 to December 1978. It is stated in the decision that one 
of the purposes is to act as a preparatory stage in the elaboration of 
a complete system for the exchange of data. This will be required to 
answer the specific needs of the European Community within the field pf 
Environmental Protection. 
Tjie following are the main requirements on which the decision was, 
established: 
'monitoring long-term trends, 
monitoring improvements in pollution levels as a consequence of 
Community or National legislation on the environment, 
providing a pollution level data-base for thè study of the 
phenomena of pollution transportation across regional, national 
and Community boundaries, 
providing some of the essential information-necessary for 
. epidemiological studies on the harmful effects of atmospheric 
pollution on human health, 
providing a Community contribution to the world-wide study of 
the Global Environmental Monitoring System run by U.N.E.P. 
The decision was implemented in close collaboration with the National 
Coordinators nominated by each Member State as regards both the selection 
of the stations on agreed lines, and also the presentation of the results 
and preparation of this report. 
A considerable cooperative effort from all the contributing parties 
was required to construct schemes for the collection,transmission and 
storage of daily data from some 380 stations situated in all the Member 
States of the European Community. The various inertias inherent in the 
creation of such a system have now been overcome to the extent that the 
reports for future years should appear with shorter delays. 
To accomodate all the results and conclusions and to accelerate the 
circulation of the data, it was agreed that the data for each year 
should be issued in three volumes. The general contents of each of 
the volumes will be as follows : 
Volume I - the present one - will contain some analyses on the 
distribution and classification of the stations and the summaries 
pf the monthly and annual values for each station calculated from 
the daily data. These calculated values will be arithmetic means, 
medians and the maximum values. 
Volume II - this will be published later as either microfiche, micro-
film or microcard and it will contain full details of all the daily 
data from each of the stations. 
Volume III will contain more statistical analyses, such as percentile 
distributions and highest values (about 10, or those around the 98 
percentile) and further discussions of the results. It is intended 
that it will include attempts to detect changes in trends (if any), 
the effects of recently effected legislation, etc., and to draw 
general conclusions regarding changes in the air pollution patterns. 
Due to the quantity of work required to produce the requisite computer 
programmes this volume will only be available near to the end of the 
three-year pilot study. 
The Commission of the European Communities wishes to acknowledge the 
efforts and cooperation of the Member States and, in particular, the 
National Coordinators who have collaborated in the development of the 
system, the preparation of the reports and the proposals for more refined 
analyses and presentation of the data. 
M. Carpentier 
Director-General 
Environment and Consumer Protection 
CHAPTER 
INTRODUCTION 
Sulphur compounds and suspended particulate matter are the two most 
commonly measured and monitored pollutants in the atmosphere. In all 
the Member States of the European Community, as well as the rest of the 
world, these measurements are made on at least a daily basis and cover 
very large areas inanattempt to establish the spatial and temporal 
distributions. 
The decision (see Annex A of this report) defines two pollutants, 
certain (sulphur) compounds and suspended particulates, the measurement 
techniques for which can each be divided into two main categories: 
for sulphur compounds: - 'S0_ -specific' techniques, 
- measurements of 'strong acidity' expressed 
as S0_ equivalent. 
for suspended particulates: - gravimetric measurements, 
- measurements of 'black smoke'. 
For technical reasons concerned with the computer processing of the data 
it has been necessary to categorise the two pollutants with two sub-
divisions of each as four separate 'pollutants'. Throughout this report, 
therefore, the pollutant should be takerr to mean a pollutant as measured' 
by one general technique and 'pollutant' as defined in the Decision. The 
actual measurement method has also been briefly described so that a number 
of differing descriptions of analytical procedures are associated with 
each of these 'four pollutants'. 
Annex I of the Decision requires that the information should be made 
available from towns divided into classes by the number of inhabitants. 
Within each town areas of industrial and commercial/residential activity 
should be identified. The clear delineation of such areas presents problems 
and the National Coordinators (page 99 e.s.) have agreed that the definitions 
of the type of area needed more flexibility. Accordingly the stations have 
been categorised as lying within a zone described as industrial, commercial, 
residential or any combination of these three types. 
Within each area the Decision requires that three locations should be chosen 
to represent the highest, average and lowest pollution levels which are 
typical of that type of area in that specific town. Because of the diffe-
rences in measurement techniques and the wide range of values measured 
throughout the E.C. the precise definition of numerical range for each 
level was impossible given the local, regional and national variations 
between maximum and minimum values. The classification as highest, average 
and lowest was left to the National Coordinators using available local or 
national expertise. 
The rules by which a given value is considered as legitimate vary 
considerably from one place to another. In some instances no monthly 
calculations are made if there are more than 5 consecutive days without a 
valid measurement or if there are less than a total of 20 days in the month 
with a valid measurement. It is agreed that this is invaluable but that, 
in this pilot study/ronthly values should be calculated irrespective 
of this rule but that they should be annotated to indicate caution. 
Other problems concern the 'negative' results of measurements and the days 
when no result is available because of a lack of sample. It has been 
agreed that when a sample is not available the day value will be set to 
BLANK and that a negative result should be recorded in the same way. 
Further problems, which still require consideration are values which are 
literally zero or are below the accepted minimum detection limit for that 
technique. The acceptable minimum detection limit, even for the same 
technique, does vary from place to place but it has been agreed that when 
a 'totally' acceptable minimum detection limit is available all values below 
that will be set to zero, as for the 'true' zero results. 
It was further agreed by the National Coordinators that the original descrip-
tion form (Annex II of the Decision), should include some space for comments 
where necessary and that to facilitate computer processing some information 
should be supplied as a resoonse to direct questions rather than under a 
general heading. The original and modified forms are included in Annex A 
of this report. The adoption of this system has greatly facilitated the 
preparation and uniformity of the computerised information files. 
The descriptive Tables, included in Annex B, contain the essential data for 
identification of the station, the pollutants measured and the analytical 
technique employed. Additional information is available and includes 
such items as the national reference number for the station as well as 
details of the calibration procedure used for the analytical techniques. 
This additional information will be placed in a Supplementary Table 
linked to the Descriptive Table. By using a computer editing programme 
it will then be possible to prepare special lists of information containing 
items from both of these Tables. 
Although it was not foreseen by the Decision, the National Coordinators 
have agreed that it would be usefuL to include, within this pilot phase, 
data from stations in remote, rural areas, nominally referred to as back-
ground stations.' These stations do not coincide with the definition of a 
background station as given by the World Meteorological Organization but are 
defined as being sufficiently isolated from any local sources of pollution . 
to give a clear indication of base levels within the European Community. 
The information and data collected will be discussed in Chapter XI of this 
report. 
Additionally the inclusion of all the data from a few selected cities is 
under active consideration. It is expected that the selection will require 
a coordinated effort from each Member State so that all data will be 
submitted from at least the complete cities in each of the first two 
classes and from, preferably, at least one city in each country for the 
remaining three classes. Equipped with this data it would be possible 
to derive patterns for the distribution of pollution within a complete 
conurbation and to compare the relative patterns between different towns. 
This is referred to as the 'pilot cities study'. 
The National Coordinators are also considering the value to be derived 
from a 'comparison station study' which would attempt to collect 
together all the available data from those stations at which more than one 
sampling or analytical technique are used to measure a pollutant. This 
would be of valuable assistance in fulfilling another of the tasks placed 
upon the Commission - the development of comparability of results from 
different techniques and the establishment of harmonised methods of 
measurement and sampling. 
During the early discussions with the National Coordinators the question 
of 'trend analyses' was raised.It became clear that at least three years 
data were required in order to eliminate the effects of a 'mild' winter -
or 'bad' summer. Since the development of such analyses is not easy it 
was felt that some data must be made available as quickly as possible so 
that the procedure could be developed and tested well in advance of the 
end of the three-year life of the pilot study. Accordingly the Member 
States have made available data from some, but not all, of the 'average' 
stations included in the Exchange subject in compliance with certain agreed 
'rules'. 
The results of the studies on 'pilot cities', 'comparison stations' and 
'trend analyses' are not included in this report and will form the subject 
of special reports as the work progresses. 
CHAPTER II 
USE OF INFORMATION 
The interest of an Exchange of Information such as this is many-facetted 
because it creates a bank of data, available to both the Member States 
and the Commission, which will satisfy different requirements, either at 
national, Community or international level. Some of these uses are aş 
follows: 
an overall view of the pollution situation due to these twp 
principal pollutants, 
the capability to furnish basic data for studies which may be 
undertaken in the epidemiological domain, in the ecotoxicolo-
gical domain, in modelling studies or in the study of the 
development of pollution episodes, 
the study of the evolution in changes of the pollution levels 
and patterns in order to verify the effectiveness of the 
measures taken to reduce the pollution at either national 
or Community levels, 
the study of new propositions for the next stages in the 
abatement of atmospheric pollution, 
the definition of a complete policy and long-term objectives 
for pollution monitoring and control, 
a contribution, on behalf of the Member States, to the work 
of W.H.O. and G.E.M.S. by providing support for actions 
with broader implications, 
the coordination,selection and transmission, on a Community 
basis, of data relevant to specific problems, required by 
other Organisations. 
Given the importance of this Exchange of Information the arrangement 
of the first Annual Report must be considered as a draft which will 
need to be modified in such a way that the various possibilities for 
the presentation of tabular data will assist in the resolution of the 
differing queries relating to atmospheric pollution. Not to make 
the maximum possible use of all that can be extracted from the data 
archives would be unacceptable. 
It is for this reason that the Layout of the report has been foreseen in 
three parts, the first of which can be published rapidly. The second part 
will contain all the daily data for a year and the third part will contain 
the more refined analyses with the relevant discussions and conclusions. 
It will be possible to re-arrange this third part to take account of the 
different requirements which will arise over the three years of the study. 
At the end of the period the layout should be definitive and such that it 
will provide a suitable appreciation of the value that the experience has 
produced. This could then serve as a basis for an extension to the study 




The type and scope of the various National networks varies widely within 
the European Community. On one hand there is the network which is managed 
and controlled 'nationally' from one central point; on the other there 1$ th* 
network which is composed of stations taken from a regional or local network. 
Even though one technique, for sampling or analysis, may be common to 
several countries there are usually small but significant, differences 
in either the equipment or the method. This will be discussed in greater 
detail in Chapter VII. 
Another difference occurs in the policy applied to the location of sampling 
stations; in many instances the placement of a station is a direct function of 
the density of population and industry as well as on changing topographlcai 
and climatological conditions. In other instances however, the location is 
based on the intersections of a series of parallel grid lines. 
Most stations provide daily values, albeit that some have been calculated 
from hourly (or smaller) values; there are, however, networks based on 
a random sampling principle but which are excluded from this present study. 
There are other methods, such as sampling by mobile laboratories, which are 
important in special studies but, again, are not included in this particular 
study because of their irregular nature. 
Many local, regional and national networks sample and measure pollutants 
other than sulphur compounds and particulates. Although the data are excluded 
from the present study, the information about these other pollutants will be 
found in the Descriptive Tables (see Chapter IV and Annex B ) . 
BELGIUM has equipment especially designed for the national network 
using the OECD techniques for strong acidity and black smoke. They are 1n 
the process of installing a completely automatic network where the results 
are relayed to a central control point. 
The FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY works in liaison with the local Governments^ 
Lander, to obtain data on a national basis. The preferred techniques for 
both sulphur compounds and suspended particulates vary from one region-tø 
another, and at times within a region, but have to meet national 
requirements. In some of these regions the preferred method is random 
sampling at points selected on a grid basis with a pre-determined number of 
samples at each of these points throughout the year. 
The location of stations on a grid means that the points of maximum, 
average and minimum pollution rarely coincide with a station. The usş 
of random period sampling gives a wider coverage than with fixed stations 
but means that daily data are not. available'from each point. 
In Denmark the Local network includes equipment for measuring the two 
pollutants (as defined in the Decision) by one method for each of the 
two possible general types of analytical technique. This network is, there-
fore, a very useful one when considering the comparability between results 
obtained by the different techniques. 
FRANCE has a national network composed of stations organised on a local 
basis. There are some regional variations in the choice of the technique but 
the national data is always based on the strong acidity and black smoke methods. 
IRELAND has a network based on local organisations but with an internationally 
accepted technique for strong acidity and black smoke. The network, apart 
from Dublin itself, is small and the pollution levels are relatively low. 
ITALY has a complete national network but only includes some of the 
larger towns. In manly areas there are few,if many, pollution measurements 
made during the summer months. Although there is a nationally defined 
technique for specific S0_ (but not for suspended particulates) some local 
organisations prefer alternative methods. 
LUXEMBOURG has a series of national stations which are identical to those 
of the Belgian network. Additionally there are a few special and local 
stations. All the stations measure strong acidity and black smoke. 
The NETHERLANDS has a national network for SO-, using specific techniques 
but there is no national network for the suspended particulates. In some 
localities this pollutant is measured but these are regarded as local 
in character and of an 'experimental' nature until such time as the 
relative values of the black smoke and gravimetric techniques have been 
more clearly related to the health considerations. 
The effect of the grid-location system is that it is difficult to classify 
a station as 'industrial', etc and the points of maximum, average and low 
pollution rarely coincide with a station. It also means that the 
density of stations in the towns is not as high as in other places which 
use a different policy for siting their stations, although 'extra' 
stations are operational in certain areas. 
In the UNITED KINGDOM the stations, measuring strong acidity and black 
smoke, are organised on a local basis but there is a national authority 
that manages the network and frequently controls the comparability 
between the different analytical laboratories. Furthermore there is a 
national system for the acceptance and calculation of the values using 
the actual readings taken on each sample, i.e. there are national rules 
for the acceptability of the readings and national procedures for their 
conversion into pollution levels. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF STATIONS INCLUDED IN THE EXCHANGE 
The complete Descriptive Tables, known in French as "Tables Signalétiques" 
are to be found in Annex B. Volume II, Part A will include 
some examples of edited versions containing only entries with pre-selected 
contents. Later a second set of tables, closely linked to the existing 
ones, will be available and contain additional information. These will 
be known as "Tables Supplémentaires" and the same editing facilities will 
be available. 
The complete Descriptive Tables are divided into two parts of which the 
second is the largest and sub-divided into chapters, paragraphs and pages. 
The first part contains each of the pollutants in different languages, as 
appropriate or necessary. Each listed pollutant is followed by a series of 
very brief indications of each of the various different analytical 
techniques and the names of the organisation responsible. In some instances 
the National Coordinator has requested that since the data is verified 
at the national level before transmission to the Commission, it should be 
considered as being equivalent to stating that all the analyses were made by 
the same laboratory. In other cases even though a nationally-recommended 
technique and calibration procedure exists the National Coordinators have 
requested that there should De a differentiation between the different 
laboratories. Thus all the measurements in the United Kingdom appear 
against one code whereas there are different codes appropriate to the 
different local administrations for Italy. 
The second part of the Tables is divided into nine "chapters", one for 
each of the Member States. Each "chapter" is then divided into several 
"paragraphs", one for each of the appropriate classes of town. Within 
the "paragraphs" there is a "page" for each town. In practice this means 
that all the information for one town is (usually) printed on one physical 
page and each "page" is always prefaced by the name of the country 
("chapter") and the size of the town ("paragraph"). In very few cases does 
the information for a particular town exceed one physical page. 
In many instances the list of pollutants extends beyond the sulphur compounds 
and suspended particulates since one of the questions on the information form 
required the National Coordinators to state which other pollutants were 
measured at each station but without requiring details of the sampling and 
measuring techniques. In some instances details on the technique have been 
provided but the technique has not been given a code number and data is 
not available. 
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Information relating to the nearest meteorologi cat stations was also 
requested. In those cases where the meteorological station is at the same 
site as the pollution measuring station the Descriptive Tables contain a 
complete list of the measured meteorological parameters for that station , 
each parameter being regarded and coded as a separate 'pollutant'.In other 
instances where the meteorologi cal and pollution measuring stations do not 
coincide, the parameters are all listed under the 'pollutant' code 80 with 
an indication of the separation in kilometers between pollution and meteoro-
logical stations. 
The arrangement of the information on a page of the second part of the 
tables is as follows: 
Chapter heading Country (responsable national authority) 
Paragraph heading Class by number of inhabitants 
Town Name, (region), country 
Station Local/ national number, name, address, town (suburb) 
Station + pollutant - pollutant + measurement technique, 
(abbreviated name of the responsable authority), 
number and name, town. 
Apart from the codes,and the label for each, other information is usually 
given in coded form for the following: 
Station Codes for situation and pollution level plus 
geographical location (latitude and longitude) 
Station + pollutant - codes for situation and pollution level. 
Situation: The code used for the situation'includes the type of area, 
type of zone and the traffic density and is as follows: 
xyz 
0 in any position = no information or unclassified 
x = area: 1 = " urban 
2 = suburban 
3 = rural 
y = zone: 1 = industrial 
2 = commercial 
3 = industrial + commercial 
A = residential 
5 = industrial + residential 
6 = commercial + residential 
7 = industrial + commercial + residential 
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z * t r a f f i c : 1 = very l i gh t , almost non-existant 
2 = light 
3 = moderate 
4 = heavy 
Pollution level: the code used for the pollution level is as follows: 
0 = no information or unclassified 
1 = maximum ) 
2 = 
3 = 
average ( b a s e d o n t h e l e v e l s known to exist in, and 
minimum ) r e l a t i v e t o' t h e t o w n under consideration 
The pollution level which appears beside a station code is taken to indicate 
the considered level of pollution due to all known pollutants, not just 
sulphur compounds and particles. Where it appears against a full code," 
including pollutant and technique codes, it is taken to be the considered 
level for that specific pollutant. 
The coding system is constructed of two groups each independant of the other. 
Within a group a code from a higher level is always "carried down" as a 
prefix to the code at a lower level to give a unique definition. The 
heirarchy is as follows: 
Group (i) PL unique code for pollutant 
PL/TM unique code for a measurement technique for the given 
pollutant PL 
Group (ii) PP unique code for country 
PP/C unique code for class (by number on inhabitants) 
within the given country PP 
PP/C/VV unique code for a town in a given class PP/C within 
a given country PP 
PP/C/VV/EE/SSS -unique code for a station in a given town 
PP/C/VV, etc as in PP/C/VV above 
(Note : In this application the code EE is always set to zero and has no 
significance in this heirarchy ). 
Data code The code against which data is recorded in the files - the 
"identifier" - is always composed of a unique code for a 
station plus a unique code for the technique i.e. 
PP/C/VV/EE/SSS/PL/TM. The existence of such a code in the 
Descriptive Tables is a pre-requisite to the insertion, 
modification or suppression of data. Should a station cease 
to operate the code will be reduced to PP/C/VV/EE/SSS/PL and 
the technique code transferred to the description or "label" for 
that code. This completely prohibits any further changes to the 
relevant data which, however, remains available for further 





Table A gives a complete summary of the Information relating to the pollu-
tants that are measured in each of the towns included in this Exchange of 
Information. The tables are arranged in order of the class of town, defined 
by the Council Decision in terms of the number of the inhabitants. 
Within each of the tables A1 to A5 the towns that are included are listed 
together with the number of stations included in this exchange at which the 
pollutants are sampled and measured. It should be noted that since more than 
one pollutant is usually measured at each station the total of the figures 
on any one line does not represent the number of stations for that town; 
this is dealt with later in Chapter VI and Tables B. 
Summary 
Table A.O summarizes the information from the tables A1 to A5 and shows that 
for sulphur compounds about two-thirds of the stations use the strong acidity 
techniques and only one-third the SO^-specific analyses. Examination of Ta-
bles A1 to A5 for sulphur compounds shows that the distribution of the pre-
ferred techniques does not vary to any great extent between the classes but 
is often a function of the technique chosen by the Member State concerned. 
For suspended particulates Table A.O shows that three-quarters of the station: 
make analyses for black smoke and only a quarter measure gravimetrically. 
An examination of the detai l led tables A.1 to A.S shows that there are no 
measurements for suspended particulates for the Netherlands because there 
is no national network for i t , a point already noted in Chapter I I I , and 
that about 80% of the measurements are by black smoke. 
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RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1976 
■ 
TABLES A 
(Table A.O to A.5) 
Abréviations: S0 2 - Sulphur Dioxide 
AcTd - Strong Acidity 
Smoke - Black Smoke 
SPM - Suspended Particulate Matter 
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TABLE A.O 
































Total 123 195 182 57 


























Total as percentage of'pollutants« 39 61 76 24 


























As total percentage 22 35 33 10 
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TABLE A.1 
SUMMARY ,0F MEASURED POLLUTANTS 
Town Class : 1 (over 2 million inhabitants) 
Town 
No. of measuring locations.for 
Berlin - BRD 
Milano - i 
Roma - I 
Greater !London - U.K. 
Greater Manchester - U.K. 
Paris - F 
West Midlands - U.K. 
Total 
















































SUMMARY OF MEASURED POLLUTANTS 
Town Class: 2 (1-2 million inhabitants) 
Town 
Kóbenhavn - DK 
München - BRD 
Torino - I 
Bruxelles - B 
Glasgow - UK 
Lyon - F 
Marseilie - F 
Merseyside - UK 
No. of measuring locations for 
Total 




















































SUMMARY OF MEASURED POLLUTANTS 
Town Class: 3 (0.5 - 1 million inhabitants) 
Town 
Amsterdam - NL 
Den Haag - NL 
Dortmund - BRD 
Duisburg - BRD 
Düsseldorf - BRD 
Genova - I 
Frankfurt/Main - BRD 
Nürnberg - BRD 
Rotterdam - NL 
Antwerpen/Anvers - B 
Bordeaux - F 
Dublin - IRL 
Leeds - UK 
Li Ile/Roubaix/Tourcoing 
Sheffield -UK 
Toulouse - F 
Tyneside - UK 
No. of measuring locations for 
- F 
Total 
























































































SUMMARY OF MEASURED POLLUTANTS 
Town Class: 4 (0.1 - 0.5 million inhabitants) 
No. of measuring locations for 
Town 
Augsburg - BRD 
Bolzano - I 
Enschede - NL 
Erlangen - BRD 
Fürth - BRD 
Groningen - NL 
Ingolstadt - BRD 
Karlsruhe - BRD 
Kassel - BRD 
Ludwigshafen - BRD 
Mainz - BRD 
Mannheim - BRD 
Pescara - I 
Regensburg - BRD 
Terni - I 
Tilburg - NL 
Utrecht - NL 
Venezia - I 
Wiesbaden - BRD 
Würzburg - BRD 
Ferrara - I 
Belfast - UK 
Cardiff - UK 
Charleroi - B 
Clermont Ferrand - F 
Cork - IRL 
Edinburgh - UK 
Gent - B 
Le Havre - F 
Liège/Luik - B 
Nantes - F 
Portsmouth - UK 
Rouen - F 
Strasbourg - F 
Teesside - UK 
Total 































































































































































SUMMARY OF MEASURED POLLUTANTS 
Town Class: 5 (under 0.1 million inhabitants) 
Town 
Aschaffenburg - BRD 
Ascoli Piceno - I 
Bussum - NL 
Den Bosch - NL 
Hilversum - NL 
Kelheim - BRD 
Maastricht - NL 
Middelburg - NL 
Pistoia - I 
Vercelli - I 
Zwolle - NL 
Barns ley - UK 
Bath - UK 
Bedford - UK 
Brugge - B 
CalaÌ9 - F 
Esch/Alzette - 6DL 
Exeter - UK 
Galway - IRL 
Kortrijk - B 
Libramont - B 
Lincoln - UK 
Luxembourg Ville - GDL 
Martigues - F 
Namur - B 
Steinfort - GDL 
Vigneux de Bretagne - F 
Belluno - I 
No. of measuring locations for 
Total 
as X of pollutants 
total percentage 
Ok 



























Table B gives a summary of the station classification within a class of 
town for each Member State based on the type of zone or on a level of 
pollution;Table C gives more detailed figurés for the station in each town. 
In any one line of tables B and C the sum of the figures in the left- and 
right-hand sides are equal and give the total number of stations for 
the country (table B) or town (table C) concerned. 
1. ZONE DESCRIPTION 
The classification of zones foreseen by Annex I to the Council Decision 
allows for the consideration of two types: 
"residential zones, including business districts" (commercial) 
"where the main stationary source of pollution is heating" 
and 
"predominantly industrial zones". 
The actual choice of classification was left to each of the National 
Coordinators in consultation with thear appropriate experts. This 
classification is not, therefore, necessarily on the same basis for each 
town or Member State. 
Furthermore there is no implication, implied or intended,that the 
result was based on a complete study of the station and its surrounding 
area with a consideration of meteorological, climatological or 
topographical parameters nor any survey of emissions. It is simply 
a global appreciation of the type of environment in which a station is 
located. 
It became clear, at an early stage, that this classification would lead 
to situations where a clear definition was not possible. With the 
approval of the National Coordinators the "Description Form" (Annex II of 
the Council Decision) was modified to include space for indications of 
the nearest and principal sources of pollution. Additional space was 
also provided for any comments on the choice of a particular 
classification of a station. 
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Thus the original two classifications of the zone were re-grouped into seven 
as follows: 
Code 1 = Industrial (I) 
Code 2 = Commercial (C) 
Code 3 = Industrial + Commercial (IC) 
Code 4 = Residential (R) 
Code 5 = Industrial + residential (IR) 
Code 6 = Commercial + residential (CR) 
Code 7 = Industrial + commercial + residential (ICR) 
with Code 0 indicating that there was no information or that the station 
was regarded as being 'Unclassified' <U/C). 
i 
As soon as the Supplementary Tables are available the information relating 
to the nearest and the principal sources of pollution will be entered. 
This will give more Information which may be of use in examining apparent 
anomalies in the data. 
2. POLLUTION LEVEL 
The pollution level is based on an assessment of the known and/or 
measured levels of the pollutants. The Council Decision, Annex I, 
specifies that, for a given type of zone, stations should be selected 
which are indicative of the maximum, average and minimum levels. In some 
instances these levels have been based on a 'national' or 'regional' 
appreciation of the levels. 
In some instances all levels are given as 'average'. This is particularly 
true for those Member States in which the network, or a least parts of it, 
are located on the basis of a equi-spaced grid. 
As noted in Chapter IV the pollution level for a station isdeemed 
to be based on a consideration of the levels - measured or inferred - of 
all likely pollutants but the classification for a specifc pollutant 
3. SUMMARY 
3.1. Type of zone 
Taking the classification of zones as found in the Descriptive Tables it 
can be seen from Tables B that most of the stations lie in a commercial/ 
residential zone except for class 1 where they lie in the "purely" resi-
dential zones.Classes 1 and 5 show an interesting inversion in that the 
percentage of industrial sites is low but the proportion of residential 
sites is high; for class 1 this may be an effect of the classification 
system but for class 5 it may be attributed to the fact that industrial 
sites were not required on the presumption that small towns have little 
industry. This is clearly not the case for France and Italy where 50% and 
33% respectively of stations in the class 5 lie in industrial areas. The 
proportion of stations in industrial and industrial/residential zones is 
very similar for classes 1, 2 and 4. 
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However, when one examines the relative distribution in terms of the two 
types of zone specified in the Council Decision i.e. industrial or 
commercial/residential, the majority, over 60 %, lie in the latter category. 
The exception is class 5 where it rises to 76 % perhaps because Annex I 
of the Decision only required stations in that, category. 
An examination of the division within the combined commercial/residential 
classification shows that the proportions are about 20 X and 40 X. Thus, 
in general, all the stations have been classed in the approximate 
ratio of 
industrial : commercial : residential = 1 : 1 : 2 
i.e. the number of stations representing, at least partially, 
a residential pattern is about 50 % of the total. 
3.2. Pollution levels 
Irrespective of town class about 40 % of stations have been classed as 
having an 'average' level of pollution. The proportion of stations which are 
'high', 'low' or unclassified varies with the class of town and is 
affected by the inputs from the Bundesrepublik Deutschland and Nederlands 
which, by virtue of the system for the selection of sites, do not always 
allow a specific classification. 
For both zone and pollution levels the variations between different towns 
are afunctionof the coverage and density of the network. This factor, as 
well as the interpretation by the relevant National Coordinator of the 
various points included in Annex I of the Council Decision, leads to 
differences. Another aspect which also has a bearing is the definition 
of the boundary of a town - should the word 'town' in the Decision 
be taken to imply the inclusion of the surrounding areas, i.e., the 
conurbation/)r should it be restricted to the 'administrative', 
topographical or physical area ? 
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RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1976 
TABLES B 
Abréviations: U/C - Unclassified 
Ind - Industrial 
Com - Commercial 
IC - Industrial + Commercial 
Res - Residential 
IR - Industrial + Residential 
CR - Commercial + Residential 
ICR - Industrial + Commercial + Residential 
TABLES C 
(Table C,1 to C.5) 
Abréviations; (as tables B) + 
B - Belgique/Belgiè 
BRD - Bundes Republik Deutschland 
DK - Danmark 
F - France 
I - Italia 
IRL - Ireland 
L - Luxembourg 
NL - Nederland 
UK - United Kingdom 
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TABLE B.1 
SUMMARY OF STATION CLASSIFICATION 
Type of Zone 




High Med Low U/C 
4 - - - - 2 - BRD - 6 - -
- 2 1 2 France 1 4 
1 1 - 6 - 2 - I t a l i a 2 1 1 6 
1 1 1 3 5 4 3 United Kingdom 6 6 6 -
~ 6 2 Ï f i 5 9~5 Tota ls : 9 17 7 6~ 
15 5 3 28 13 23 13 As percentage 23 • 44 18 15 
17 - - 33 - As t o t a l s Zones I ,C/R 
34 - - - - 66 - As % 
1 - 2 2 - Belgique/België 1 3 1 
- - - - - 9 - Bundesrep.Deutschland - 7 1 
1 - - - 5 - Denmark 4 2 -
6 1 1 - 3 1 France 2 7 3 
2 - - 1 2 - - I t a l i a 5 - -
1 1 4 5 - - United Kingdom 3 4 4 
- 10 3 - 6 9 19 1 Totals 15 23 9 1 
- 2 1 6 - 13 19 40 2 as percentage 31 48 19 2 
- 20 38 - Contr ibut ion to 
Zone I , C or R 
- 34 - - - - 66 - As % 
J5 
2 - - 3 1 - - Belgique/België 2 2 2 -
1 2 - - - - 1 0 1 Bundesrep.Deutschland 4 - 10 
- 7 2 - 5 - 4 - France 2 14 2 -
- 1 - - 1 - 2 - I re land 2 1 1 -
2 - - - - - - - I t a l i a - - - 2 
- 2 - - - - 1 0 - Netherlands - 12 
- 2 1 - 2 4 3 1 United Kingdom 5 4 3 1 
3 16 3 - 11 5 29 2 Totals 11 25 8 25 
4 23 4 - 16 7. 42 3 As percentage 16 36 12 36 
3 23 50 - Contr ibut ion to 
Zones I , C or R 
4 30 - - - - 66 - As % 
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TABLE B 1 (cont.) 
SUMMARY OF STATION CLASSIFICATION 
Type of Zone CLASS Pollution Level 
U/C Ind Com IC Res IR CR ICR Country High Med Low U/C 
4_ ~ 
- 3 - - 7 6 2 - Belgique/Belgiê 6 6 6 -
4 3 1 4 - 13 Bundesrepublik Deutschland 1 17 7 
1 14 - - 3 1 11 France 3 19 6 2 
- - 1 - _ - - - Ireland - - 1 ' r 
1 5 1 - - 9 2 - Italia 9 4 4 1 
- - - - - - 7 - Nederlands - 7 
- - - 1 10 7 3 1 llnitPd Kingdom 7 9 6 =__ 
6 25 3 1 24 23 38 1 Totals 26 55 23 17 
5 21 2 1 20 19 31 1 As percentage 21 45 19 14 
6 50 - 86 Contribution to Zones I, 
C or R 









































































Belgique/Belgiê 1 4 2 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland 3 
France - 3 3 
Ireland - - 1 
Italia - 2 4 
Luxembourg 2 - 2 
Netherlands _ _ -
United Kingdom 2 5 1 
Totals 5 16 13 6 
As percentage 12 41 32 15 
Contribution to Zones I, 




Town Class: 1 (over 2 million inhabitants) 
u/c 
0 











0 0 1 0 1 0 
2 
5 
e of Zone 
IC 
0 
























































TABLE C. 2 
STATION CLASSIFICATION 
Town Class: 2 (1 - 2 million inhabitants) 
Type of Zone T w n Pollution Level 
U/C Ind Com IC Res IR CR ICR : High Med Low U/C 
0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 Bruxelles/Brussel (B) 1 3 1 0 0 












































7 2 5 2 0 2 2 
23 
48 
1 0 1 2 0 2 2 
9 
19 





























0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
3 
4 
3 (0.5 - 1 




0 0 0 
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0 0 0 
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0 1 0 
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Charleroi - B 
Gent - B 
Liège/Luik - B 
Augsburg - BRD 
Erlangen - BRD 
Karlsruhe - BRD 
Kassel - BRD 
Ludwigshafen - BRD 
Mannheim - BRD 
Regensburg - BRD 
Wiesbaden - BRD 
Wùrzburg - BRD 
Ingoldstadt - BRD 
Fürth - BRD 
Mainz - BRD 
Clermont Ferrand -
Le Havre - F 
Nantes - F 
Rouen - F 
Strasbourg - F 
Cork - IRL 
Bolzano - I 
Pescara - I 
Terni - I 
Venezia - I 
Ferrara - I 
Enscede - NL 
Groningen - NL 
TiIburg - NL 
Utrecht - NL 
Belfast - UK 
Cardiff - UK 
Edinburgh - UK 
Portsmouth - UK 
Teesside - UK 
Totals 

























































































































































0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 





0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 





1 0 0 0 
0 0 Q 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 
7 
5 (under 0. 
e of Zone 
IC 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 " 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 





0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 





0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 






1 0 2 1 
2 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 






0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 





Brugge - B 
Kortrijk - B 
Libramont - B 
Namur - B 
Aschaffenburg - BRD 
Kelheim - BRD 
Calais - F 
Martigues - F 
Vigneux-de-Bretagne - F 
Galway - IRL 
Ascoli Piceno - I 
Belluno - I 
Pistoia - I 
Vercelli - I 
Luxembourg-Ville - 6D Esch/Alzette - 6D 
Steinfort - 6D 
Bussum - NL 
Den Bosch - NL 
Hilversum - NL 
Maastricht - NL 
Middelburg - NL 
Zwolle - NL 
Barnsley - UK 
Bath - UK 
Bedford - UK 
Exeter - UK 
Lincoln - UK 
Totals 
Totals as % 
Pollution Lei 
High Med Low 
0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 




2 0 1 1 
2 3 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 





0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 





0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 






SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 
1- Description and analytical techniques 
The present chapter describes briefly the different methods used by 
the Member States for the measurement stations included in this exchange 
of information. This is not intended and should not be read as a 
complete technical description for which the reader is referred to the 
appropriate publications. 
Although it may appear that the same sampling and/or measurement 
methods are used in different locations the results of these measurements 
should not be considered as comparable without further detailed and 
careful investigation. 
1. Measurement methods for SO., 
1.1. Specific measurement methods 
1.1.1. Conductometric method 
Samples are collected at field stations and taken to a central laboratory 
for conductometric analysis. This analysis is based on the oxidation of 
SO- to sulphuric acid by aqueous hydrogen peroxide and the subsequent 
measurement of the increased electrical conductivity of the solution. 
Usually, 2 m^ of air are sampled. Special precautions may be taken ţo 
eliminate other pollutants that could affect the conductivity of the 
solution (e.g. HCl, HNO,). 
1.1.2. Coulometric method 
Air is passed through a cell containing a neutral-buffered iodide or bromide 
electrolyte where an electrical current maintains a constant concentration 
of free I_ or Br_. When SO-, in the air sample reacts with the I? or Br2, 
the change in electical current necessary to restore or maintain the 
original concentration of I 2 or Br~ is a quantitative measure of the SO^ 
input. If the rate of air flow through a cell is constant, the SOp 
concentration can be related to an electrical signal by dynamic calibration 
with known SO-, concentration standards. 
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1.1.3. Colorimetrie (pararosaniline) method 
In the instrumental pararosaniline method, SO­ is absorbed continuously 
in dilute aqueous sodium tetrachloromercurate solution to form the non­
volatile dichlorosulfitomercurate ion, which then reacts with 
formaldeyde and bleached pararosaniline to form red­purple pararosaniline­
methyl­sulfonic acid. The sampling rate may vary from 0.2 to 1.0 litres air 
per minute, depending on the length of the sampling period. This reaction 
is specific for S02 and sulphite salts. The colour intensity of the dye, 
which is proportional to the concentration of S0 ?, is measured at a 
wavelength of 560 nanometers. 
1.1.4. OECD Thorin photometric method 
Air is bubbled through 0.03 N hydrogen peroxide solution adjusted to pH 4.5. 
The acidity is measured by photometric titration with barium Perchlorate, 
using Thorin as indicator. 
1.1.5. Flame spectrometry method 
The principle of this method is that the air sample is drawn through 
a quartz tube filled with specially prepared fine porous silica­gel 
which absorbs the sulphur dioxide present in the atmosphere. After 
sampling for a short period, for example twenty minutes, the tube is 
disconnected and closed at both ends to prevent any contamination or 
loss of sulphur dioxide. The analytical determination is made in the 
laboratory by desorbing the sulphur dioxide at a temperature of 500° C 
and reducing it to hydrogen sulphide in a flow of hydrogen over a catalyst 
made of fine platinum mesh. The hydrogen sulphide is then absorbed in a 
solution of ammonium molybdate to form molybdenum blue which is calculated 
from a'previously prepared calibration curve. A sampling time of 5 to 
30 minutes is needed with this method. The silica­gel can be used up to 
100 times without any loss in absorptive capacity. 
1.2. Non­şpe.cj.fic_m¿a¿uj^ement_metjipd_s_ 
1.2.1. Acidimétrie titration method 
Air is bubbled through 0.03 N hydrogen peroxide solution adjusted to pH 4.5 
Any sulphur dioxide present forms sulphuric acid, which is titrated against 
standard alkali. Usually about 2m^ of air are sampled per day. Assuming that 
only sulphuric acid is present, the concentration of sulphur dioxide in 
the air can be calculated. 
1.2.2. pH measurement 
Instead of a titration by standard alkali as in the acidimétrie titration 
method, the pH is measured with appropriate apparatus. 
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2. Measurement methods for suspended particulate matter 
2.1. Black Smoke Methods 
2.1.1. Ref lectometric method 
When air is drawn through a filter-paper smoke particles suspended in the 
air are retained on the paper, forming a stain. "Smoke' is considered to 
include particles of roughly 10 micrometres diameter or less. The density 
of the stain depends partly on the mass of smoke particles collected and 
partly on the nature of the smoke. The concentration of smoke in the 
atmosphere can be estimated by drawing a known volume of air througha filter-
paper and measuring the blackness of the resulting stain with a photo-
electric reflectometer. Usually about 2 m3 of air are sampled per day. 
A calibration curve relating the blackness of the filter stain to the 
weight of smoke particles deposited on the filter-paper has been established 
for "standard smoke". Thus the concentration of smoke per unit volume of air 
can be calculated and expressed in terms of the "standard smoke" equivalent. 
2.1.2. Transmittance method 
The sampler consists of a tape of filter-paper, an intake tube and a pump. 
Successive areas of the paper tape are positioned and clamped between 
an intake tube and the pump. Air is drawn through the filter for a 
selected length of time, usually 1-4 hours. A new area of tape is then 
moved into position and sampling is resumed. The air flow can be regulated 
and usually ranges from 4.2 to 5.7 nr per hour. The samples are evaluated 
by comparing the transmittance of light through both filter and deposit 
with the transmission through a clean portion of filter. Transmittance is 
normally converted into coefficient of haze (COH units per thousand linear 
feet of air passing through the filter). 
2.1.3. 'Streulicht' 
This is similar to the transmittapce method above but is cross-calibrated 
to give values in .ug/m3 equivalent. 
2.2. Direct determination of S.P.M. 
2.2.1. Gravimetric method 
The determination of the suspended particles retained on a filter is 
realised by comparison of the weight of the filter before and after the 
deposition. The volume of air passed can be estimated either by regulating 
the flow rate or by installing an air. volume meter. The ratio of the two 
measurements (weight and volume) gives a direct value expressed in yug/m3. 
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2.2.2. Beta absorption 
The superficial density of the S.P.M. deposited on suitable filters may 
be readily achieved by measurement of the attenuation it produces in the 
count rate from an electron source. A calibration curve may be obtained by 
using absorbers of known superficial density in the same counting geometry, 
for example gravimetrically measured aluminium foils or plastic films. 
3. Conclusions 
3.1. Specific measurements for S O 2 - Table D.1 
It is immediately obvious that the most common method is coulometry 
and that the principal users are the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
Netherlands. The determination by conductimetry is used only in Germany 
and the pararosaniline method only in Italy. The photometric OECD -
Thorin method is only used in Kébenhavn. 
One notes that the other five countries (Belgium, France, Luxembourg 
and United Kingdom) do not use any method which is specific to S0? within the national network. 
3.2. Strong Acidity measurement for S O 2 ~ Table D.2 
Here there is about 90% unanimity for the OECD method but with 
variations on the standardisation, British Standard 1747 for the United 
Kingdom and Ireland and Normes Françaises 43005 for France. Only 10% of 
the towns use measurements of pH. 
Comparing the Tables D.1 and D.2 it is clear that there is very 
little difference between the number of towns using strong acidity 
(about 50) and those where a specific technique for S0? is used (about 45), 
3.3. Black Smoke method for suspended particles Table D.3 
Here again one may note that there is about 90% unanimity for the 
0ECD method with variations for the British and French standards. In the 
last column there is a method, 'Streulicht' only used in Germany. 
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3.4. Direct determinations of suspended particules " Table D.4 
For t h i s determination there are only two techniques which are widely 
used, gravimetry and beta-absorpt ion: about 60% gravimetry and 40% beta-
absorpt ion. I t should also be noted that nearly a l l the towns use low-
volume samplers (2m3/day) and only three towns use High Volume Samplers 
(HVS) (more than 200m3/day). Two towns use a ' rad iomet r ic ' technique which 
has not been f u l l y defined bu t , fo r the purpose of t h i s repor t , has p r o v i -
s iona l l y been classed as beta-absorpt ion. Tables D.3 and D.4 show that 
several countr ies (Belgium, France, I r e l a n d , Luxembourg and United Kingdom) 
prefer to make measurements by the 'black smoke' techniques whi ls t the 
others (Germany, I t a l y , Denmark) prefer a d i rec t method. The Netherlands 
does not have a nat ional network fo r suspended pa r t i c l es and have not trans-
mi t ted information or data for s tat ions which do make measurements because 
i t i s l o c a l , rather than n a t i o n a l , data. 
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RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1976 
TABLES D 
(Table D.1 to D.4) 
Abréviations: C. - Class of town by n° of inhabitants 
Count. - Country 
+ B — ) UK as tables C 
TABLE D.1 SPECIFIC MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR SO. 
OECD - THORIN CONDUCTIMETRY COULOMETRY PARAROSANILINE FLAME-SPECTROMETRY 




















































Mi lano I 
Tor ino I 
Amsterdam(auto) NL 
Den Haag ( a u t o ) N L 
F rank fu r t /Ma in D 
Nürnberg(Phi l i ps)D 
Rotterdam NL 
Augsburg (Ph i l i ps )D 
Enschede(auto) NL 
F ü r t h ( P h i l i p s ) D 
I n g o l d s t a d t D 
( P h i l i p s ) 
Regensburg D 
( P h i l i p s ) 
E r l a n g e n D 
G r o e n i n g e n NL 
T i l b u r g (au to) NL 
Venezia I 
W D r z b u r g D 
Aschaffenburg D 
( P h i l i p s ) 
Bussum(auto) NL 
Den Bosch(auto) NL 
K e l h e i m ( P h i l i p s ) D 
M a a s t r i c h t ( a u t o ) NL 
Middelburg (auto)NL 
Zwol le NL 
Hi I v e r s u m NL 
U t r e c h t NL 
1 Roma 
3 Fer ra ra 
4 Pescara 
4 Te rn i 
5 A s c o l i Piceno 
5 Be l l uno 
5 P i s t o i a 
5 V e r c e l l i 
3 Genova 














T o t a l n u m b e r s 
o f t o w n s : 1 0 
T o t a l number 
o f t o w n s : 26 
T o t a I number 
o f t o w n s : 9 
T o t a l number 
o f t o w n s : 1 
T o t a l number 

















































































































































































Le Havre(auto) F 




of towns: 5 
OJ VD 
TABLE D.3 MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR BLACK SMOKE 
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
Introduction 
The detailled summaries of the monthly values calculated for 
all the stations included in this study will be found in Annex C where 
they are grouped by class of town and then in the following order of 
pollutants : SO-, strong acidity, black smoke and suspended particulate 
matter (S.P.M.)7 
To facilitate discussions the data have been reduced to a more compact 
series of values that will be found in Tables E ; these contain a summary 
of the data relative to each town within the various classes for each 
of the measured pollutants. These Tables will be used throughout 
the discussions but reference will be made, as required, to the more 
comprehensive and detailed Tables in Annex C. 
Given that propositions for both health criteria and air quality 
standards are based on medians , for the seasonal values, and not means 
these discussions follow the same lines and no attempt is made to 
discuss variations in seasonal means, which are more easily calculated 
but give a "distorted" view due to the effects of high and zero values. 
In both Tables E and those in Annex C it has been necessary to resort to a 
convention for the calculation of seasonal or zonal medians. Strictly these 
should be calculated from the daily values relevant to the period 
or zone under consideration but the computer programme that is 
required to do this is not yet available. The convention that has 
been used is to take the mean of the relevant monthly medians 
which were themselves calculated from the daily values. The 
justification for this procedure is that randomly selected sets 
of data have shown that the averaged median and the true median are not 
likely to differ by more than i 5%. 
The first data to be exchanged were for the month of January 1976; thus 
this report starts with those data. However the fact that no data are 
available for the preceding three months, i.e., October to December 1975, 
means that it is not possible to calculate a winter value over the normal 
period of October to March. For this first year, therefore, the Tables in 
Annex C contain values for the two half-winters of January to March and 
October to December 1976. In the Tables E, however, values have Deen 
calculated for the two half winters taken together. For subsequent annual 
reports these calculated values will be retained but the true winter 
value for the six consecutive months will be added. 
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The Tables E show, for each town, and for each pollutant, the following 
parameters for the whole year and for the 'winter' as defined above : 
a) - averaged medians for the whole town based on all available data, 
b) - averaged medians for all stations in an industrial zone, 
c) - averaged medians for all stations in commercial/residential zones, 
d) - the ratio of b)/c), or I/CR 
e) - highest averaged median for any one station in an industrial zone, 
f) - highest averaged median for any one station in a commercial/resi-
dential zone. 
The final two columns of the Tables show the highest daily values recorded 
for each of the two types of zone. These are not to be considered or 
interpreted as percentiles since the number of stations, as well as the 
total number of measurements, in the zone may vary considerably from one 
town to another. 
The averaged median for the whole town or zone is based on all the data which 
are available from that town in the Exchange; it is not, therefore, the'true' 
median for the town or zone since this would require a knowledge of the other 
stations which are not included. Even then, the significance of the 'true' 
median is a complex function of the number of stations and the policy of the 
site selection. However, it can be argued that since the Council Decision 
requires that a minimum quantity of data is submitted for each town and 
zone, at least in the larger classes, then there is some degree of 
representativity of the distribution of pollution levels. Thus a. calculation 
of this type may be considered as indicative of, and related to, the range 
of levels likely to be encountered. The fact that data from every station 
in the town were to be included does not make the representation any better 
because the number of stations, their distribution and the policy of site 
selection differ considerably even within the same country. 
It has been necessary to choose a set of rules to simplify the presentation 
of the data in Tables E since there are occasions when a greater or lesser 
quantity of data are not available or are invalid. 
If data were not available for one or more stations over the whole 
season this has been noted under the name of the town by the word 
'incomplete'. In this case all the values so affected are put into 
parentheses and must be viewed with some caution; reference must be made 
to Annex C to verify the quantity of data that are missing. The figures 
that appear in parentheses are, therefore, only designed to give some 
indications of the levels likely to be encountered. 
Mainly for the smaller towns, there are occasions when data are only 
available from one station and the value for the whole town has been 
omitted and an asterisk (*) put in the column to indicate that in these 
instances the values shown in the next comoleted column must be used'.. Also 
it will be seen that in these cases the values shown in the columns with 
averaged medians for a zone agrees with those for the highest averaged 
medians for any one station. 
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There are also occasions when there is only one 'mixed' station or when 
the station that produces the highest value is a mixed industrial, 
commercial and residential one. In these cases the values in the columns 
for industrial and commercial/residential zones are the same and an equality 
sign (=) has been used between the identical values. This same convention 
has been used in'the final two columns with the highest daily values since 
the same situation may exist there. 
The majority of stations have a maximum of the daily values in the winter 
but there are some instances where the maximum occurs in the summer period. 
In the cases where the maximum occurs in the winter no values has been inser-
ted for the whole year since the appropriate value is the same as that for 
the winter. Where the annual maximum is higher than that for the winter it 
is duly entered in the appropriate line. 
At the end of each class in Tables E a summary of the percentage-increases 
from annual to winter has been made for each of the four pollutants alone 
in pairs according to the general type of pollutant measured and, finally, 
for all the pollutants put together. Accordingly in the discussions which 
follow no mention will be made of these figures except to draw attention 
to important variations from the general levels. The discussions, therefore, 
will concentrate on the departures from the 'norm' for each town. 
1. Class 1 - towns with over 2 millions inhabitants 
1.1.Averaged medians for towns. 
For SO? West Berlin is the only town with complete data and shows an 
increase of 42%; with incomplete data Milano has an increase somewhere in 
the region of 70%. For strong acidity Greater London, Manchester and Paris, 
with 24, 30 and 32% respectively are much the same; the West Midlands has 
about half this increase at 12%. For smoke Greater London and Greater 
Manchester are more or less level with 35 and 42% while Paris and West 
Midlands are lower at 23%. For S.P.M. data are available only for one 
station in Roma which increases by 17% in the winter period. 
2 Due to the effects of Milano the SO increases average out to nearly 60%, 
over twice that for strong acidity; the smoke increases by some 31% on 
average. Although considerable caution is required there is some indication 
that towns in this class are more likely to have greater increases in winter 
acidity levels than in winter smoke levels. 
Only for the West Midlands is there an obvious difference in the seasonal 
increases for acidity and smoke. 
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1.2. Averaged medians for zones. 
These figures do not differ to any great extent from those already 
noted when discussing the increases for the whole town. There is, 
effectively, very little difference between the two types of zone ;the West 
Midlands shows a greater increase for acidity in the industrial zone but th< 
reverse is true for SO- in West Berlin. 
1.3. Ratio I/CR. 
The ratio is, on average, only slightly greater than 1 showing 
that there is little difference between the pollution levels in industrial 
and commercial/residential zones with the exception of West Berlin where 
the ratio points to higher levels in the commercial/residential zones. 
The maximum seasonal variation in the ratios are about 8% for the West Mid-
lands (both pollutants), Greater Manchester (smoke) and West Berlin (S0_). 
.1.4. Highest averaged medians for any one station in a zone. 
In general the seasonal percentage increases for the most polluted 
sites tend to follow those for the whole town but the actual levels are 
some 10 to 50% higher especially for the most polluted stations in commercial/ 
residential zones. 
1.5. Maxima of daily values. 
It is, perhaps, to be expected that the maximum of the daily values 
occur in the zones which show the highest medians but the S0 ? in West Berlin 
appears to be the exception since the winter median for the nighest polluted 
station occurs in the commercial/residential zone whereas the maximum of the 
daily values in winter occurs in the industrial zonei It is interesting to 
note that the highest smoke levels always occur in mixed zones in all four 
towns which measure this pollutant. 
Given that the data are incomplete and that there may be 
significant differences between the techniques, it must be noted that the 
maximum for Milano is between 2 or 3 times that for West Berlin for S0_. 
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2. Class 2 - Towns with 1 to 2 million inhabitants 
2.1.Averaged medians for towns. 
For jS0_ there are only two towns that have complete measurements and the 
differences in the seasonal increases is about the same at 21%. For acidity 
Lyon shows the highest increase with 41% and Glasgow and Marseille the lowest 
with about 14%. For smoke Merseyside is the highest at 44% followed by Glas-
gow at 41% and Lyon at 38%; the percentage increase for smoke in Marseille 
is only 7%. For SPM complete data are only available from Kobenhavn; those 
from Torino are incomplete. 
Taken overall the figures for the seasonal increases for SO-, or acidity 
are reversed from those seen in Class 1; however, eliminating the somewhat 
incomplete data for Milano does not change the picture to any great extent. 
For the smoke and SPM the percentage increases overall are about the same 
as in Class 1. 
There are three cities that show interesting results; the first is Glasgow 
where the increase in smoke levels is some three times that for acidity. 
For Merseyside the increase in the smoke is approximately twice that for 
acidity. In the case of Marseille the picture is reversed; here the smoke 
increases are only half those of the acidity. 
Kóbenhavn is of special interest since it is the only town that makes mea-
surements on all four pollutants. The increase for acidity is twice that 
for the S0 2; the increases for smoke at 20% and SPM at 14% are almost comparable. 
2.2.Averaged -medians for zones 
The summary figures show that acidity levels in commercial/residential 
zones tend to rise more during winter than in the industrial areas. The 
increases for S0_ and smoke are more or less comparable in the two types 
of zone. 
Looking at the percentage for each much town shows some interesting diffe-
rences. For acidity the percentage increases are much the same in Glasgow 
and Merseyside and also for Lyon. For Brussels and Marseille there is a very 
considerable difference in the increases which rise to 21% in the commercial/ 
residential zone; this is doubly interesting given that the averaged median 
for Brussels is highest in the commercial/residential zone but is highest 
in the industrial zone of Marseille. For smoke the increases are virtually 
identical except for Kóbenhavn and Marseille. In the former the increase 
in the industrial zone is almost twice that in the commercial/residential 
zone but for Marseille the situation is completely reversed and the commer-
cial/residential zone increase is some ten times higher than in the industrial 
zone even though the industrial levels are some 25% higher. 
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2.3. Ratio I/CR. 
The average ratio of Levels between the industrial and commercial/ 
residential zones is agains close to one but there is a considerable 
variation. A ratio of about 0.8 is to be observed for smoke in Kobenhavn 
and Lyon and/ at the other extreme and for the same pollutant a ratio of 
about 1.4 for Marseille. The differences in the ratios for acidity is much 
less than that for smoke. 
The seasonal variations in the ratio show a considerable range. There are 
several instances where the ratio actually decreases in the winter 
indicating that the percentage increase for the commercial/residential zone 
is higher than for the industrial zone which does not, per se, mean that 
the actually levels are higher. 
2.4. Highest averaged medians for any one station in a zone. 
The percentage increases tend to follow the observed pattern for all 
the stations in a given zone but, as might be expected, there are some 
instances where the increase in the highest polluted station exceeds that 
of the average of all stations. However, in the case of smoke in the indus-
trial zone of Lyon the percentage increase of the higjiest polluted station 
is lower than for all the'stations in the Industrial zone even though the 
levels are some 12% higher at that particular station. 
For Merseyside the highest levels are shown by a mixed industrial and 
commercia 1/residentiaI stations. 
2.5. Maxima of daily values. 
There are several curious inversions in the location of the highest 
daily values in relation to the ratio described in 2.3. above. In 
København, for example, the SO-, levels tend to be higher in the industrial 
zone but the maximum daily value is found in a commercial/residential zone. 
To some extent, but the values are low, the same is true for smoke. 
The other example is Lyon where there is very little difference between 
the seasonal medians for acidity in the two types of zone but the 
industrial zone has a maximum value that is some 37% higher than in the 
commercial/residential zone. 
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3. Class 3 - towns with 0.5 to 1 million inhabitants 
3.1.Averaged medians for towns. 
Many more towns in this class have supplied data for S0rand a seasonal increase of about 50% is found in Nürnberg; the lowest increases of about 
19% are found in Dortmund and Duisburg. The acidity ranges from about 33% 
in Lille-Roubaix-Tourcoing to about 15% in Toulouse. For smoke the maximum 
increases are found in Bordeaux and Tyneside with about 40%. For SPM changes 
are not significantly different from zero except in the case of Nürnberg 
with a 10% reduction in the levels during the winter. There is a little 
difference between the percentage increases for S02 and for acidity, but for smoke the average is about 33% and for SPM it is near to zero. 
Nürnberg is especially interesting since it shows a 50% increase for S02 but a' drop of 10% for SPM. For those towns which measure acidity and smoke 
the difference between the percentage increases for these two pollutants is 
much smaller, perhaps the greatest being Tyneside with a 23% increase in 
acidity and a 41% increase in smoke. 
3.2.Averaged medians for zones. 
For acidity and smoke in this class there is a slight tendency for the 
increases, as a percentage, to be greater for the industrial zones than for 
the commercial/residential. Tyneside acidity and Bordeaux smoke are the two 
extremes. The differences in the percentage increases in a given zone are not 
very significant except for the industrial zone of Bordeaux where the smoke 
increase is nearly twice that of the acidity and for Tyneside where there 
is a factor of nearly three between the percentages. For the commercial/ 
residential zones the percentage increases are virtually the same. 
Because of a shortage of measuring stations, no really valid comment can be 
made for the S0_ and SPM levels or increases. 
3.3. Ratio I/CR 
The averaged ratio works out to just under one indicating that the com-
mercial/residential zones are slightly more polluted than the industrial; 
however the range of'the ratio is very much greater than for the previous 
two classes. Toulouse stands out as an extreme example where the ratio is 
very low indicating that,the pollution in the commercial/residential zone 
is much higher than in the industrial zone; this is much more noticeable 
for the smoke than for the acidity where the industrial levels are very 
close to zero. The highest ratio of 1.5 is to be found for acidity in Tyneside. 
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This class shows a considerable difference in the ratios for the different 
pollutants measured In the same town. This is exemplified by Bordeaux and 
Tyneside; in Bordeaux the ratio is 0.8 for acidity and 0.4 for smoke while 
in Tyneside it is 1.4 for acidity and 0.97 for smoke. 
Except for Antwerp and Bordeaux there is a tendency for the ratio to be 
higher for smoke than for acidity indicating that the industrial zones 
show a greater Increase in the pollution due to smoke. 
The maximum seasonal variations in the ratio are about 10% for smoke in 
Lille-Roubaix-Tourcoing and for acidity in Tyneside with a decrease of 
10% in winter." 
3.4. Highest averaged medians for any one station in a zone. 
In general the increases follow the pattern observed above but there 
are one or two instances, similar to those seen in Class 2, where the 
seasonal increases are lower for the most polluted station than for all the 
stations in the given zone albeit that the levels at these stations are 
above the average for the zone. 
3.5. Maxima of daily values. 
Admitting that the data for €enova are incomplete it is of considerable 
interest to note that the maximum occurs in the summer period and is exactly 
six times greater than the winter maximum. 
The maxima tend to follow the trend of the ratio I/CR except for smoke in 
Leeds, Lille-Roubaix-Tourcoing and Sheffield and for acidity in Tyneside. 
There.are no incidences, other than Genova, where there is a summer maxima 
in excess of the winter one. Leeds acidity is the only example of the 
maximum being provided by a mixed zone. 
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4. Class 4 - towns with 0.1 to 0.5 million inhabitants 
4.1. Averaged medians for towns. 
The seasonal percentage increases for S0? range from around 552 in Erlangen, Fürth, Ingoldstadt, Karlsruhe and Regensburg to about 10% in 
Mainz and Venezia. For acidity Rouen with 39%, Gent with 4% and Nantes 
with 3% demonstrate the extremes. For smoke there is a considerable varia-
tion from 51% in Belfast down to 8% in Charleroi. For SPM , the maximum 
increase, from towns which have supplied complete data, is 23% in Karlsruhe 
all the way down to a reduction of some 12% in Regensburg where the Levels 
are very low. 
The overall percentage increases for SO.» and smoke are very nearly equal at 
44% and 34% respectively and the proximity is greater for acidity and SPM 
at 17 and 11% respectively. 
The variations in the seasonal increases for both pollutants measured in 
one town are very considerable and no pattern is discernable other than 
the general conclusion that the increases for SO- and smoke are much higher 
than SPM and acidity. 
4.2. Averaged medians for zones. 
In general the percentage increases for acidity and SPM tend to be 
twice as great in commercial/residential when compared to industrial zones. 
The differences between the zones for S02 and smoke are not significant. 
It is of interest to note that there are considerable variation in the 
percentage increases for two pollutants in the same town as exemplified by 
Bolzano (incomplete), acidity in Clermont-Ferrand, Gent (both pollutants), 
Portsmouth and Strasbourg. 
4.3. Ratio I/CR. 
The average ratio is about one but it varies considerably with the 
pollutant. For S02 it is about 0.8,indi eating higher pollution in C/R zones, and for acidity it is 1; the same numerical difference exists between 
the smoke and SPM the former rising to 1.2 indicating that industrial zones 
are more polluted than the commercial/residential. 
Le Havre and Rouen, which only measure acidity, show a decrease in the ratio 
of some 20% in the winter. This shows that the increase for winter levels in 
C/R zones is higher than in industrial zones. 
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4.4. Highest averaged medians for any one station in a town. 
Given that there are many towns with only one station the conclusions 
that can be drawn from an examination of these values only repeats what 
was stated earlier in paragraph 4.1. and 4.2. 
4.5. Maxima of daily values. 
The SOp winter maximum for Bolzano/ taken from incomplete data, is the 
highest of all winter values irrespective of technique; however both Le Havre 
and Ruoen show a summer maximum of 1260 and 970 ,ug/m*for acidity. 
Ludwigshafen (industrial zone, SOp), Mannheim (industrial, SPM), Edinburgh 
(commercia 1/residential,acidity) all have summer maxima which are in excess 
of those found in winter. 
5. Class 5 - towns with less than 0.1 million inhabitants 
5.1. Averaged medians for town. 
As required by the Council Decision and as is , perhaps, to be expected 
for this class, there are very few towns that have more than one measuring 
station for which data have been transmitted. 
The range of percentage increases for_S0? and acidity tend to follow the pattern and range seen in previous classes in the increase for S02 double 
that for the acidity; However, in many cases the averaged median for the 
acidity comes somewhere near to the normally-accepted minimum detection 
limita. For smoke and SPM the same comments apply. 
5.2. Averaged medians for zones. 
Most of the data are available on.ly for commercial/residential zones, 
in accordance with the Council Decision.For those towns that were able to 
supply data the majority of the stations are mixed industrial and commercial/ 
residential so that the values are the same. 
Given that the. data for industrial zones are limited there are 
indications that the smoke levels increase by a larger percentage than the 
acidity; for the commercial/residential zones the difference is not as 
marked. Virtually no data is available for SCs in industrial zones but 
for the commercial/residential zones it shows a greater increase than 
for SPM. 
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5.3. Ratio I/CR. 
Because few data are available from the industrial zones the ratio 
cannot be calculated in the majority of cases.For Calais where the acidity 
levels in the C/R zone are at least twice those in the industrial zone the 
ratio I/CR shows a decrease of some 30% in winter. 
5.4. Highest averaged medians for any one station in a town. 
Because most of the towns supplied data for only one station the con-
clusions are the same as those drawn above. 
5.5. Maxima of da i l y values. 
In this class there are more occasions where one finds a summer maximum 
in excess of that found in winter. In the cases of Ascoli Piceno (SCO and 
Kortrijk (acidity) there is a factor of two between the seasons. Calais 
shows a summer maximum for acidity in the industrial zone only. 
6. Summary 
The discussions in this chapter up to this point, have been concentrated 
on an examination of various values by class. It is, therefore, useful to 
draw the remarks for each class together and examine the overall perspective. 
6.1. Averaged medians for towns. 
The percentage increases for SO-, in the winter exceed those for acidity 
except in class 2 where the situation is reversed,and in class 3 where they 
are equivalent. Smoke always shows at least twice the percentage increase 
in winter as SPM except in class 3 where the SPM decreases in winter. 
The differences in the increases between _S0_and SPM varies from class to 
class, the most interesting being the (24%, -2%) in class 3. Fore acidity 
and smoke the increases are much more equitable except in class 4 and 5 
where the winter increase in acidity is about half that for smoke. 
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6.2. Averaged medians for zones. 
SO-increases tend to exceed those for acidity by a factor of 1.5.to 2 
except Tor the C/R zones in class 2 and both zones in class 3 where the 
winter increases are comparable; in class 5 Ascoli Piceno is the only indus-
trial site and has zero medians for both seasons. 
With both types of zones the winter increases in SO are above those 
for SPM by a considerable factor. The percentage "increase in winter smoke 
levels is above that for acidity in both zones for all classes but there 
is an indication that smoke increases slightly more in the industrial zones 
than in the C/R. 
6.3. Ratio I/CR 
The general tendency is for the ratio to approximate to slightly below 
one, i.e., the industrial zones are slightly less polluted than the commer-
cial/residential zones. However, there are considerable and, seemingly, 
random variations within and between the classes and also for the different 
pollutants. This tends to emphasize that the delineation of zones as indus-
trial, etc., is insufficient to be able to make a clear distinction in the 
patterns of pollution. 
6.4. Highest averaged medians for any one station in a zone. 
Apart from the fact that the individual values are somewhat higher 
than for the average of all stations in the zone, the percentage changes 
for the winter season follow the general trend noted in paragraph 6.2 
above. 
6.5. Maxima of daily values. 
The range of values for the daily maxima do not differ greatly from 
one class of town to the other, nor do they differ to any marked extend 
between the industrial and commercial/residential zones. 
There is,perhaps, a slight indication that the overall values in classes 4 
and 5 are slightly lower than for the other three classes but,even in some 
of these smaller towns, very high values are recorded. 
The incidence of annual maxima during the summer season is a factor 
common to all classes except class 1. However an examination of the detailled 
daily values is necessary to determine whether there are pollution "episodes" 
during the summer months. 
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7. Conclusions 
There are several general conclusions that can be drawn from the 
tables and discussions in this chapter. 
.Class - the concept of classification of a town according to the number 
of inhabitants does not produce any well-defined conclusions 
regarding the levels, or differences in the leveis, of the 
pollution. 
Zone - similarily the concept of classification of the zones does 
nothing to resolve the differences between the levels and • 
the changes in different parts of the same town. 
Pollutants - the only general conclusion that can be drawn is that 
the percentage seasonal increases for S02 and smoke tend to 
exceed those for acidity and SPM. In order of magnitude, average 
increases are 36 % for SO , 34 % for smoke, 24 % for acidity 
and 11 % for SPM. z 
It is of interest to note that the increase in SPM during 
the winter is less than for smoke. In general the levels for 
SPM are considerably higher than for smoke and are, in fact, 
far above the 20 % difference which is often considered to be the 
extent of the discrepancies between the different curves that 
are available for converting a 'blackness index' to an 
equivalent in micro-grams per. cubic metre. 
Given a winter increase of a few micrograms/cubic metre of 
'small' particles the effect on the percentage increase for the 
smoke will be much higher than for the SPM. With the exception 
of Kébenhavn, no data are available for S0_ and acidity at the same 
station - nor for smoke and SPM. The Kébënhavn data, when examined 
in some depth, show that the numerical differences in the seasonal 
Levels for a station are variable and not directly related. The 




RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1976 
TABLES E 
(Table E.1 to E.5) 
Abréviations: S0_ - Sulphur Dioxide 
AcTd - Acidity 
Smoke - Black Smoke 
SPM - Suspended Particulate Matter 
I - Industrial 
CR - Commercial/Residential 
A - Annual 
W - Winter 
Notes: 
Averaged medians for towns: 
Arithmetic average of medians for all stations in a town 
for the year or month. 
Averaged medians for zones: 
Arithmetic average of medians for all stations in an I or 
a CR zone in a town. 
Ratio I/CR: 
Ratio of: averaged medians for industrial zone/averaged 
medians for commercial/residential zone. 
* one station only therefore refer to appropriate column 
following. 
= same station, i.e., mixed indsutrial + commercial/resi-
dential. 
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TABLB E. 2.2 
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Apart from the discussions and conclusions drawn in Chapter VIII on 
the basis of the examination of the detailed results in Table E (and Annex C) 
there are other, more general points which have wider implications. 
It is these wider points that will be discussed here but it is not 
intended that every aspect should be treated in the same depth; 
sometimes there is no immediate answer or the final conclusion must 
await the final report of this three year pilot study. Whenever possible 
charts and histograms will be used to present the information. 
1. Comparison of winter increases between different zones 
The previous chapter has shown that, in many instances, the ratio I/CR 
decreases during the winter months relative to the ratio for the whole 
year. There are two possible mechanisms for this; either the industrial 
levels drop during the winter while the levels in the commercial/ 
residential zones remain essentially constant, or the industrial levels 
remain nearly constant and the levels in the other zones rise. 
It might be expected that the pollution levels in industrial zones would 
remain nearly constant throughout the whole year while the effets of 
domestic "heating" would be to augment the Levels in the commercial/ 
residential zones. Thus the decrease in the ratio is logical but the 
effect of 'high stacks' in industrial zones which effectively distribute 
the pollution over a wider area may mask, to some extent, the real difference. 
However,there are many instances where the ratio increases in the winter; 
this increase is sometimes small but there are examples where it is of 
the same order of magnitude as the 'logically-normal' decrease. There 
are at least five possible reasons for this effect. 
The first reason is that the classification of the zone may be 
inaccurate; it has already been indicated that the concept of industrial, 
commercial and/or residential zones does not lead to a clear-cut 
distinction between the zones, especially with the present imprecise 
definition of a zone. There is, of course, some doubt as to whether or 
not such distinctions can be physically justified or one hundred 
percent effective. 
The second reason is that there could be an effect from an adjacent zone 
or emitter which only operates under certain meteorological or climatological 
conditions. Such conditions might originate from the differences in the 
prevailing winds in winter and summer and for which no information or data 
is, at present,available for analysis. 
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The third reason could be unusual meteorological conditions or 
abnormal emissions. These, however, would normally be transitory and 
of short duration as opposed to the conditions mentioned in the previous 
paragraph. Thus it would be expected that their effect would only last 
for a few days and although it would have an effeït on the value for 
that month it is highly unlikely that they would affect the value for the 
whole season or year. 
The fourth possible explanation could be related to economic factors 
depressing the pollution levels in the industrial zones. There is, 
however, no reason why these limitations should apply only to the summer 
period. In fact reference to the Tables E and Annex C will establish that 
it is relatively easy to detect the 'holiday' periods from the pollution 
data, perhaps more especially in the industrial zones. 
The fifth reason relates to the type of industry to be found within 
the area. There are, undoubtedly, instances where the industrial zone 
contains a power plant producing energy for consumption by the residential 
zone. One would, therefore, expect the pollution levels to fall during 
the summer period. However this result alone cannot account for the 
number of occasions on which the effect of an increased I/CR ratio is 
observed. 
The problems inherent to the different types of classification will 
be further discussed in Chapter X which follows. 
2. Absolute levels of pollution 
It seems necessary, and is certainly useful, to try to give some idea 
of the absolute levels of pollution. Given the cautions that have been 
expressed earlier in this report, in Chapter VII, this is very difficult 
to achieve without very detailled considerations of the type of sampling 
and analyses used at each point. To try to alleviate the problem, 
and to give this over-view of the levels, the data have been grouped 
into broad bands. It is important to stress that no attempt has been 
made to compare pollution levels, in absolute terms, at one place with 
those at another; it is only the pattern of the distribution of results 
that is of importance and valid in this context. 
2.1. Averaged medians for all stations in a town 
Taking the averaged medians for the whole town, as defined in Chapter VIII 
and shown in Tables E, and placing each town into one of seven broad bands 
leads to a series of histograms (Figure 1 ) , one for each of the four 
'pollutants'. The bands are in steps of 25/jg/rrß and the final step 
includes all values over 150/jg/m3. 
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2.1.1. Specific sulphur methods. 
The first histogram, Figure 1a shows the number of towns which 
have an averaged median for the whole year and the winter season that 
lie within a given band. The histograms for both periods are interesting 
in that they show a double peak and that the centre of each peak moves 
with the season to higher values. A detailled examination of Tables E will 
show that there is a tendency for the higher values to be recorded in 
some towns in the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy (although the data 
from the latter are often incomplete) and for the lower values to originate 
in the Netherlands. 
The majority of the median values tend to lie in the range of 26 - 50 and 
101-125 .ug/m3 for the year and 26 - 50 and 109 - 150,ug/m3 in winter. 
2.1.2. Strong acidity. 
The second histogram. Figure 1b, shows that the values for strong 
acidity tend to lie in the range 51 - 75/ug/m3 for the whole year and do not 
change for the winter. However, the winter histogram shows a distribution 
which is much flatter and which covers a wider range than for the whole year. 
2.1.3. Black Smoke. 
Figure 1c shows the distribution of the averaged medians for black 
smoke measurements. As with the strong acidity the peak does not change 
with the season but there is a tendency to a displacement to higher medians. 
2.1.4. Suspended Particulate Matter 
Figure 1d shows the distribution for SPM. ,The majority of the 
values tend to lie within the band 25 - 50 .ug/m irrespective 
of the season but there is some indication of a double peak in the region 
of 101 - 125/ug/m3 in the summer and 126 - 150 .ug/m3 for the winter 
which could be attributed to some of the (incomplete) Italian data. 
2.2. Distribution of median values for all stations 
In Chapter VIII it has already been shown that there is no real difference 
in the values found in the various zones, therefore, for the histograms in 
Figure 2 all the seasonal values for each station have been taken from 
Annex C and divided into bands. To facilitate the presentation the width 
of each band has been chosen to be 50,ug/m3 for SCu and acidity but a width 
of 25.ug/m3 has been retained for the smoke and SPn. For these histograms 
the stations whose values lie within the band have been expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of stations. 
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The advantage of this approach, using the values for each station, is that 
it gives a better indication of the maximum seasonal values that are likely 
to be encountered. Moreover it gives a broader basis for examining the 
distribution of values as well as a better indication of the maximum levels 
that may be observed in practice. 
2.2.1. Specific sulphur compounds. 
Figure 2a shows the range of values. In comparison to Figure 1a 
the majority of the stations still retain a value in the region of the 
0 - SOyUg/m but during the winter season the "peak" broadens towards higher 
values. It is also of interest to note the secondary peak that occurs in the 
winter period for values over 350 ^ug/m3 which can be attributed to the 
incidence of very high levels for some of the Italian stations that only, 
effectively, make measurements in the winter. 
2.2.2. Strong acidity. 
The histogram for strong acidity values, Figure 2b, shows a similar 
pattern to that of Figure 1b in that the majority of the values lie within 
the same broad band for the whole year and the winter. In contrast to 
the distribution of S0? values there are no extensions into the higher ranges for strong acidity. 
2.2.3. Black smoke. 
Figure 2c shows that the majority of stations have a value between 
0 and 50 AJg/nr which are equally placed around the 25 yug/m3 level. 
During the winter period there is a displacement towards the band of 26 -
50 jug/m3. As with the distribution of specific S0? values, there is also a separated series of high values for both the winter and the year. 
2.2.4. Suspended particulate matter. 
As might be expected from Figure 1d, the double peak is repeated 
here in Figure 2d but now both peaks are broadened towards higher values, 
particularly in the winter season. 
3. Overstepping of arbitrary levels. 
Within section 2 of this chapter some attempt was made to examine the 
distribution of the levels without reference to the class of town or type 
of zone, by putting the data into broad bands. There are, in many cases, 
too few stations available to give any degree of confidence (not in the 
statistical sense of the word) to any attempt to view the distribution of 
values within each of the classes. However, by choosing a specified level 
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it is possible to examine the percentage of the results that have exceeded 
it. 
Given that annual and winter medians, etc., are available within Annex C, 
it is a fairly simple task to extract them for each station and to present 
the results as a percentage of those stations that have exceeded this level. 
The levels that have been chosen are purely arbitrary and do not, and are 
not intended to, bear any relationship to, for example, any health criteria 
or air quality standards that have been published or that are being 
considered. For the sake of simplicity, and not for the purpose of making 
comparisons, these arbitrary levels have been chosen to be identical for 
SO- and acidity and, with different levels, for smoke and SPM.Similarily 
different levels for the annual and winter arbitrary medians and, with 
reservations, for the 'daily maxima1, have been chosen. 
It could be argued that since the selected stations are supposed to present 
the maximum, average and minimum polluted areas of a given zone in a town, 
there is the distinct possibility that any other station would be expected 
to have values that lie between the maximum and minimum. In other words 
a station which is outside this exchange should have levels that do not 
exceed the upper level nor fall below the lower level. Therefore there 
should only be a small possibility that these other stations lie outside 
the percentages given in the figures. The graphics that follow,, therefore, 
can be considered as indicating the possibility that a given arbitrary 
level would be exceeded by another station. 
The graphics could also be taken as indicating the possibility that the 
levels would be exceeded during another year or season. However, the 
effects of variations in the climatological and/or meteorological 
conditions from one year to the other, as well as variations in the pattern 
and distribution of the emissions will have a greater bearing on the 
actual pollution levels. Therefore, the overall viability of the 
suppositions are not very good but the figures may, nevertheless, be 
regarded as some sort of pointer to possible levels in future seasons. 
3.1. Annual and winter medians 
Figure 3 shows the percentage of stations that have exceeded the arbitrary 
levels for the annual and winter medians for all four pollutants. The 
chosen levels are "100 ,ug/m3 for the annual median and 150 ,ug/m3 for the 
winter median, for botri S0_ and strong acidity. The relevant figures for 
smoke and SPM have been chosen as 75 and 125 ug/nr respectively. 
3.1.1. SOp. 
Figure 3a shows the percentage distributions of the stations that 
have exceeded the arbitrary levels for the annual and winter medians. 
Class 1 is different from all the other classes in that the percentage 
is very much higher. However it should be noted that the data for Milano 
in class 1 are incomplete; eliminating them reduces the percentage for class 
1 to about 17 for both annual and winter levels. This as the effect of 
bringing the percentqges for all the stations, irrespective of class, 
down to about 10 % for the year and 2 % for the winter instead of 19% and 9%. 
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3.1.2. Strong acidity. 
Figure 3b shows the percentages for acidity; they are, in general, 
more evenly distributed between the classes and the figure for all the classes 
is lower than for S0_. This is to be expected when it is recalled that Chapter 
VIII showed that the S0_ levels tended to be higher than for strong acidity 
but that the same arbitrary levels have been chosen. 
3.1.3. Black smoke. 
The percentages for smoke in Figure 3c show that there is rarely 
more than 10 % of the stations that exceed either of the two arbitrary 
medians that were chosen. 
3.1.4. Suspended particulate matter. 
Again, as with the differences in levels of acidity and SO-, the 
percentages of the stations that exceed the chosen levels are higher for SPM 
than for smoke. It should be noted that in class 1 there is only one 
station that has communicates data which has exceeded the levels, i.e., 
100 X' for both seasons, and this has been omitted from the graphic as it 
would give an undue bias to the overall percentage for all stations combined. 
Class 2 shows e true zero percentage for both annual and winter levels 
whereas class 5 has a zero percentage for the annual level only. 
3.2. Daily maxima. 
It is to be admitted that using only the very highest value for each station 
could give a misleading impression because the highest, if not the higher, 
values measured are, perhaps, more subject to questions of interpretation 
and reliability. A more equitable solution would be to use the higher 
percentiles, say 98 which equates with the 7 or 8 highest values, as well 
as a list of those values together with the date on which they occured. 
However the preparation of such a list demands access to the daily data and 
the relevant computer programme to prepare it. The requisite programme 
is being prepared but will not be ready for some time (see Chapter XII). 
Thus, for the moment at least, one is reduced to using more readily 
accessible values and there is a choice between using the maxima for each 
month or the maximum for the whole year or a season. Using the monthly 
maxima leads to problems in interpreting the results because if the 
maximum for one month lies below that for another month it will be given 
undue importance; it is almost a randomly selected point on a true 
frequency distribution. Using the annual or seasonal maximum it is 
possible to give an interpretation that is totally valid since the 
resulting distribution is then a reflection of the percentage of stations 
that have exceeded the arbitrary level on at least one day in the year or 
season. 
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The Levels that have been chosen are 300 jug/m3 for S0_ and acidity and 
250 ug/m3 for smoke and SPM; they are, again, purely arbitrary. As has 
already been noted in Chapter VIII there are only a few stations where the 
daily maximum occurs in the summer season; therefore, this does not change 
the percentages between winter and the year to any great extent. 
3.2.1. S0 2. 
The most interesting aspect is that every one of the stations in 
class 1 has exceeded the arbitrary level on one day of the year. Class 5 
shows the lowest percentage but the greatest proportional increase in the 
winter. 
3.2.2. Strong acidity. 
For the strong acidity, shown in Figure 4b, the scatter between 
the different classes is small but there are more than 50 % of the stations, 
on average, that have at least one day over the chosen arbitrary level. 
3.2.3. Black smoke. 
Class 1, in Figure 4c, stands out from the other classes because 
of the low percentage of stations that have one day over the level. This 
may be due, at least in part, to the effects of centralised heating plants 
in some parts of Paris and to the Smoke Control Regulations for the four 
towns from the United Kingdom which are the only contributors to the class. 
3.2.4. Suspended particulate matter. 
For class 1 in Figure 4d there is only one station that has exceeded 
the level on one day; for class 2 no station exceeded the levels. 
4. Conclusions. 
The Figures 1 and 2 have shown that the majority of towns and stations 
which measure acidity and smoke tend to have levels that exceed those in 
towns where S0_ and SPM are the preferred measurements; there is, however, 
a subsidiary peak at higher levels for SCL and, perhaps, for SPM. 
From Figures 3 and 4 the indications are that tnere is virtually no 
relationship between the patterns for exceeding annual or winter medians 
and for exceeding a daily maximum level. No doubt that the availability 
of frequency distributions based on all the daily values will be of 
considerable value in establishing more accurate and meaningful conclusions. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Classification of zones 
In Chapter I it has already been noted that the National Coordinators 
agreed to extend the classification of zones from the two foreseen 
in the Decision but without being able to give precise definitions for 
each. The measurement results show that the basic concept of the 
classification is unsatisfactory. Contrary to what might be expected 
there are "commercial - residential" sites wich have higher pollution 
levels than "industrial" ones in the same town-. This discrepancy can 
be seen in the medians as well as in the maximum daily values for a 
season. It does not always follow that the highest median and the 
maximum are in the same class of zone. Therefore no positive 
conclusions, at least concerning pollution levels, can be drawn 
from a general classification into industrial, commercial and/or 
residential. 
Although an examination of the requirements may lead to a better 
understanding it is clear that the problem is far from simple and 
that it is premature to propose a change until more objective and 
less vague definitions can be found. 
During the preparation of the Council Decision there were various 
discussions to find a classification system which was, at the same 
time, acceptable to those concerned and useful in separating 
different zones by specific definitions. The existing classification 
had been used before and was relatively easy to apply, even though 
it lacked specificity; it was also acceptable. For its application 
it relies on a relatively objective assessment for each site but 
this assessment will differ from person to person for lack of 
specificity and will, therefore, be different in different Member 
States if not in different towns. 
The concept of "industry" covers a wide range: heavy engineering, 
mining, refineries for ores or oil, steel and other metal works, 
chemical processing, metal finishing plus many light industries 
associated with final assembly and finishing. As a group the larger 
and heavier industries tend to cause more pollution, at least by S0? 
and particles. Another group can be considered as those which tena to 
use energy fuom a local source and which do themselves produce a 
quantity of pollution. Another group may include those whose 
pollution emissions are very low since they are using energy from 
a distant source. 
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The concept of "commercial/residential" does not take account of 
one important factor - the population. This is important since each 
person will consume a certain quantity of energy and thus the emissions 
are a function of the number of inhabitants in the area as well as on 
the types of building and the energy source employed. 
Another consideration to be borne in mind is the area for which a 
given station is thought, or is known, to be representative. This item 
of information was added into a list of optional information for this 
exchange of information. 
It is possible that an examination of population and energy consumption 
densities would be of assistance in defining the représentât iivity of 
a station. One could also foresee a seemingly complex refinement 
to the classification of an area to take account of intermittent 
immissions from adjacent areas, perhaps as a factor of climatological 
or meteorological conditions (see para. 4 and 5). 
Thus one arrives at two concepts which are basic to any given area, 
no matter how the various components are mixed together. The first 
concept is the density of the population and the second is the 
concept of energy consumed with possible sub-divisions to allow 
for different types since, for example, natural gas is far less 
polluting than, say, heavy fuel oil. 
Such tentative and semi-philosophical approaches need to be studied 
in greater detail. It is clear that there could be problems in 
assessing the quantity and type of energy used in a specific area; 
a system of classification which involves an extremely detail led 
survey of area will not succeed on purely financial grounds. 
The effects of seasonal patterns of utilisation would be another 
aspect requiring careful consideration. The final aim must be to 
have a system which allows the emission patterns to be characterised. 
Conclusion 1: Classification of zones as "industrial", "commercial" 
and/or "residential" is unsatisfactory and there is scope for 
developing a better system for characterising an area under 
consideration. 
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2. Pollution levels 
The arbitrary division of sites into high, average and low pollution 
levels and the associated problems have been reviewed in chapter IV and V. 
Given that absolute values for all the stations are now available in 
this report there must be a temptation to make an overall and 
uniform classification. However this is not very practicable and 
can be positively misleading given the factors which can influence 
the results. 
Apart from any of the following technical considerations the type of 
value (medium, mean, maximum) and the relevant period need to be 
stated to assure any uniformity. 
Sampling techniques are often very different. For example when 
collecting particles the parameters of importance are the total volume 
of air passed per unit time, the diameter of the inlet to the sampling 
system and the diameter and length of the tube connecting the inlet and 
the collecting filter. The total quantity deposited is, in the first 
instance, a function of the total volume of air passed. However the inlet 
diameter of the system in conjunction with the through-put gives the 
effective intake velocity. For a given through-put decreasing the 
inlet diameter increases the intake velocity which will increase the 
maximum size of particle that is collected since the two parameters 
are related. This may lead to the collection of particles which are 
greater than the respirable diameter (of about 10 u ) . The diameter 
and length of the tube connecting the inlet and the filter will 
affect the size and quantity of particles 'lost' to the walls. 
For the problem of measurement it will suffice to take two examples 
to demonstrate typical problems. The first example is results 
obtained by the strong acidity method compared to those made 
by an "S0?-specific" method. In each case it is a question of interference, i.e., an unwanted effect due to other minor 
pollutants. Each specific technique is susceptible to the presence of 
other pollutants which may affect the measurement by increasing or 
decreasing the apparent level of S0_. The strong acidity technique 
does measure acidic material other than S0? but it is generally considered that about 70-80% of acidic material in urban 
environment is due to S02- The affect of, say, industrial emissions can be to change this percentage even to the extent, 
adjacent to a fertiliser plant for example, of producing an 
alkaline sample which gives a negative S0?-equivalent level as well as masking any SO- actually present. 
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The second example is the measurement of dust particles as smoke 
by a technique which is basically optical reflectance or transmittance. 
The reflectance of the particles is of obvious importance as well as 
the actual quantity of particles deposited. In terms of reflectance 
the same readings can be obtained from a filter with a large 
quantity of grey particles and a filter with a few black particles. 
Normally all reflectances are converted into a gravimetric 
equivalent by a "standard" conversion curve constructed from a series 
of gravimetric and reflectance measurements over a period of time. 
This conversion function will vary with the composition of the 
particles which will itself vary in time as well as in space. 
The two samples used for the preparation of this curve must have 
the same effective intake velocity otherwise , as noted previously/ the particle size ranges will be different. 
In addition to measurement problems relating to interference and 
calibration one must take into account the differences in the rules 
which may be applied nationally, regionally or locally to determine 
if a given reading or measurement is really valid. No generally 
accepted rules are yet in force although it is agreed that one needs 
to differentiate between a true value of zero, a missing value, a 
negative value and a value which should be suppressed as invalid 
because the flow-rate or volume at the collector were outside 
agreed limits. 
Additionally there is the problem of the time at which sampling commenced. 
Given that the period is 24 hours, there are a whole range of possible 
starting times. At least one example has been found where a sampling 
which began at K.OOhrs on, say, day 1 and terminated at 1355 on day 2 
was deemed to be a sample dated as day 2. Thus in studying levels in 
adjacent areas the sampling period and dating need to be examined. 
Conclusion 2: The comparison of absolute quantitative values and, 
therefore, absolute pollution levels, at different places is subject -
to so many qualifications that it is, at least, very difficult if 
not actually misleading. 
However, the different places may be compared on a semi-quantitative 
basis by using ratios each of which is derived from a self-consistent 
set of definitions of sampling, measurement and calibration techniques. 
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3. Harmonisation and intercomparison 
It is clear from the preceding sections that a quantitative 
comparison between different Locations can be facilitated if attempts 
are made to harmonise the various techniques after a thorough examination 
by means of intercomparison programmes. 
The intercomparison programmes should be devised to place many 
different sampling and measurements techniques in the same location 
for the same period. Any deviations in the results then need to be 
examined in depth to establish the cause, for example, different sampling 
rates or inlet velocities, different calibrations, different interference 
effects, etc. 
Consequent upon these tests and with a knowledge of the idiosyncrasies 
of each method it is then possible to harmonise some of the techniques. 
It may, for example, be possible to show that the differences are due 
to the range of particle sizes or to the length of the tube between 
inlet and collector. 
Further differences may arise from the effects of sampling period and dating 
( see last paragraph of section 2) and, of course, from differences in the 
calibration procedure which may imply different methods or reference 
materials which are not internationally standardized. 
Conclusion 3: The harmonisation of sampling and measurement techniques 
and conditions is very important and the necessary intercomparison 
programmes should proceed as quickly as possible. 
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4. Meteorological and cLimatoLogical parameters 
Although the Descriptive Tables include information about the nearest 
meteorological stations no provision has been made to include either 
climatological or meteorological data at this time. It is clear 
however, that if sufficiently detailed information of this type is 
available it will be possible to examine the correlation between 
episodes of above-normal pollution with, say, wind direction or 
inversion heights if available at the measuring station. 
The possibility of including meteorological data has already been 
discussed by the National Coordinators. There is a tentative agreement 
on the parameters that would, in the first instance, be most important 
but no agreement on the periodicity. Advice has been given to the 
effect that data at 6-hourly intervals would be necessary. However 
such detail would only be justified if the meteorological parameters 
are actually measured at the same site as the pollution; to presume 
that the 6-hourly meteorological averages could be applied to a pollution 
station some kilometers away is not tenable. The work involved in 
collecting, evaluating and correlating such data must not be 
underestimated. 
Climatological parameters, being of longer periodicity, are much 
easier to assimilate and could provide a valuable pointer to 
explain different (qualitative) pollution levels in locations that 
might otherwise seen to be similar. These parameters would not help 
in the examination of pollution episodes but could make a useful 
contribution to understanding the seasonal variations between different 
locations and also in the analysis of trends. 
Conclusion 4: Meteorological data would be useful for investigating 
pollution episodes but the collection, etc. would be a considerable 
undertaking. Climatological parameters are easier to assimilate and 
could aid analyses of seasonal and long-term trends. 
f>'7 
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5. Topographical parameters 
The only topographical informations contained in the Descriptive Tables 
are the latitude and longitude although other information, such 
as altitude above mean sea level and area of representativity, w-m 
appear in the Supplementary Tables. 
This information allows one to place the station fairly accurately on 
a map and to decide if there is an influence due to the sea or mountains. 
It does not provide any indication of whether the station is situated 
in a valley or on top of a hill which could be other factors in 
explaining the pattern of the pollution. 
Within this context there is room for the consideration of topographical 
features around the station itself. The effect of tall buildings 
can be a factor that influences the pattern of the pollution. 
The collection and evaluation of such information, once it has been 
defined, does require some effort which may, or may not, be 
justifiable. 
Conclusion 5: The possibility of improvingthe characterisation of 





The purpose of background stations is to assess the base Levels 
for atmospheric pollution; they are sited in rural areas where 
the pollution levels are presumably low and not under the direct 
influence of any local source of pollution. They differ from the 
definition of background stations as being remote from all sources 
of pollution or habitation which is used in other studies. 
Given that the pollution levels are likely to be low it 
will be necessary to instai equipment that has a sensitivity suffi-
ciently high to be able to measure these low levels with a reasonable 
degree of accuracy. This implies that the equipment may differ from 
that used in the 'normal' stations of the rest of the network which 
will be measuring much higher levels. 
The following discussion has been divided into sections following 
the same order as the chapters in this report. 
1. Descriptive Tables. 
The background stations stations have been placed in a separate class, 
number 6, which has been defined as that for background stations rather 
than as a class for rural areas. This is to isolate the information and 
data from the rest and also because a code - 3 - has already been 
allocated to define a rural area within the first digit of the 
'situation' code. They are listed in the Descriptive Tables in Annex B. 
2. Measured pollutants. 
Table F shows the distribution of the types of measurements made at 
the background stations. It is at once clear that the distribution is 
fairly even but that more stations measure the SO- by a specific 
technique. This follows logically from the fact that the OECD-type 
technique is not very sensitive at low levels and would not produce a very 
meaningful reading. 
Station Classification. 
Since all these stations (Table G) are in a rural area it is presumed 
that there can be no industry, commerce or residences within the vicinity 
They are, therefore, implicitly described as 'unclassified'. In a 
similar way all the stations have been placed in the 
for pollution level. 
4. Sampling and Measurement Techniques. 
Only the stations of the Umweltbundesamt (Federal Republic of Germany) 
use high-volume samplers for the direct measurement of suspended 
particulates; all the other stations are equipped with low-volume 
samplers. 
For specific SO-, there are three techniques in use; the Federal Republic 
of Germany uses the pararosaniline technique and another technique known 
as Isotope Dilution Analysis (IVA or IDA); the Netherlands use an automatic 
coulometric technique. 
Strong acidity is measured by France, Ireland, Luxembourg and the 
United Kingdom using one or other variation of the OECD method. 
The measurement of suspended particulates by black smoke is used in 
Ireland, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom; the stations in France are not 
equiped to measure this pollutant. 
5. Discussion of the results. 
The monthly values for background stations are summarised in Table H, which 
follows, and in more detail in Annex C to this volume. 
The highest averaged median for each country and each pollutant are found 
in the winter, except for SPM in the Federal German Republic. The winter 
medians are generally between 5 and 50% higher than' the annual medians. 
There aré indications, from. ;both the summary data in Table H and the 
detailed Tables in Annex C, that the percentage increases in winter are 
much higher for smoke than for acidity; for individual stations, the changes 
in smoke range ^rom 0% to 69% - with one reduction of 50% - and for acidity 
from -40% to 33%. The data from the Federal German Republic shows that 
whereas SO- tends to increase in winter by around 50%, the SPM drops' by 
about 10%, with individual stations ranging from 10 to 100% increases for 
S02 and +12 to -43% for SPM. The figures for S02 in the Netherlands indicate 
an average increase of 33% in winter,ranging from -17 to 80% for individual 
stations. 
The same sort of percentage increases occur in winter for the averaged 
medians from the highest polluted station in each Member State. 
The highest daily values for S0? and smoke always occur in the winter but 
for acidity and SPM there are instances where the peak occurs in the summer, 




There is no background station data from Belgium, Denmark or Italy for 
either pollutant or from France for suspended particulates. It is 
desirable to have data if the stations exist so that the background 
levels in different regions can be considered as well as differences 
between background and other stations in the same region, subject to 
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Town Class : 6 - Background stations. 
Country 
Pollution level 
High Med Low U/C 
Belgique/Belgiê -
Bundesrepublik Deutschland - 15 
Danemark -
France 2 




United Kingdom - 10 -
TOTAL - 36 -
as % - - 100 -
% 
TABLE H. 
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The National Coordinators have agreed that the following items should 
be considered as implicit to the Decision: 
more refined statisticalanalyses of the data 
trend analyses 
'pilot city' studies 
'comparison city' studies 
The last two studies were suggested by the National Coordinators 
themselves, as useful additions to the Exchange of Information Decision. 
1. Refined statistical analyses. 
Analyses more refined than the simple ones used in chapter VIII necessitate 
the definition and development of the appropriate computer programmes which 
will take some time. Thus it has been agreed that these analyses will 
appear as Volume III so that publication of each annual report with 
simple results will be available as quickly as possible. 
1.1. Log-normal tests. 
Perhaps the most important aspect of any statistical analysis is the log-
normal test in which values on a logarithmic scale are compared with the 
cumulative percentage of results on a probability scale. The relationship 
should be a straight line and if this is not true then further statistical 
analyses must be viewed with caution. 
Non-linearity can be the result of a number of different factors but 
the most important, in this context, is the seasonal effect. It is, 
therefore, useful to foresee this test for a series of data relating 




Given a value for each day of the year one can consider three 
specific points on the log-normal line as indicative of seasonal 
values. The 5Ü percentile can equate to the "annual" median and 
those at the 25 and 75 percentiles with the "summer" and "winter" 
medians. However if there are a number of days in one season 
for which no values were given then the summer and winter 
ledians no longer coincide with the 25 and 75-percenti les and the 
innual median, which is still at the 50 percentile will be biased 
towards the season with the most data. 
This effect is greatest when the summer and winter values are very 
different. When the summer values exceed those for the winter the 
relevant percentiles will be reversed, i.e., the 75 percentile 
will equate with the summer and not the winter median. Thus it 
is essential to calculate the seasonal medians before proceeding 
to the annual median and, perhaps, to qualify this latter value 
with a statement of the number of days in each season. 
1.3. Maximum values. 
In a complete year the 98 percentile includes all daily values except 
for the seven highest, presuming that one has a reasonably complete 
set of daily values. It has been suggested by the National 
Coordinators that there should be a list available giving, say, 
the ten highest values and the dates on which they were 
observed. 
However such a list should be interpreted with caution since national 
data are verified according to different rules. To achieve uniformity 
there should be one set of rules which allow for the rejection of 
data only, say, on the grounds of malfunction of the sampling and 
measuring techniques or equipment. 
1.4. Pre-set levels. 
Apart from the highest daily value for a station it would be of use 
to have a list of all values above a 'pre-set' level, and the days 
on which they occured. The level would need to be variable, at least 
for the different pollutants. This list would facilitate an 
examination of the number of days above a given level to check 
compliance with any legal limit and also the number of consecutive 
days over a given limit. 
The same facility would be used to check if different levels for 
two pollutants were exceeded at the same time. 
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1.5. Correlations. 
A flexible facility to calculate correlations and regression 
coefficients between different sets of data over a variable period 
will be useful. A limited facility already exists but it can only 
operate on the data for one month. This period is too short to give 
reliable results on a good statistical base. 
2. Trend Analysis 
The development of trend analysis is an important aspect as it includes 
examination of changes in trends. To facilitate this work the National 
Coordinators have agreed that some data, for medium polluted sites only, 
would be made available from at least 1972. Without this data the 
testing of suitable programmes could only commence towards the end 
of this three year study. 
This work will be subject of a separate report. 
3^ , Pilot City Studies. 
Many towns have a large network of, say, more than 10 pollution 
measuring stations but in the opinion of many National Coordinators 
insufficient use is made of the available data. However in studying 
it prudence and caution are advised. 
At the moment the Commission has limited access to a facility for 
studying the interpretation and use of such data and, in close cooperation 
with the Irish authorities, is currently engaged in a first assessment. 
The versatility and usefulness of this study will be discussed with 
those concerned and the conclusions drawn and/or the results will be 
considered for publication as a preliminary to extending the study 
to other areas. 
Cooperation of many of the National Coordinators is assured subject to 
the examination of the results of the Irish study. 
4. Comparison Studies. 
Many Member States, as well as local or national organisations, have 
already undertaken comparisons of the sampling and measurement techniques 
currently in use. 
9ß 
The Commission is considering the preparation of a critical summary 
of all the available and completed studies. In this context it will also 
consider the feasibility of putting all the data onto the same mathematical 
and statistical basis if this seems to a valuable contribution to resolving 
some of the differences which exist. 
The Commission, in cooperation with the National Coordinators, is launching 
a one-year comparison study on particulate measurements in September 1978. 
This study will include at least one type of local equipment and the 
following: 
High Volume Samplers (on loan from US/EPA) 
Black smoke" equipment (on loan from Institute of Hygiene 
and Epidemiology, Brussels) 
Biolafitte equipment (Beta say absorption + reflectometry). 
The Commission is also in the process of evaluating another set of data 
from a comparison study preformed in conjunction with an epidemiological 
survey. 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 24 June 1975 
establishing a common procedure for the exchange of information between the 
surveillance and monitoring networks based on data relating to atmospheric pollution 
caused by certain compounds and suspended particulates 
(75/441/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 235 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commis-
sion; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European 
Parliament ('); 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic 
and Social Committee; 
Whereas the programme of action of the European 
Communities on the environment (*) makes provi-
sion for the establishment of a procedure for the 
exchange of information between the pollution 
surveillance and monitoring networks; 
Whereas this procedure is necessary to combat 
pollution and nuisances, this being one of the Com-
munity objectives concerning the improvement 
of the quality of life and the harmonious develop-
ment of economic activities throughout the Com-
munity; whereas the specific powers necessary to 
this end arc not provided by the Treaty; 
Whereas the exchange of the results of pollution 
level measurements provides one way of keeping 
abreast of long-term trends and improvements 
resulting from national legislation or from possible 
Community legislation; 
Whereas the transport of pollutants over long 
distances necessitates surveillance at regional, 
national, Community and global levels;' 
Whereas the results of such measurements consti-
tute essential information for carrying out epide-
miological surveys to provide a better understanding 
of the harmful effects of pollutants on health; 
(') OJ No C 76, 7. 4. 1975, p. 40. 
(») OJ No C 112, 20. 12. 1973, p. 3. 
Whereas since only certain sulphur compounds 
and suspended particulates are systematically and 
intensively monitored in the Member States; 
Whereas the measurements to be carried out must 
enable the daily average concentrations of the 
pollutants recorded to be determined, this time 
basis having been chosen as being the common 
denominator for most of the currently existing 
stations in the Community; 
Whereas on the basis of current studies on the 
comparability of the measurement methods, the 
Commission shall, at the earliest opportunity, 
submit proposals on the harmonization of these 
methods so that the data obtained by the various 
stations referred to in this Decision may be directly 
compared; 
Whereas the exchange of information provided 
for in this Decision, limited to three years and to 
two atmospheric pollutants will have to serve, 
on one hand as a pilot study for the elaboration 
of a complete system for the- exchange of data 
answering the specific needs of the European 
Communities in the area of environmental pro-
tection, and on the other hand will form an input 
element in the 'global environmental monitoring 
system' which is part of the United Nations envi-
ronmental programme, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
A common procedure is hereby established for the 
exchange of information, by surveillance and moni-
toring networks, based on data relating to atmo-
spheric pollution. This procedure is to be consi-
dered as preliminary and applies to the results of 
atmospheric measurements of certain sulphur com-
pounds and suspended particulates obtained by 
fixed stations sampling continuously. 
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Article 2 
For the purposes of this Decision: 
(a) measurement of certain sulphur compounds 
means: 
— measurement of sulphur dioxide, 
— or measurements of strong acidity in the 
atmosphere expressed as sulphur dioxide; 
(b) measurements of suspended particulates means: 
— gravimetric measurements, 
— or measurements of black smoke. 
Each Member State shall, using the description 
form defined in Annex II, inform the Commission 
of the physico-chemical nature of the data measured. 
' Article 3 
i 
Each Member State shall, after consulting the 
Commission and applying the parameters defined 
in Annex I, select, within six months after the adop-
tion of this Decision, from existing or planned 
sampling or monitoring stations those which are 
to supply the data for the exchange of information, 
It shall inform the Commission of its selection by 
means of the description form set out in Annex II. 
Article 4 
i 
1. Each Member State shall designate the person 
or persons, body or bodies responsible for the 
collection and transmission to the Commission of 
the data referred to in paragraph 2 and shall inform 
the Commission thereof within six months from 
the adoption of this Decision. 
2' The daily average concentrations of the 
pollutants recorded at each of the selected stations 
shall be transmitted monthly by the persons or 
bodies referred to in paragraph 1 to the Commission 
within six months following the measurements. 
Amounts shall be expressed in microgrammes per 
cubic metre of air at standard temperature and 
pressure. 
.3. The first data to be exchanged as information 
will be those obtained during the seventh month 
following the adoption of this Decision. 
4. Each quarter the Commission shall prepare 
full tabular reports of the data to be forwarded for 
verification by the Member States concerned. 
5. An annual report, to include different types of 
data evaluation, shall be prepared by the Commis-
sion, in consultation with national experts, on the 
basis of the data referred to in this Decision and 
of further information deemed appropriate by 
Member States and made available to the Commis-
sion. This report will he distributed to Member 
States. 
Article 5 
On the basis of its proposals concerning the harmo-
nization of methods of measurement to be submitted 
at the earliest opportunity and in the light of expe-
rience gained in the course of the exchange of infor-
mation referred to in this Decision, the Commission 
shall, within a period of three years following receipt 
of the first data, submit appropriate proposals on 
the establishment of a new procedure for the 
exchange of information to the Council. 
Article 6 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 24 June 1975. 
For the Council 
The President 
G. FITZGERALD 
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ANNEX I 
SELECTION OF SAMPLING OR MONITORING STATIONS 
1. The selection of sampling or monitorine stations shall be based mainly on geographic 
and demographic parameters (urhan and nini I areas, si/e of cities, residential or predo­
minantly industrial /ones) and on pollution levels (maximum, average and minimum). 
2. Demographic parameters 
Fi vu categories shall he considered: 
­■ cities or urban areas with more than two million inhabitants, 
. ­ cities or urban areas having between one and two million inhabitants, 
— cities or urban areas having between 0­5 and one million inhabitants, 
— cities or urban areas having between 0­1 and O­.5 million inhabitants, 
­ ­ cities or urban areas with less than 0­1 million inhabitants. 
Each Member State shall specify a maximum of five' cities or urban areas in each of the 
categories representative of the different types of urbanization and the various topographic 
and climatic conditions. 
In each of the first four categories, two types of zone shall be considered: 
— ­ residential zones, including business districts where the main stationary source of 
pollution is heating, 
— predominantly industrial zones. 
The distinction between residential and predominantly industrial zones shall be based on 
the topography and the type of activity, and not on the origin of the existing or measured 
pollution. 
In the case of, the fifth category, only residential zones shall be considered. 
3. Parameters relating to pollution levels 
In each city or urban area in the first four categories for which there is a sufficient number 
of representative sites, three sampling or monitoring stations shall be specified for each 
of the two /ones on the basis of the pollution levels (maximum. a\cragc and minimum) 
measured by lhe existing networks. For the fifth category, only maximum and average 
pollution s i t e s shall be taken into consideration. 
'I he stations designated must be representative of the conditions obtaining around the 
sampling point and nol be under the direct and immediate influence of a pollution source. 
4 Geographic parameters 
F.ach Member State shall specify, according lo the size of its surface area, sampling stations, 
outside the urban areas, distributed as eve­ y as possible throughout its territory. 
Member States with a surface area of less than 101)1)1)0 km2 shall specify up to five sites 
and Member States with a larger surface area up to 15 sites. 
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ANNEX II 
DESCRIPTION FORM 
(to be filled in for each sampling or monitoring station) 
1. Name of the Member State: 
2. Name of the city or rural area :. 
3. Name of the urban area (where appropriate): 
4. Name of the station (plus code where appropriate): 
5. Organization responsible for measurements, including address, telephone number and 
name of the person responsible: 
6. Geographic parameters: 
Station situated in a 
D city or urban area 
D non­urban area 
Tick as appropriate. 
7. Demographic parameters: 
If the station is situated in a city or urban area, classify it as one of the following five 
categories : 
D cities or urban areas with more than two million inhabitants 
G cities or urban areas having between one and two million inhabitants 
□ cities or urban areas having between 0­5 and one million inhabitants 
U cities or urban areas having between 0­1 and 0­5 million inhabitants 
O cities or urban areas with less than 0­1 million inhabitants 
Place a tick in the appropriate box. 
8. Location of the station (e.g. address): „ 
For stations situated in urban areas: 
n predominantly industrial zone 
O predominantly commercial or residential zone 
Place a tick in the appropriate box. 
9. Notes on the location and characteristics of the station (state whether it is part of a 
network and, if so, the sampling height above ground, the distance from the main road, 
the distance from the main pollution sources etc.) : 
10. Estimated area of the zone for which the station is representative of the pollution level 
(if possible) : 
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11. Atmospheric pollutant« sampled or monitored at the station: 
O sulphur dioxide 
Q high level of acidity 
O suspended particulates 
O black smoke 
D others (specify) : 
Tick as appropriate 
12. Other parameters (meteorological, etc.) measured at the same station: 
Pollutant: sulphur dioxide 
13.1. Sampling methods used: 
14.1. Analytical methods used: 
15.1. Duration and frequency of sampling: 
Normal time of start of sampling: . 
Normal time of end of sampling: — 
Duration of each sampling (*): 
16.1. Method and frequency of calibration: 
17.1. Date when monitoring of this pollutant began at this station: 
Pollutant: high level of acidity 
13.2. Sampling methods used: 
(') Indicate non-integrating continuous analyses b y C. 
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14.2. Analytical methods used: 
15.2. Duration and frequency of sampling: 
Normal time of start of sampling: .... 
Normal time of end sampling: 
Duration of each sampling (') : 
16.2. Method and frequency of calibration: 
17.2. Date when monitoring of this pollutant began at this station: 
Pollutant: suspended particulates 
13.3. Sampling methods used: .... 
14.3. Analytical methods used: 
15.3. Duration and frequency of sampling: 
Normal time of start of sampling: . 
. Normal time of end of sampling: 
Duration of each sampling ('): 
16.3. Method and frequency of calibration: 
17.3. Date when monitoring of this pollutant began at this station : 
Pollutant: black smoke 
13.4. Sampling methods used: 
(') Indicate non-integrating continuous analyses by C. 
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14.4. Analytical methods used: 
15.4. Duration and frequency of sampling: 
Normal time of start of sampling: .™ 
Normal time of end of sampling: 
Duration of each sampling ('):_ 
16.4. Method and frequency of calibration:. : 
17.4. Date when monitoring of this pollutant began at this station: 
0) Indican non-integraring continuow inaline« by C 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Environment and 
Consumer Protect ion 
Serv ice 
Exchange of Information between 
Surveillance and Monitoring Networks 
of the European Community 
Description of a sampling/monitoring station 
to be included in this exchange 
- 1 -
NOTES 
A separate description form is to be used for each sampling/moni-
toring station. 
Both the general part and the specific pollutant part (1 set per 
pollutant) are to be completed. 
Point 5. Depending on the national, regional and local struc-
tures, the name of the organization can be that in charge of the mea-
surements at the local, regional or national levels, of the treatment of 
data or of the coordination at one of the various levels. 
Point 6. In the comments topographic parameters where appropriate 
should be included. 
In the case of non-urban areas indications should be given if the 
station is to be considered as open country (still under the influence 
of a specific city) or remote (similar to a true background site). 
Point 9. 
9.3 is intended to indicate the possible magnitude of the effect of 
traffic on the results of that station. 
9.4 will provide information on the main sources of pollution in the 
area. 
9.5 will provide indications on the sources likely to affect directly 
the measurements. 
Point 11. The change in classification of pollution levels from 
maximalj average and minimal to hight average and lew reflects the need 
to select stations for inclusion in the network on the basis of the 




1. Name of the Member State 
2. Name of the city or rural area: 
3. Name of the urban area (where appropriate) 
4. Name of the station: 
Code Number (where appropriate): 
5.* Name of organization responsible for measurements for this sta­
tion: 
6.* Geographic Parameters. Station situated in a 
City or urban area j—i 
Non­urban (rural) area i—i 
Tick as appropriate 
Comments (where appropriate): 
■i n 
7. Demographic parameters. If the station is situated in a city 
or urban area, classify it as one of the following five cate­
gories: 
Cities or urban areas with > 2 million inhabitants I ! 
n n ii " " i ­ _ 2 " " r~i 
0.5 ­ 1 " □ 
0.1 ­ 0.5 " " Q 
< 0.1 " " Q 
Tick as appropriate 
* See Notes 
• • U N W 
•1 M I I I I 
­ 3 ­
8. Location of the station: 
8.1« Address: , 
Longitude: ) sufficiently accurate to locate 
Latitude: J the station to within 50 metres 
8.2 Situated in a zone which is predominantly: 
Industrial [""j 
Commercial/residential Q 
Tick as appropriate 
Additional notes (where appropriate): 
9.:. Notes on the location: 
9.1 Is this station part of a network? Yes P] 
No □ 
Is It part of a Local network { | 
or a National network i~} 
Date when first operational: 
9.2 Height of air intake above ground/street level ... metres 
9.3* The influence of traffic in the vicinity of this station. 
a) distance of air intake from road metres 
b) is the intake located directly on the street-Yes \ I 
No Q 
c) traffic flow is very light Q 
light □ 
moderate [ | 
heavy Q 
* See Notes 
- 4 -
9.4* Type of pollution sources in the zone covered by the station. 
Main/principal source(s) of pollution 
9.5*Local pollution sources 
Distance in metres 
from this station 
Closest source(s) of pollution Distance in metres 
from this station 
10. Estimated area of the zone for which the station is representative 
of the pollution level (if possible): 
11. Atmospheric pollutants 
11.1 Sampled or., monitored at the station 
sulphur dioxide 
strong acidity (_J 
suspended particulates ^ZD 
black smoke ^ ] 
others (specify) Tick as appropriate Q 
See Kotes 
_ 5 - -
11.2 Within the context of Annex I, paragraph 3 of the Council 
, Decision the overall level of pollution at this station, 
derived from all the pollutants measured there, can be 
classified as:* 
high □ 
average | | 
low Q Tick as appropriate 
12. Other parameters "" 
12.1 Meteorological measurements are made at this station 
Yes □ 
No Q 
or at a station kms away. 
Meteorological measurements made (please specify) 
12.2 Any other important information about this station and/or 
the surrounding area: 
(Please include a map of the area with the station(s) marked 
on it). 
* See Notes 
S P E C I F I C P O L L U T A N T S 
City or rural area: ". ..• 
Station Name: Code Number (where appropriate): 
Please use a separate sheet for each of the pollutants measured at the 
above station. 
11.1 Pollutant (tick only one) 
Sulphur dioxide Q 
Suspended particulates j | 
Strong acidity P ] 
Black smoke | | 
Other (specify) 
11.3 Within the context of Annex I, paragraph 3 of the Council Decision 
the level of pollution from the above pollutant at this station 
can be classified as: * 
High Q 
Average Q ] 
Low j | 
Tick as appropriate 
13. Sampling methods used: 
14. Analytical method, with reference if published: 
See Notes 
15. Sapling Schedules: J 
Menai duration of sampling hours/minutes 
(fndioate continuous} nonHntegrating analysée by "C") 
. M;p^jwmfeax;.«f saoules f;p»r day 
Ugual period of the day when the first sample i s taken 
. tftgat^ttølcrttøf the aßs wţţw» the last* sample, is taken 
-y 16. Calibration 
lp.l Method of calibration, with reference if published: 
t * # • » J«1» • # • • • • • •J .#.^^ţ'* * ţ| 4 tJUrn* • « ■ • • • • • • e e e e è * e * e e * e e ~ » e e e e * 
' 
• • e • • 
• • i f * «■¿/M»*»»«»*« 
,Tt . .£. 
- ' 'i ' . 
é a * «-Wie,* • • » • ţ • • « »■ « » * « ţ f. • .• i 
.-. i -vif.. ;■ ¿jrt -:-.'r..- . - * > - ' * & 
3(6.2 Frequency of calibration ......... months/weeks/days/hours 
'17. ¿ate when; monitoring of th£ş,pollutant began at this station 
Has the technique, used then the same as that used now? 
1"V 
If noti when was i the changes-over made? 
and what was the previous technique? 
* . . » ♦ • «-ţ.ţ < 
! ■ 
RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1976 
ANNEX B 
Complete Descriptive Tables 
Î 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«t************************************** 
** 
PP C VV FE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE O A TE 
Ol SCHWFFFLDIOX/SULPH DIOX/ANHYD SULFUR/ANIO SOLFOR/ZWAVELDIOX 
Ol Ol SVOVLDIOXYD OECD-THORIN, STORKOB,LUFTFORURENING, KOBENHAVN V 
Ol 02 ZWAVELDIOXYDE AUTO-COULOMET, RIJKS INST.VOLKGEZ, BILTHOVEN-NL 
Ol 03 SO-? LEITFAEHIGKFIT-PICOFLUX, SEN.GESUNO.UMWELT, 8ERLIN(W)-D 
Ol 0« SC1-2 LEITFAEHIGKEIT-PICUFLIJX, BAY. LANDES/ A.UMWELT, MUENCHEN-0 
Ol 05 Sn-2 LEITFAEHIGKEIT-PICOFLUX, LANDES/A. IMM.«-BODEN, ESSEN-D 
Ol 06 S0-2 LEITFAEHIGKEIT-GASPURENANAL, HESS.L/A.UMWELT, WIESBADEN 
Ol 07 SO-2 LEITFAEHIGKEIT, UMWFLTBUNOESAMT, FRANKFURT/MAIN-0 
Ol 08 SO-2 COULOMETRIE-PHILIPS, UMWFLTBUNDESAMT, FRANKFURT/MAIN-D 
Ol 09 SO-2 COULOMETRIE-PHILIPS, BAYER.LANDES/A.UMWELT, MUENCHEN-D 
Ol 10 SO-2 FLAMMENSPEKTRO, LANDES/A.UMWELT.BAD.WUERRT, KARLSRUHE-D 
Ol 11 SO-2 LEITFAEHIGKEIT, LANDES/A/B/S/A, MESS.IMH+STR, LUDWIGSH'N 
Ol 12 SO-2 FLAMMENSPFKTRO, LANDES/A/B/S/A, MESS.IMM+STR, LUDWIGSH'N 
Ol 13 SO-2 WEST-GAEKE/SCARINGELLI, UMWELTBUNDESAMT, WESTERLAND-SYLT 
Ol 14 SO-2 WEST-GAEKE/SCARINGELLI, UMWELTBUNOESAMT, OEUSELBACH-D 
01 IS SO-2 WEST-GAEKE/SCARINGELLI, UMUELTBUNDESAHT, BROTJACKLRIEGEL 
Ol 16 SO-2 WFST-GAEKE/SCARINGELLl, UMWELTBUNDESAMT, SCHAUINSLANO-0 
Ol 17 SO-2 WEST-GAEKE/SCARINGELLI, UMWELTBUNDESAMT, LANGENBRUECKE-D 
Ol 18 SO-2 ISOTOPENUERDUENNUNGIIVA), UMWELTBUNDESAMT, SCHAUINSLAND 
Ol 19 SO-2 LEITFAEHIGKEIT, LANDES MCSS.IMM+STRAHLr MAINZ-D 
Ol 20 SO-2 COULOMETRICO, SERVIZIO IGIENE E PROFILASSI, HILANO-I 
Ol 21 SO-2 FOTOMETRICO A FIAMMA, 1ST.SUPERIORE DI SANITA, ROMA-I 
01 22 SO-2 ELETTROCHIMICO, SERV.RILEV.INQUIN.ATMOSFERICO, TORINO-I 
01 23 SO-2 COULOMETRICO, LABOR.CHIMICO PROVINCIALE, TORINO-I 
01 24 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA, LABOR.CHIMICO PROVINCIALE, FERRARA-I 
01 25 SO-2 FOTOMETRICA IN FIAMMA, ISTITUTO IGIENE/PROF IL, BOLZANO-I 
01 26 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA, LAB.PROVINCIALE IGIENE/PROFIL, PESCARA-I 
01 27 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA, LAB.PROV INCIALE IGIENE/PROFIL, TERNI-I 
01 28 SO-2 COULOMBCMETRICO AUTOMATICO, I ST.SUPER.SANITA, VENEZIA-I 
01 29 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA, LABOR.CHIM.PROVIN, ASCOLI PICENO-I 
01 30 SO-2 PARAPOSANILINA, LABOR.CHIMICO PROVINCIALE, BELLUNO-I 
01 31 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA, LABOR.PROV.IGIENE E PROFIL, PISTOIA-I 
01 32 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA, LABOR.PROV.IGIENE/PROFILASSI, VERCELLI-I 
01 33 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA, LAB.INQUIN.ATHOS.CON.NAZ.RICERCHE, ROMA 
01 34 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA, LABOR.PROV.IG.F PROFILASSI, GENOVA-I 
02 SCHWARZE RAUCHE/BLACK SMOKE/FUMES NOIRES/FUMO NERO/ZWART.ROOK 
02 Ol FUMFES NOIRES OECD, INST.HYG. SANTE PUBLIQUE, LUXEMBOURG (GOI 
02 02 SORT ROG OECD, STORKOBENHAVN LUFTFORURENINGSUDVALG, KOBENH. V 
02 03 FUMEES NOIRES/ZWAARTE ROOK OECD, INST.HYG.EP IOEM, BRUXELLES-B 
02 04 BLACK SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747, DUBLIN CORPORATION, OUBLIN-IRL 
02 05 BLACK SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747, CORK CORPORATION, CORK-IRL 
32 06 BLACK SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747, GALWAY CORPORATION, GALWAY-IRL 
02 07 BLACK SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2, WARREN SPRING LAB, STEVENAGE-UK 
02 10 FUMFES NOIRES OCDE/NF-X-43005, MIN.3UAL.VIE, NEUILLY/SEINE-F 
02 11 FUMO NFR0IC0H1 DENSITOMETRICO, LAB.CHIM.PROVINC, FERRARA-I 
02 12 FUMEES NOIRES FIBPES-VERRE/OECD, MINIQUAL.VIE, NEUILLY/SEINE 
02 13 FUMEES NOIRES AUTO-REFLECT(1 HRI, MINIQUAL.VIE, NEUILLY/SEINE 
02 14 BLACK SMOKE OEC0/BS1747, ELECTRICITY SUPPLY BOARD, DUBLIN-IRL 


















































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I O U E S 
A*************************************** 


























































































FUMO NERO REFLETTOMETRICO, LAB.IN.ATM.CON.NAZ.RICERCHE t ROMA 
SCHWEBSTOFFE/PAR TTCLES/PART[CULE S/PARTICELLE/DEELTJES 
SVAEVFSTOV HIGH­VOL, STORKOB. LUFTFORURFNINGS, KOBENHAVN V 
STAUBNIEDERSCHLAG BERGERHOFF, BAY.LANDES/A.UMWELT, MUENCHEN­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE L.I.B.­FILTFR, LANDES/A.IMM.♦BODENNUTZ, ESSEN­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE RADIOMETRIE, HESS.LANDES/A.UMWELT, WIESBADEN­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE BETA­ABSORPTION, UMWELTBUNDESAMT, FRANKFURT/M­D 
SCHWFBSTOFFE BETAIFRI+H0), B AYER.LANDES/A.UMWELT, MUENCHEN­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE L.I.B.­WAEGUNG, LANDESGBSA, MESS.H­S, LUOWIGSH'N 
SCHWEBSTOFFE HIGH­VOLUME, UMWELTBUNDESAMT, WESTERLANO­SYLT­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE HIGH­VOLUME, UMWELTBUNDESAMT, DEUSELBACH­D 
SCHWFBSTOFFE HIGH­VOLUME, UMWELTBUNDESAMT, BROTJACKLRIEGEL­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE HIGH­VOLUME, UMWELT BUNDESAMT, SCHAUINSLAND­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE HIGH­VOLUMF, UMWELTBUNDESAMT, LANGENBRUECKE­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE L.1.B.­WAEGUNG , LANDES MESS.IMM.+ STRAHL, MAINZ­O 
PAOTICELLE ASSORBIMENTO­BETA, SERV.lGtENE/PROFIL, HILANO­I 
PARTICELLE GRAVIMETRICO, IST.SUPERIORE OI SANITA, ROMA­I 
PARTICELLE GRAVIMETRICO, SFRV.RILEV.INQUIN.ATMOSFER, TORINO­I 
PARTICELLE PESATA MICROPORI, ISTITUTO IGIENE/PROFIL, BOLZANO 
PARTICELLE LUCE OISPERSA 600EG, I ST.IGIENE/PROFIL, BOLZANO­I 
PARTICELLE GRAVIMETRICO, LAR.PROV.IGIENE/PROFILAS, PESCARA­I 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE, LAB.PROVINCIALE IGIENE/PROFIL, TERNI­I 
PARTICELLE PESATA MICROPORI, I ST.SUPERIORE SANITA, VENEZIA­I 
PARTICELLE PESATA, LABORATORIO CHIMICO PROV, ASCOLI PICENO­I 
PARTICELLF PONDERALE, LABOR.PROV.IGIENE E PROFIL, PISTOIA­I 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE, LABOR.PBOV.IGIENE/PROFIL, VERCELLI­I 
SCHWFBSTOFFE BETA­ABSORPTION, LANDFSGBSA, MESS.H­S, LUDWIGH'N 
SCHWEBSTOFFE TRANSMISSION, LANDES/A.UMWELT.B.WUERT, KARLSRUHE 
STARK SAEUR/STRONG ACID/ACID FORTE/ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD 
ACIDITE FORTE OECD, INST.HYG. SANTE PUBLIQUE, LUXEMBOURG <GD) 
HOJT SYREINOHOLD HIGH­VOL, STORKOB. LUFTFORUR, KOBENHAVN V 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECD, INST.HYG.EP IDEM, BRUXELLES­8 
STRONG ACID OECD H202, DUBLIN CORPORATION, DUBLIN­IRL 
STOONG ACID OECO H202, CORK CORPORATION, CORK­IRL 
STRONG ACID OECD H202, GALWAY CORPORATION, GALHAY­IRL 
STPONG ACID 0EC0/BS1747­3, WARREN SPRING LAB, STEVENAGE­UK 
ACIDITE FORTE OCOE/NF­X­43005, MIN.QUAL.VI E, NEUILLY/SEINE­F 
ACIDITE FORTE NF43005+PIEG^AGE, MIN.OUAL.VIE, NEUILLY/SEINE­F 
ACIDITE FORTE AUTO­PHll/4 HR), MI N.QUAL.V IE, NEUILLY/SEINE­F 
STRONG ACID 0EC0/BS1747, ELFCTRICITY SUPPLY BOARD, DUBLIN­IRL 
AEROSCHWFFEL 
AEROSCHWEFEL ROFNTGENFLUOR, UMWELTBUNDESAMT, SCHAUINSLAND­D 
























































PP C VV EF SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
**********************♦*»*******♦*»*»**» 


























37 METHANE CH­4 
80 "ETEOROLOGI/SCHE/CAL/QUFS/CHF/SCHE PARAMET/E«/ERS/RES/PI/ERS 
Bl V«=NT - VITESSE 
82 VENT ­ DIRECTION 
83 TEMPERATURE 
B<t T E M P E R A T U R E M A X I M A L 
85 TEMPERATURE MINIMAL 













































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 




































































































































BELGIQUE/BELGÏE «INSTITUT HYGIENE ♦ EPIDEMIOLOGIE, BOUQUIAUX) 
1 ­ 2 MILLIONS D'HABITANTS 
BRUXELLES, B 
001, R.MARCHE CHARBON 30, 1300 BRUXELLES­8 
FUMEES NOIRFS/ZWARTE ROUK OECD(IHEB), 001­KOLENM, BRUXELLES­B 
ACID FOPTF/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECD(IHEB), 001­KOLENM, BRÚX­B 
TOUTES MESURES 5 
008, R.CORTENBACH 3, (POLICE 10 DIV), HAREN/BRUXELLES­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECDUHFB), 008­POL 10, 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECD(IHEB), 008­POL 10, BRUX­B 
TOUTES MESURES 11 
014, ECOLE KARNBERG, R.RUITINX 31, WATERMAEL­BOITSFORT/BRUX­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTE POOK OECDIIHEBI, 014­KARNBERG, BRUX­R 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECD(IHEB), 014­KARNBERG, BRUX­B 
TOUTFS MESURES 4 
022, OVERDEKTE MARKT, GPOTEPLAATS, VILVOORDE/BRUXELLFS­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZHARTE ROOK OECOUHEB), 022­GROTEPL, BRUX­B 
ACID FORTF/HOGF ZUURGRAAD OECO(IHEB), 022­GROTEPL, BRUX­B 
TOUTES MESURES 13 
026, AV. OE LA COURONNE 175, IXELLES/1050 BRUXELLES­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECOUHEBJ, 026­IHE, BRUXELLES­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OFCDUHEB!, 026­IHE, BRUXELLES­B 















































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

























































































































































































L IQUE/BELGIE {INSTITUT HYGIENE + EPIDEMIOLOGIE, BOUQUIAUX) 
1 MILJOEN INWONERS 
RPFN, B 
POLITIF BUR, KIOSKPLAATS l, MOBOKEN/ANTWERPEN­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECDIIHEB), 801­KLOSKPL, ANVERS­B 
FORTF/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECD(IHEBI, 801­KIOSKPL, ANVERS­B 
RICHTING + SNELHEID), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 5 
ANTWERPEN SCHOOL, QUELLINSTRAAT 38, ANTWERPEN­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECDIIHEB), 809­QUELLINST, ANVERS­B 
FOR TE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECDIIHEB), 809­QUELLINST, ANVERS­B 
RICHTING «• SNELHEIO), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 5 
LINKEROEVER, HALEWIJNLAAN 86, ANTWERPEN­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECD(IHEB), 812­L.OEVER, ANVERS­B 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECO(IHEB), 812­L.OEVER, ANVERS­B 
RICHTING ♦ SNELHEID), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 5 
STADHUIS, GROTE MARKT, ANTWERPEN­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECD(IHEB), 813­STADHUIS, ANVERS­B 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECD(IHEB), 813­STADHUIS, ANVERS­B 
RICHTING ♦ SNELHEID), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 5 
OMVARMINGSPOST KAAI 206, ANTWERPEN­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECD(IHEB), 818­OMVARMP, ANVERS­B 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECn(IHEB), 818­OMVARMPST, ANVERS­B 
RICHTING ♦ SNELHEID), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 5 
VAN CAUWELAERTSLUIS, ANTWERPEN­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECDIIHEB), 826­VAN.CAUWL, ANVERS­B 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECDIIHEB), 826­VAN.CAUWL, ANVERS­B 






























































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
i*************************************** 





























































































































































BELGIQUE/BELGIE (INSTITUT HYGIENE *• EPIDEMIOLOGIE, BOUQUIAUX) 
0,1 ­ 0,5 MILLIONS D'HABITANTS/MILJOEN INWONERS 
CHARLEROI, B 
501, CROIX ROUGF, CHAUSSEE MONTIGNY 1, GILLY/CHARLEROI­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTE POOK OECDUHEB), 501­GILLY, CHARLEROI­B 
ACIO FORTF/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECO(IHEB), 501­GILLY, CHARLEROI­B 
VFNTIVITESSF ♦ DIRECTION), T«=MPERATURF, PRECIP IT ATION 6 
504, ECOLF GARCnNS, PLACE PAPFNT, COUILLFT/CHARLFROI­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OFCDIIHEB), 504­COUILLET, CH'ROI­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGF ZUURGRAAD OECDUHEB), 504­COUILLET, CH'ROI­B 
VFNTIVITESSE ♦ DIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION 5 
505, BUREAU C.A.P, AVENUE MASCAUX, MARCINELLE/CHARLFROI­B 
FUMEFS NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OFCDIIHEB), 505­MARCINEL, CH'ROI­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECDUHEB), 505­MARCINEL, CH'ROI­B 
VPNT(VITESSE + DIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION 5 
509, HOTEL DE VILLE, PLACE MANEGE, CHARLEROI­B 
FUMEFS NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECDUHEB), 509­P.MANEGE, CH'ROI­B 
ACID FORTF/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECOIIHEB), 509­PL.MANEGE, CH'ROI­B 
VENTÍVITESSE + DIRECTION), TFMPERATIJRE, PRECIPITATION 5 
513, MAISON COMMUNALE, RUE FERRER, ROUX/CHARLEROI­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTÇ ROOK OECO(IHEB), 513­ROUX, CHARLEROI­B 
ACID FORTF/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECDUHEB), 513­ROUX, CHAPLEROI­B 
VENTÍVITESSE ♦ DIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION 5 
514, REGIE ELEC.ET EAUX, RUE BIFRNAUX, JUMET/CHARLEROI­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTE POOK OECOIIHEB), 514­JUMET, CHARLFROI­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OFCD(IHEB), 514­JUMET, CHARLEROI­B 





























































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
♦««t»»««*»»******«****»*»»*»*******«**** 

























































































































































































F QUE/BELGIE (INSTITUT HYGIENE + EPIDEMIOLOGIE, BOUQUIAUXI 
0,5 MILLIONS D'HABITANTS/MILJOEN INWONERS 
B 
KASTEEL SPELTINCK, HELDENPLEIN, GENTBRUGGE/GENT­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECD(IHEB), 701­GENTBRUGGE, GENT­B 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECDUHEB), 701­GENTBRUGGE, GENT­B 
RICHTING ♦ SNELHEID), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 8 
GROOTHANOFSMARKT, OTTERGESESTEENWEG/OTTERGEMSFWEG, GENT 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OFCDUHEBI, 706­H.STORYPL, GENT­B 
FORTE/HOGF ZUURGRAAD OECDUHEB), 706­H.STORYPL, GENT­B 
RICHTING ♦ SNELHEID), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 8 
G,E ME FNTE PLEIN, SI NT­DENYS­WESTREM/GENT­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTF ROfIK OECD(IHEB), 707­ST.DEN.WEST, GENT­B 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECO(IHEB), 707­ST.DEN.WEST, GENT­B 
RICHTING ♦ SNELHFIO), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 8 
ABEELSTPAAT, POLITIF BUP, GENT­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECDUHEB), 709­P0LIT.BUR.4E, GENT 
FOPTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECDUHEB), T09­POLIT.BUR.4E, GENT 
RICHTING ♦ SNELHEID), TEMPERATUUR, NFERSLAG 8 
ZWEMBAD, PEERSTRAAT/NIMFENSTRAAT, GENT­B 
S NOIRFS/ZWARTF ROOK 0FC0UHE8», 712­ZWEHKOM, GENT­B 
FOPTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECO(IHEB), 712­ZWEMKOM, GENT­B 
RICHTING + SNELHEID), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 8 
SINT KRUISOORP, SINT­KRUIS­WINKEL/GENT­B 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECDUHFB), 715­ST.KRUIS­WINK, GENT 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OFCD(IHEB), 715­ST.KRUIS­WINK, GENT 






























































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
« È * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 






























































































































































BELGIQUE/BELGIE (INSTITUT HYGIENE + EPIDEMIOLOGIE, BOUQUIAUX) 
0,1 ­ 0,5 MILLIONS D'HABITANTS/MILJOEN INWONERS 
LIEGE, B 
202, ECOLE ST.SEPULCHRE, R.GEN.BERTRAND, LIEGE­B 
FUMFFS NOIRES/ZWAPTE ROOK OECOdHEBI, 202­ST.SEPULCH, LIEGE­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECOUHEB), 202­ST.SEPULCHRE, LIEGE 
VENTIVITESSE + DIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION 9 
205, UNIVER.TC141C0L, BLVD. CONSTITUTION 151, LIEGE­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECOdHEBI, 205­UNIV.TOX IC, LIEGE­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECOdHEBI, 205­UNIV.TOXICOL, LIEGE 
VFNTtVITESSE + OIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION 9 
215, MAISON COMMUNALE, QUAI CARMES, JEMEPPE/LIEGE­B 
FUMFES NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECOdHEBI, 215­JEMEPPE, LIEGE­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUUPGRAAO OECOdHEBI, 215­JEMEPPE, LIEGE­B 
VENTIVITESSE ♦ DIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION 9 
218, CASFRNE POMPIERS, RUE PAIRAY, SERAING/LIEGE­B 
FUMFFS NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECDdHEB), 218­SERAING, LIEGE­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECOdHEBI, 218­SERAING, LIEGE­B 
VENTIVITESSE + DIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION 9 
229, MAISON COMMUNALE, FLEMALLE HAUTE, LIEGE­B 
FUMFES NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECOdHEBI, 229­FLEMALLE H, LIEGE­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECOdHEBI, 229­FLEMALLE H, LIEGE­B 
VFNTIVITESSE + OIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION 9 
230, CIMETIERE ST.TILMAN, RUE JARDINIERE, ANGLEUR/LIEGE­B 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECOdHEB), 230­ANGLEUR, LIEGE­B 
ACID FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OÇCDdHEBl, 230­ANGLEUR, LIEGE­B 






























































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L F T I Q U E S 
LIBELLE 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE (INSTITUT HYGIENE ♦ EPIDEMIOLOGIE, BOUQUIAUX» 
MOINS OE/MINDFR OAN 0,1 MILLIONS 0«HABITANTS/MILJOEN INWONERS 
BPUGGE, B 
605, MINISTERIE VOLKSGEZONDHEID, ST.JANSTRAAT 15, BRUGGE 
FUMEES NOIRES/ZWARTF ROOK OECDCIHEBÍ, 605­MIN.VOLKGEH, BRUGGE 
£ÍJ!?.Í;?ÜTE/H0GE * U U R G R A A D OECDUHEBI, 605­MIN.VOLKGEH, BRUGGE 
WIND!RICHTING ♦ SNELHEID), TEMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 21 















** T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«v************************************** ** 




































































LIBELLE SIT NIV 
QUE/BELGIE l INSTITUT HYGIENE ♦ EPIDEMIOLOGIE, BOUQUIAUXI 
M DE/MINDER DAN 0,1 MILLIONS D»HABITANTS/MILJOEN INWONERS 
IJK, B 
GENEESKUNDIG CENTRUM, PIETER TACKLAAN 25, KORTRIJK­8 163 2 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECDIIHEBI, 602­ST.AMANO, KORTRIJK 163 2 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECD(IHEB), 602­ST.AMAND, KORTRIJK 163 2 
RICHTING ♦ SNELHEID), TFMPERATUUR, NEERSLAG 36 000 O 
POLITIE BUR, OUDE VESTINGSTRAAT, KORTRIJK­B 123 2 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECO(IHEB), 603­POLIT.BUR, KORTRIJK 123 2 
FORTF/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECO(IHEBI, 603­POLIT.BUR, KORTRIJK 123 2 


















PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
01 
01 5 
01 5 03 
01 5 03 05 302 
01 5 0* 00 302 0? 03 
01 5 03 00 30? 04 03 
01 5 03 00 30? q f) 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I O U E S 
«v*********************************»**,!, 
LIBELLE 
BELGIQUE/BELGIF ( I N S T I T U T HYGIENE ♦ FPIDFMIOLOGIE . BQUOIII Ally l 
MOINS DE/HINDER OAN 0 , 1 HILLIONS O - H A B I T A N T S / M K J O E N Ä E R S 
L I B R A M O N T , B 
r M ^ ^ A B 0 R A T n l R - n E L ' F T * T ' RUE S C I E R I E , LIBRAMONT-B 
FUMEES NQIRFS/ZWARTE ROOK O E C D U H E B I , 3 0 2 - I H E , LIBRAMONT-B 
VFN?(v??Flip0G­nîp lcmGRAA0 n E C D " " E B . , 302­IHE: L I B P S ­ I VFNTtVITESSF t D I R E C T I O N ) , TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION 12 
S I T NIV LONGITUDF LATITUDE 
2¿1 3 
241 3 
2 * 1 3 
0 0 0 o 









- J O 
°" C VV FF SSS po TT 
T H I E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 


































































































S ÍJUF/BELGIE (INSTITUT HYGIENE ♦ EPIDEMIOLOGIE, BOUQUIAUX) 
DE/MINDFR DAN 0,1 MILLIONS O«HAöITANTS/MILJOFN INWONERS 
CQMMISSIARIAT POLICE, AVENUE MATERN 
S NOTRES/ZWARTF POOK OECO(IHEB), 40 
FOPTE/HOGF ZUURGRAAD OECDIIHEB), 40 
VITESSE ♦ DIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, 
CHAUSSEE ÜF WATFRLOO 189, ST.SERVAI 
S NOI&FS/ZWAPTE POOK OECO(IHFB), 40 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECO(IHEB), 40 
VITESSF ♦ DIRECTION), TEMPERATURE, 
ATFLIEP ELECTRICIENS, RUE DE L'ETOI 
S NOIRES/ZWARTE ROOK OECOUHEBI, 40 
FORTE/HOGE ZUURGRAAD OECOIIHFB), 40 













































































































































T A B L E S S J G N A L E T I Q U E S 
i * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * * » * * * * * « « * * * * » * » * « * * » * * * 
LIBELLE 
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND IUMWELTBUNDESAHT, JOST) 
MEHR ALS 2 MILLIONEN FINWOHNEON FUE« B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
BFRLIN IWESTI, BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND 
6 REINICKENDORF (WIL.GE«ICKESTR 7 ) , 1-BERLIN(WEST»26-BRO 
SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICO(SGUB), 6 REINICKENDORF, BERLINIW)-D 
8 SPANDAU 1DAUMSTR 12-16), 1-BERLINCWEST)20-BRD 
SO-2 LFITFAEHGKT-PICOISGUB), 8 SPANDAU, BERLIN(W)-D 
16 KREUZBFRG <ALEX4NDRINENSTR 12-12), 1-BERLIN(WEST)61-8RD 
SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICOISGUB), 16 KREUZBEP.G, BERLIN««)-0 
18 SCHOENEBERG (KOERTENERSTR 20), 1-BERLIN(MEST)62-BRD 
SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICO(SGUB), 18 SCHOENBERG, BERLIN<W)-D 
20 NEUKOELLN < ~ ) , BERLIN(WEST)-BRD 
SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICOtSGUB), 20 NEUKOELLN, BERLlN<H)-0 
28 LICHTENRADE (RACKEBUELLERWEG 70), l-BERLINIWEST)49-BRD 


















































T A B L E S S I G N A L F T I Q U E S 
t*************************************** 


























































































































































































































































































BUNDESREPUBLIK OEUTSCHLANO ÍUMWELTBUNOFSAMT, JOSTI 1 BIS 2 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
MUENCHEN, BAYERN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND LEUCHTENBERG-UNTERFUEHRUNG, MUENCHEN-BRD SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICO(BLUM), LEUCHTENBERG, MUENCHEN-D STAUBNIEOER-BERGERHOFF(BLUH), LEUCHTENBERG, MUENCHEN-D CO NO-X C-N.H-M TEMPERATUR, FEUCHTE, NIEDERSCHLAG ?? SCHWABINGER KRANKHAUS, MUENCHEN-BRD SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICOCBLUMI, SCHWABINGER K'HAUS, MUENCHEN-D STAUBNTEOFR-BFRGERHOFF(BLUM), SCHWABINGER K'HAUS, MUENCHEN-D CO NO-X C-N,H-M TEMPERATUR, FEUCHTE, NIEDERSCHLAG ?? LANDSHUTEP ALLEE, MUENCHEN-BRD SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICniBLUM», LANDSHUTER ALLEE, MUFNCHEN-D STAUBNIEDEP-6FRGERH0FFÍBLUMI, LANDSHUTER ALLEE, MUENCHEN-D CO NO-X C-N.H-M TEMPERATUR, FEUCHTE, NIEDERSCHLAG ?? EICHSTAETTER STR, MUENCHEN-BRD Sn-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICO(BLUM), EICHSTAETTER STR, MUENCHEN-D STAUBNIEDER-BERGERHOFFIBLUMI, EICHSTAETTFR STR, MUENCHEN-D CO NO-X C-N.H-M TFMPERATUR FEUCHTE NIEDERSCHLAG AIOENBACHSTR, MUENCHEN-BRO 
SO-2 LFITFAEHGKT-PICO(BLUM), AIOENBACHSTR, MUENCHEN-D STAUBNIEDER-BERGERHOFF(BLUM), AIOENBACHSTR, MUENCHEN-D CO NO-X C-N.H-M 
TEMPERATUR, FEUCHTE, NIEDERSCHLAG ?? 






























































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 






















































































































































SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICOIBLUM), DEUTSCHES MUSEUM, MUENCHFN-D 








SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICO(BLUM) , PASING, MllFNCHEN-0 




TEMPERATUR, FEUCHTE, NIEDERSCHLAG ?? 
FERNSEHTURM, MU^NCHEN-BRO 
SO-2 LE ITFAEHGKT-P ICO(BLUM) , FERNSEHTURM, MUENCHEN-D 
STAUBNIEDER-BERGERHOFF(BLUM), FERNSEHTURM, MUENCHEN-D 
CO 
NO-X 






















































































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S ** **************************************** 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
02 
02 3 
12 3 01 
02 3 01 00 0T1 
02 3 01 00 001 03 0? 
02 3 01 00 002 
02 3 01 00 002 01 05 
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND tUMWELTBUNDESAMT, JQST) 
0,5 BIS 1 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
DORTMUND, NORORHFIN-MESTFALFN, B.R. DFIJTSCHLANO 
EVING (SUNDERWEGJ, DORTMUND-BRD 
SCHWFBFSTÒFFE F ILTER!LI BEI, EVING, DORTMUND-0 
HOEVELSTR (8), DORTMUND/BRD 
Sn-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICOÍLIBF), HOEVELSTR, DORTMUND-D 
110 0 
HO 0 
160 0 160 0 
17/10/77 03/02/77 
03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
**************************************** 
PP C VV EF SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE OATE 
02 
12 3 
02 3 02 
02 3 02 00 001 
02 3 02 00 001 03 0? 
02 3 02 10 30? 
02 3 02 00 002 Ol 05 
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWFLTBUNDESAMT, JOST) 
0,5 BIS 1 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
DUISBURG, NORORHEIN-WESTFALEN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
RUHRORT (KARLSTR), DUISBURG-BRD 
SCHWEBESTOFFE FILTERILIBE, RUHRORT, DUISBURG-0 
STADTHAUS, DUISBURG-BRD 
SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICO(LIBE), STADTHAUS, DUISBURG-D 
110 0 110 0 160 0 
160 0 
17/10/77 03/02/77 
03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 
*/\ 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
PP C VV FE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
T2 
02 3 
02 3 03 
02 3 03 00 0"1 
02 3 03 00 001 Ol 05 
02 3 03 00 002 
0? 3 03 00 002 03 03 
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNDESAMT, JOST» 
0,5 BIS 1 MILLIONEN EINWOHNFPN FUER 8.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
DUESSELDORF, NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN, B.P. DEUTSCHLAND 
AKADEMIESTR (2), DUESSFLDORF-BRO 
Sn-2 LEITFAEHGKT-PICO(LIBF), AKADEMIESTR, DUESSFLDORF-D 
BILK (AUF M HENNEKAMP 70), DUESSELDORF-BRD 
SCHWEBESTOFFE FILTERILIBEt BILK, DUESSELDORF-D 
160 0 160 0 160 0 160 0 
17/10/77 
03/02/77 
03/02/77 07/02/77 07/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 
fc 
T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«»•«»•«»»»»»«•««»«•»»«»«♦♦»»«•♦••♦•♦A«*« 
























































































































BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND «UMWELTBUNDESAHT, JQSTI 
0.5 BIS 1 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
FPANKFURT­AM­MATN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
MITTE IKONSTABLER WACHE 68), FRANKFURT/M4IN­BR0 
SO­2 LEITFAEHGKT­GASPUREN(HLUW), WITTE, FRANKFURT/MAIN­D 
FEUERWACHE (HANAUER LANDSTR), FRANKFURT/MAIN­BRD 
SO­2 LEITFAEHTGKEITIUBAF), FEUERWACHE, FRANKFURT/MAIN­D 
NIEDIWFSTI IFRIEORICH­LISZT­SCHULE», FRANKFURT/MAIN­BRD 
SO­2 LEITFAEHIGKEIT(UBAF>, NIED(WEST), FRANKFURT/MAIN­D 
ZENTRAL STATION (FELOBERGSTR 47|, FRANKFURT/MAIN­BRD 
Sfl­2 LFITFAEHIGKEIT(UBAF>, ZENTRAL STATION, FRANKFURT/MAIN­D 






























































































PP C VV FE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
***************#*»*+******************** 














































































































































































































BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNDESAMT, JOSTI 0,5 BIS 1 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
NUERNBERG, BAYERN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 8/1 BAHNHOF (BADSTR), NUERNBERG-BRD SO-2 COULOMETRIE-PHILIPSIBLUM), 8/1, NUERNBERG-D 
STAUBNIEDERSCHLAG SCHWEBSTOFFE BETAIF+HII BLU*J, 8/1, NUERNBERG-D 
CO 
C-.M.H-M WINDGESCHWINDIGKEIT WINDRICHTUNG TEMPERATUR 
FEUCHTF 
LUFTDRUCK 8/2 ZIEGFLSTEINSTR, NUERNBERG-BRD SO-2 CaULOMFTRlF-PHILlPStßLUMl, 8/2, NUEPNBERG-D 
STAUBNIEOFRSCHLAG 
SCHWFBSTOFFE BETA(F*H)(BLUMJ, 8/2, NUERNBERG-D 
CO C-N.H-M WINDGESCHWINDIGKEIT WINDRICHTUNG TEMPERATUR FEUCHTE LUFTDRUCK 8/3 OLGASTR, NUERNBERG-BRD SO-2 COULOMETRIE-PHILIPS(BLUM), 8/3, NUERNBEPG-D 
STAUBNIEDERSCHLAG 
SCHWFBSTOFFE BFTA(F*Hj« BLUM», 8/3, NUERNBFRG-D 






































































08/09/77 08/09/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 08/09/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 08/09/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 




































































































































BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND lUMWELTBUNDESAMT, JOST» 
O t l B I S 0 , 5 MILLIONEN EINWCHNERN PUER B . R . DEUTSCHLAND 
AUGSBURG, BAYERN, B .R . DEUTSCHLAND 
7 / 1 AUGSBURG (KOENIGSPLATZ) , AUGSBURG-BRD 
SO-2 COULOMETRIE -PH IL IPS(BLUM) , T / l f AUGSBURG-D 
SCHWFBESTOFF B E T A I F + H ) i BLUM», 7 / 1 , AUGSBURÇ-D 
CO 
C - N t H - M WINDGFSCHWINDIGKFIT 
WINDRICHTUNG TEMPERATUR FEUCHTE LUFTDRUCK GLOBALSTRAHLUNG 
7 / 2 AUGSBURG (PAUTHAUS) , AUGSBURG-BRO 































































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
» t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
L IBELLE 
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNDESAMT, JOST) 
0,1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
PRLANGEN, BAYERN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
5/4-IWEPNER-V-SIEMENS-STRI, ERLANGEN-BRO 
SO-2 COULOMETPIE-PHILIPS(BLUM), 5/4, ERLANGEN-D 








































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
• » ♦ ♦ » i * * * » » * * * « * * * * * * » * * » * * * « * * » * * * « » « * * 



























0? 00 001 
03 00 001 
03 00 001 
03 00 001 
03 00 001 
03 00 001 
03 00 001 
03 00 001 
03 00 031 
03 00 001 
03 00 001 
03 00 001 
03 00 022 
03 00 022 
03 00 022 
03 00 022 
03 00 022 
03 00 022 
03 00 022 
03 00 022 
03 00 022 






















BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNDESANT, JOST) 
0,1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
KARLSRUHE, BAOEN-WUERRTEMBFRG, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
WEST (VOGESENBPUECKEI, KARLSRUHE-BRD 
SO-2 FLAMMENSPEKTROMETRIEÍLUBWK), WEST, KARLSRUHE-D 










0022 MITTE (DURLACHER TOR), KARLSRUHE-BRD 
SO-2 FLAMMENSPEKTROMETRIEILUBWKJ, 








0022 MITTE, KAPLSRUHE-D 











































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
**************************************** 




04 04 00 001 
LIBELLE 
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNOESAMT, JOSTI 
0,1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
KASSEL, HESSEN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND MITTE (??) , KASSEL-BRO 02 4 04 00 001 Ol 06 S1-2 LEITFAEHGKT-GASPUREN(HLUW1, MITTE, KASSEL-D 0? 4 0¿ 00 001 Oí 04 SCHWFBFSTOPP-RADIOMÍHLUW), MITTE, KASSEL-D 
SIT 
164 164 164 
NIV 








03/02/77 03/02/77 08/09/77 03/02/77 
l/u 
tf 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT LIBELLE S I T NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
02 
02 4 
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND lUMWELTBUNDESAMT, JOST1 
0 ,1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
02 4 0 * KASSEL, HESSEN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
02 4 04 00 001 MITTE I ? ? ) , KASSEL-8PD 
02 4 04 00 001 01 06 SO-2 LEITFAEHGKT-GASPUREN(HLUW), MITTE, KASSEL-D 












T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
t*********»**********«***************,** 








































































































































BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELT8UNDESAMT, JOST) 























INLANO-PHALZ, B .R . DEUTSCHLAND 
- S C H U L E ) , LUOWIGSHAFEN-BRO 
I T ( L M I S L I , OPPAU, LUDWIGSHAFEN-D 
I , LUOWIGSHAFEN-BRO IT(LMISL), GRAEFENAU, LUOWIGSHAFEN-0 
, LUDWIGSHAFFN-BRD 
ROMETRIEUMISH, SCHWEITZER, LUDWIGSHAFEN-D 
SMISSIONJLMISLI, SCHWEITZER, LUDWIGSHAFEN-D 
IT 
T.SCHWARZ-STR 2 6 ) , LIJDWIGSHAFEN-BRO 
T R A G A S / 3 ( L M I S L I , AUSSENSTELLE, LUDWIGSHAFEN 
B . ( L M I S L ) , AUSSENSTELLE, LUDWIGSHAFEN-D 
UPTSTR 2 1 0 ) , LUDWIGSHAFEN-BRD 


















































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
» » t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 


































































00 110 oo no 














































BUNDESREPUBLIK OFUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNOESAMT, JOSTI 
0,1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
MANNHEIM, RHEINLAND-PFALZ, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
0110 NORD (FRIESPNHEIMFR INSFLI, MANNHEIM-BRD 
Sn-2 FLAM«ENSPEKTROMETRIE(LMIWK), 0110 NORD, MANNHEIM-D 










Olli MITTE (AUGUSTA ANLAGE 221, MANNHEIM-BRO 
SO-2 FLAMMENSPFKTROMETPIE(LMIWK), Olli MITTE, MANNHEIM-0 













111 111 111 111 
111 111 111 111 111 000 000 000 000 000 144 






0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
2 
2 2 0 
0 0 0 0 











03/02/77 03/02/77 15/02/77 17/10/77 
17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 15/02/77 17/10/77 
17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«««t************************************ 
fc 








































































BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNDESAMT, JOST) 
0,1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN EUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
REGENSBURG, BAYERN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
3/1 REGENSBURG (DACHAU-PLATZ), REGENSBURG-BRD 
SO-2 COULOMETRIE-PHILIPS(BLUM), 3/1, REGENSBURG-D 
























































































































T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
A * * * * * * » * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * « « » » » * * * « * » « * » * , * 
LIBELLE 
BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND CUMWELTBUNDESAHT, JOSTJ 
0,1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
WIESBADEN, HESSEN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
002 MITTE (MUEHLG4SSE), WIESBADEN-BRD 
SO-2 LEITFAFHGKT-WOESTHOFFIHLUWI, 0D2-MITTE, WIESBAOEN-D 































03/02/77 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 
ü-> 



































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * » , # » m + « 
LIBELLE 
BUNDESREPUBLIK OEUTSCHLANO (UMWELTBUNOESAMT, JOSTJ 
0,1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. OEUTSCHLANO 
WUERZBURG, BAYERN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
6/4 WUERZBURG (KARDINAL-FAULHABER-PLATZJ, WUERZ8URG-BRD 
Sa-2 CQULOMETRIE-PHILIPSULUM», 6/4, WUFRZBURG-0 









6/5 WUERZBURG (KOPFKLINIK-UNIVERSITAETÌ, WUERZBURG-BRD 

















































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
T « * « * » * » » * * * * * * * * * * * * * » » * * » » * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
02 
02 
02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 
4 
4 
* 4 4 4 4 4 4 
4 
4 4 4 4 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
Oil Oil Oil 

















BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNOESAMT, JOSTI 
0.1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
INGOLSTADT, BAYERN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
1/1 STAEOTISCHF KRANKENHAUS IBECKERSTR), INGOLSTADT-BRD 
SO-2 COULOMETRIF-PHILIPSIBLUNJ, l/l, INGOLDSTADT-D 
STAUBNIEDERSCHLAG 









SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 











17/10/77 08/09/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
o 
** T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S ** 
t*************************************** 












































BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNDESAMT, JOSTJ 17/10/77 
0,1 BIS 0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 03/02/77 
FUERTH, BAYERN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 08/09/77 
8/5 FUERTHER FREIHEIT, FUERTH-BRD 163 2 08/09/77 
Sn-? COULOMETRIE-PHILIPSÍBLUM), 8/5, FUERTH-D 163 2 17/10/77 
STAUBNIEDEPSCHLAG 163 0 17/10/77 
SCHWEBSTOFFE BETA(F+H)<BLUM), 3/5, FUERTH-D 163 2 17/10/77 CO 163 0 17/10/77 
C-N,H-M 163 0 17/10/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
»è**«»*»«********»*«*»***«***«*****»**«» 















































































































EPUBLIK OEUTSCHLANO (UMWELTBUNDESAHT, JOSTI 
0,5 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
RHEINLAND-PFALZ, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
LEE 9T/101, MAINZ-BRD 
ITFAEHIGKEITILMISM), RHEINALLEE, MAINZ-D 
TOFFE LIB-FILTER(LMISM), RHEINALLEE, MAINZ-D 
, MAINZ-BPD 
ITFAEHIGKEIT(LMISM), THEATER, MAINZ-O 
ZZISCHULE, MOMBACH, MAINZ-BRD 
SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
ITFAEHIGKEITILMISM), 
INZ-BRD 
I T F A E H I G K E I T ( L M I S L ) , 
INZ-BRD 
I T F A E H I G K E I T ( L M I S L ) , 
INZ-BRC 






































08/09/77 08/09/77 18/10/77 17/10/77 08/09/77 18/10/77 08/09/77 18/10/77 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 20/03/78 
T A B L E S S t G N A L E T I Q U E S 
t*************************************** 
6» 















































































BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (UMWELTBUNDESAMT, JOST) 
WENIGER ALS 0,1 MILLIONEN EINWflHNERN FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
ASCHAFFENBURG, BAYERN, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
6/1 (STAEDTISCHES KRANKENHAUS), ASCHAFFENBURG-BRD 
SO-2 COULOMETRIE-PHILIPSCBLUM), 6/1, ASCHAFFENBURG-D 






























03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 18/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 

































































































































































BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND «UMWELTBUNDESAMT, JOSTI 
WENIGER ALS 0,1 MILLIONEN EINWOHNERN FUER B.R- DEUTSCHLAND 
KELHEIM, BAVE"N, B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
9/1 REGENSBURGERSTR, KELHEIM-BRO 
SO-2 COULOMETRIF-PHILIPSIBLUM), 9/1, KELHEIM-D 
STAUBNÎEDERSCHLAG 










9/2 AM HERZBERG, KELHEIM-SRD 
SO-Z COULOMETRIE-PHILIPSIBLUM), 9/2, KELHEIM-D 
STAUBNIFDFRSCHLAG 
































































08/09/77 08/09/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 18/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 08/09/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 18/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
t^ 
PP C VV EF SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 





























































































































































































































































































BUNOFSREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (IJMWELTBUNOESAMT, JOST) 
HINTERGRUNDKLASSE FUER B.R. DFUTSCHLAND 
HINTERGRUNOPLATZ FUER B.R. DEUTSCHLAND 
HINTERGRUNDORT, 1 WESTERLAND, INSEL SYLT­D 
SO­2 WEST­GAEKE/SCARÍUBAWSIt l WESTERLAND, INSEL SYLT­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE HIGH­VOL(UBAWS), 1 WESTERLAND, INSEL SYLT­0 




















HINTERGRUNDORT, ANSBACH, MITTEL FRANKEN, BAYERN-D 
SO-2 I . V . A . ( T R A Ş I , ANSBACH, MITTEL FRANKEN, BAYERN-D 
SCHWEBSTOFFF HIGH-VOL(UBAS) , ANSBACH, MITTEL FRANKEN, BAYERN 









HINTFRGRUNDORT, 8AD KREUZNACH, RHEINLAND­PFALZ­D 
SO­2 I.V.A.IIBAS), BAO KREUZNACH, RHElNLAND­PFALZ­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE HIGH­VOL(UBAS», BAD KREUZNACH, RHEINLAND­PFALZ­D 
AEROSCHWEFEL X.R.e.(UBAS), BAD KREUZNACH, RHEINLANO­PFALZ­D 
CA 
HINTERGRUNDORT, 4­DEUSELBACH, HUNSRUECK­D 
SO­2 WEST­GAEKE/SCAR(UBAD), 4 DEUSELBACH, HUNSRUECK­D 
SCHWEBSTOFFE HIGH­VOL(UBAOJ, 4 DEUSELBACH, HUNSRUECK­D 

























































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E 5 
A * » » * * * * * * * » » « * » » * * * * » * » * * « « * * * « * * » * * * » * 










































































































































































































































































































C 0 - 2 
F 
PB 












HINTEPGRUNDORT, BASSUM, NIEDERSACHSEN­D 
SO­2 I.V.A.(IBAS), BASSUM, NIEDERSACHSEN­D 
SCHWE8ST0FFE HIGH­VOLIUBAS), BASSUM, NIEDERSACHSEN­D 









HÎNTFRGRUNDORT, 6 B«OTJ ACKFLR I^GEL , BAYRISCHER WALD-D 
SO-2 WEST-GAEKP/SCARIUBABI, 6 BROTJACKLRI EGEL, BAYR.WALO-D 
SCHWERSTOFFE H I G H - V O L ( U B A B ) , 6 9R0TJACKLRIEGFL, BAYR.WALD-D 







































































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«t************************************** 







































































































































































































HINTFRGRUNDOOT, 7-SCHAUINSLANO, SUEDSCHHARZWALD-0 
S n - 2 WEST-GAEKE/SCAR(UBAS), 7 SCHAUINSLAND, SUEOSCHHARZWALO-0 
SCHWEBSTOFFE HIGH-VOL«UBAS) , 7 SCHAUINSLAND, SUEDSCHWARZWALO 



















HINTFRGRUNDGRT, HOHENWESTEOT, NIMDORF, SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN-D 
SÜ-2 I.V.A.(IBAS), HOHENWESTEOT, NIMDORF, SCHLESWIG-HOSTEIN-D 
SCHWEBSTOPFE H IGH-VOL(UBAS), HOHENWESTEOT, SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN 









HINTFRGRUNOORT, 9 WALDHOF 
SO-2 WEST-GAEKF/SCAR(UBAL) , 
SCHWFBSTOFFE HIGH-VOL(UBAL), 











9 WALOHOF, LUENEBURGFR HEIOE-D 
9 WALDHOF, LUENEBURGER HEIDE-D 

































































































































































T A B L F S S I G N A L F T I Q U E S 
» » • « t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

































































































































O l * 
014 
014 




































































HINTEPGRUNDORT, MEINEPZHAGFN, SAUERLAND, N . R H E I N / M . F A L E N - 0 
SO-2 I . V . A . ( I B A S ) , MEINFRZHAGEN, SAUERLANO, N . R H E I N / H . F A L E N - 0 
SCHWFBSTQFFE H IGH-VOLIUBASJ , MEINERZHAGEN, N .RHEIN /W.FALEN-D 
AEROSCHHEFEL X . R . F . ( U B A S ) , MEINZERHAGEN, NORORHEIN/M.FALEN-D 
CA 
HINTERGRUNDORT, NEUHAUS, SOLLING, NIEDERSACHSEN-D 
SO-2 l . V . A . I I B A S ) , NEUHAUS, SOLLING, NIEOERSACHSEN-0 
SCHHEBSTOFFE H I G H - V Ü L ( U B A S ) , NEUHAUS, SOLLING, NIEDERSACHSEN 
AEROSCHHEFEL X . R . F . ( U B A S I , NFUHAUS, SOLLING, NIEDERSACHSÇN-D 
CA 
HINTEPGRUNDORT, ROOENBEPG, DEISTER, NIFDERSACHSEN-D 
SO-2 I.V.A.{IBASI, RODENBERG, DIESTER, NIEDERSACHSEN-0 
SCHHEBSTOFFE HIGH-VOLIUBAS», OOOENBERG, NIEDERSACHSEN-D 
AEROSCHWEFEL X.R.F.(UBAS), RODENBERG, NIEDERSACHSEN-D 
CA 
HINTEPGRUNDORT, ROTTENBURG, SCHHAEBISCHE ALP, BAOEN/WUERRT-D 
SO-2 I.V.A.«IBAS), ROTTFNBURG, SCHWABISCHF ALP, BADEN-WUERT-D 
SCHHEBSTOFFE H IGH-VOL(UBAS), ROTTENBURG, BADEN WUERTTEMBERG-D 
AEPOSCHHEFFL X .P.F.(UBAS), ROTTENBURG, BAOEN-MUERTTEMBERG-D 
CA 
HINTERGRUNDORT, STARNBERG, BAYERN-D 
SO-2 I.V.A.(IBAS), STARNBERG, BAYERN-D 
SCHHEBSTOFFE HIGH-VOL(UBASI, STARNBERG, 8AYERN-0 
AFRQSCHWEFEL X .R.F.(UBAS), STARNBERG, BAYERN-D 
CA 
HTNTERGRUNDORT, USINGEN, TAUNUS, HESSEN-O 
SO-2 I.V.A.(UBAS), USINGEN, TAUNUS, HESSEN-D 
SCHHEBSTOFFE H I G H - V O L ( U B A S ) , USINGEN, TAUNUS, HESSEN-0 
AEROSCHHEFEL X . R . F . ( U B A S ) . USINGEN, TAUNUS, HESSEN-D 
CA 
HINTEPGRUNDORT, 24 NORD, KARLSRUHE-EGGENSTEIN, BAOEN-WUERRT-D 















































































































































































"* T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S ** 
************ **************************** 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE OATE 
02 BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND (U"HELTBUNDESAMT, JOST) 17/10/77 
02 7 VFRGLEICHSTATIOÑ BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND 03/02/77 
02 7 06 VERGLE ICHSTATION HINTFRGRUNDKLASSE BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND 03/02/77 
-C »o 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 



































































































































































































































































































DANMARK (MILJCSTYRELSEN, HflRTENSFN) 
MELLEM 1 OG 2 MILLIONER INDBYGGERE, DANMARK 
KOBENHAVN, DANMAOK 
1102 STOMISTORMGADE 2 0 ) , DK-1555 KOBENHAVN, LOK.NET, F R A U / 6 7 
SO-2 OECO-THORINtSKLKI , 1102 -STOM, K08FNHAVN-CK FRA 1 1 / 6 7 
SORT ROG r iECD-REFLEKTlSKLKI , 1 1 0 2 - S T O M , KOBENHAVN-DK FRA 1167 
SVAEVESTOV H-VOL L I B ( S K L K ) , 1 1 0 2 - S T O M , KOBENHAVN-DK FPA 9 / 7 5 
HOJT SYR PH-BROSSET(SKLK) , 1 1 0 2 - S T O M , KOBENHAVN-DK FRA 9 / 7 5 
NH-3 
NH-4+ 






VINOtHASTIGHEO + RFTNING), TEMPERATUR 3,0 
1215 BELAiHULGAROSV 1331, OK­2400 KOBENH, LOK.NET, FRA 11/67 
SO­2 OFCO­THORIN(SKLK), 1215­BELA, KOBENHAVN­DK FRA U/67 
SORT ROG OECD­REPLFKT(SKLK), 1215­BELA, KOBENHAVN­DK FRA 1167 
SVAFVESTOV H­VOL LIBtSKLKI, 1215­BELA, KOBENHAVN­OK FRA 9/75 




VINDtHASTIGHEO ♦ PFTNINGI,* TEMP ­ [ 5 NIVEAUER 4 
1330 HV10IH0VEDSTENSV 21), OK­2650 HVIDOVRE, LOK.NET, FRA5/70 
SO­2 OECO­THOPIN(SKLK), 1330­HVID, HVIDOVRE­OK FRA 5/70 
SOPT ROG OFCD­REFLEKT(SKLK), 1330­HVID, HVIDOVRE­DK FRA 5/70 
SVAEVESTOV H­VOL LIB(SKLK), 1330­HVID, HVIDOVRE­DK FRA 9/75 




VINniHASTIGHEO ♦ R E T N I N G ) , TEMPERATUR(MAX*MIN) 4 
1331 GLOSIFLOPASV 2 ) , D K - 2 6 0 0 GLOSTRUP, LOK.NET, FRA 5 / 7 0 
SO-? OECD-THOR I N ( S K L K ) , I 3 3 1 - G L 0 S , GLOSTRUP-DK FRA 5 / 7 0 
SORT ROG OECO-REFLEKT(SKLK), 1 3 3 1 - G L O S , GLOSTRUP-DK FRA 5 / 7 0 
SVAEVESTOV H-VOL L I B ( S K L K ) , 1 3 3 1 - G I O S , GLOSTRUP-OK FRA 9 / 7 5 




VlNDIHASTIGHED + RETNING), TEMPERATURIMAX*MIN) 4 
1334 GLADI SYDMARKEN 42), DK­2860 SOBORG, LOK.NET, FRA 4/70 
SO­2 OECD­THOBIN(SKLK), 1334­GLAD, SOBOPG­DK FRA 4/70 
SORT ROG OECD­RFFLEKTISKLKI, 1334­GLAO, SOBORG­DK FRA 4/70 
SVAEVFSTOV H­VOL LIB(SKLK), 1334­GLAD, SOBORG­DK FRA 9/75 








































































































































T A B L E.S S I.G N.ft L E T l Q U E S 
**************************************** 


























































































HÖJT SYR PH-BR0SSET<SKLK1, 1334-GLAD, SOBORG-OK FRA 9/T5 
VINOIHASTIGHEO ♦ RETNING) ♦ TEMP - I 5 NIVEAUER 1 
1335 LYNGtTORVET 1»» DK-2800 LYNGBY, LOK.NET, FRA 5/70 
SO-2 OECO-THORIN(SKLK), 1335-LYNG, LVNGBY-DK FRA 5/70 
SORT ROG OECO-REFLEKT(SKLK), 1335-LYNG, LYNGBY-OK FRA 5/70 
SVAEVESTOV H-VOL LIB(SKLK), 1335-LYNG, LYNGBY-OK FRA 9/75 





















































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 

































































































































































LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
17/08/76 03/02/77 
03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 07/02/77 07/02/77 
t/\ 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«t************************************** 





































































































































FRANCE (HIN. OE LA CULTU"E ET OE L«ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN) 
PLUS DE 2 MILLIONS D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
PARIS, FRANCF 
11 GFNNEVILLIERS<R.DE RICHELIEU 601, 92-GENNEVILLIERS, PARIS 
FUMEES OECD/NF43005IMQVN), 11 GENNEVILLIERS, PARIS-F 
ACIOITE QEC0/NF43005(MQVN), 11 GENNEVILLIERS, PARIS-F 
TEMP, VENTIV+D) 9 
17 BAUCHES(R.GUSTAVF ZEDE 3), 75016-PARTS-F 
FUMEES OECO/NF43005ÍMQVNÍ, 17 BAUCHES, PARIS-F 
ACIOITE 0ECD/NF43005IMQVNJ, 17 BAUCHES, PARIS-F 
TEMP, VENT<V*0) 6,5 
49 PROVIDFNCEÍR.DE LA,51, 75013-PARIS-F 
FUMEES 0ECD/NF43005(MQVN), 49 PROVIDENCE, PARIS-F 
ACIDITE 0EC0/NF43035(MQVNJ, 49 PROVIDENCE, PARIS-F 
TEMP, VENT(VtO) 3,6 
65 BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT(R.DE PARIS 36) 92-BOUL-BILLAN, PARIS 
FUMFES OECO/NF43005(M0VM, 65 BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT, PAP IS-F 
ACIDITE OECD/NF43005(MQVNJ, 65 BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT, PARIS-F 
TFMP, VENT<V*0) 8 
99 LAB.O'HYGIENFIR.OES HOSP.ST.GERVAIS 18J, 75004-PARIS-F 
FUMFFS OFCD/NF43005(M0VN), 99 LABOR.D'HVGIENE, PARIS-F 
ACIDITE OECD/NF43005IMQVNJ, 99 LABOR,D'HYGIENF, PARIS-F 
















































































PP C VV ÇE SSS PP TT 
04 
04 2 






































































































FRANCE ( H [ N . DE LA CULTURE PT DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN) 
OE 1 A 2 MILLIONS D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
LYON, FRANCE 
l MAIRIE CENTRALHPL. DE LA COMEDIE), 69001-LYON-F 
FUMFES NOIRES A L'HEURE 
FUMFES OFCD/NF41005(MQVN), 1 MAIRIE CENTRALE, LYON-F 
ACIDITE 0ECD/NF43005IMQVN), 1 MAIRIE CENTRALE, LYON-F 
OXYDC OE CARBONE 
TEMP, VENT(V+D), HUMI, VISI, NFBUL, INSOL 9 + TEMP=HYGRO 1 
9 ETATS-UNISIR.AUDIBERT ET LAVÎROTTE 37), 69008-LYON-F 
FUMEES OECD/NF43005IMOVN), 8 FTATS-UNIS, LYON-F 
ACIDITF 0ECD/NF43005<MQVN), 8 ETATS-UNIS, LYON-F 
TFMP, VFNTIV+O), HUMI, VISI, NEBUL, INSOL 6,25 + T-HYGRO 3,4 
10 CROIX ROUSSE<BD.0E LA 133), 69004-LYON-F 
FUMFES U"=CD/NF43005(MOVN) , 10 CROIX «OUSSF, LYON-F 
ACIDITF 0ECD/NF43005IM0VN), 10 CRUIX ROUSSE, LYON-F 
TFMP, VENTIV+D), HUMI, VISI, NEBUL, INSOL 9,75 ♦ T-HYGRO 1,75 
U FONS TECHNIQUES.MARCEL SEMBAT), ST.FONS, 69190-LYON-F 
FUMFFS OECD/NF43005IMOVN), 11 FONS TECHNIQUE, LYON-F 
ACIDITE 0ECD/NF430051MQVN), 11 c0NS TECHNIQUE, LYON-F TEMP, VENT<V+D), HUMI, VISI, NEBUL, INSOL 6,8 ♦ T-HYGRO 5,8 
18 PIERRF BFNITE(R.DE LA POSTE), PIERRE BENITE, 69310-LYON-F 
FUMEES OEC0/NF43005IMQVN), 18 PIFRPE BENITE, LYON-F 
ACIDITE .OFCD/NF43005IMQVN), 18 PIERRE BFNITE, LYON-F 
TEMP, VENTIV+D). HUMI, VISI, NEBUL, INSOL 9,1 + T-HYGRO 7,3 
19 VENISSIEUXIBD.LAURENT GERIN), VENISSIEUX, 69200-LYON-F 
FUMEES OEC0/NF43005IMQVN), 19 VENISSIEUX, LYON-F 
ACIOITE 0ECD/NF43005(MCVN), 19 VENISSIEUX, LYON-F 




































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
v*************************************** 














































































































































E (MIN. DE LA CULTURE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN) 
 A 2 MILLIONS D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
ILLE, FRANCE 
10­05­01 ALSTHOMIR.PARADIS), 
S 05CD/NF43005IMQVNI , 10­05­
TE 0ECD/NF43005(MQVN), 10­05 
12­07­04 CHARTREUXIP.EDMOND 
S OECD/NF430051MQVN), 12­07 
TE OECO/NF43005(MQVN), 12­07 
05­08­08 VALMANTEIAV.LATTRE 
S OECD/NF43005(M0VN), 05­08­
TE OECO/NF43005(M0VNI, 05­08 
14­03­09 PINEDE(R.DU CARGO R 
S OECD/NF43005ÍMQVN), 14­03­
TF OECO/NF43005(MÛVN), 14­03 
10­11­12 ST.MARCEUCHFMIN DE 
S 0ECD/NF43005IMQVN), 10­11­
TE OECD/NF43005(MQVN1, 10­11 
14­04­18 USINE­GAZIR.LYON), 
S OECD/NF43005(MOVN), 14­04­
TF neC0/NF43005IMQVN), 14­04 
13001­MARSEILLE­F 
Ol ALSTHOM, MARSEILLE 
­01 ALSTHOM, MARSEILL 
AUDRANI, 13004­MARSEI 
04 CHARTREUX, MARSEIL 
­04 CHARTREUX, MARSEI 
D.TASSIGNY), 13009­M' 
08 VALMANTE, MARSEILL 
­08 VALMANTE, MARSEIL 
HIN.FID), 13002­MARSE 
09 PINEDE, MARSEILLE­
­09 PINEDE, MARSEILLE 
, ) , 130U­MARSEILLE­F 
12 ST.MARCEL, MARSEIL 
­12 ST.MARCEL, MARSEI 
13015­MARSEILLE­F 
18 USINE­GAZ, MARSEIL 










































































PP C VV EÇ SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S ** 
•t*»»***«**»**»*»*»****»«*»»*»***»****»« 


























































































































































































FRANCE (MIN. DE LA CULTURE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN) 
OE 0*5 A 1 MILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
BORDEAUX, FRANCE 
2 CERF-VOLANT, (P. OU), V 
ANHYDRIDE SULFUREUX 
FUMEES OFCD/NF43005(MOVNJ 
PARTICULES EN SUSPENSION 
ACIOITF OCDE/NF43005(MQVN 
NO-X 
6 LE 80USCAT(AV.DE LA L I B 
ANHYDRIDE SULFUREUX 
FUMEES OECD/NF43005IMQVN) 
PARTICULES EN SUSPENSION 
A C I D I T E OCDE/NF430û5(MQVN 
SC1-4- -
Nfl-X 
7 PISCINE 8EGLFS, BEGLES, 
FUMEES 0EC0/NF43005IMQVN) 
ACIOITF UCDE/NF43005IMQVN 
P BERTHELOTÍR.), BEGLES, 
FUMEES OECO/NF43005ÌMQVN) 
ACIDITE OCDE/NF43005IMQVN 
9 MONTAUniPL.), BASTIDE, 
FUMEES OECD/NF43005IMQVN) 
ACIDI TF 1CDF/NF43005(MQVN 
10 CAUOERAN (P. CAZERESI, 
ANHYDRIDE SULFUREUX 
FUMFES 0ECD/NF43005<MQVN) 




IEUX BORDEAUX, BORDEAUX-F 
, 2 CERF VOLANT, BORDEAUX-F 
)• 2 CERF-VOLANT, BORDEAUX-F 
ERATIONI, BARRIERE MEDOC, BOROEAUX-F 
, 6 LE BCUSCAT, 80R0EAUX-F 
J, 6 LE 80USCAT, BORDEAUX-F 
BOPDEAUX-F 
, 7 PISCINE BEGLES, BORDEAUX-F 
>, 7 PISCINE BEGLES, BORDEAUX-F 
BOROEAUX-F 
, 8 BERTHFLOT, BORDEAUX-F 
), 8 BERTHFLOT, BORDEAUX-F 
BOROEAUX-F 
, 9 MONTAUD, BORDEAUX-F 
), 9 MONTAUD, BOROEAUX-F 
CAUOERAN, BORDEAUX-F 
, IO CAUDERAN, BORDEAUX-F 



























































0 . 5 7 1 3 8 9 
0 . 5 9 2 5 0 0 
4 4 . 8 3 9 4 4 4 



































































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
« s * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LIBELLE 
** 
FRANCE CHIN. DE LA CULTURE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN) OE 0,5 A l MILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
LILLE-ROUBAIX-TOURCOING, FRANCE 10 HOTEL DE VILLE, MAPCQ-EN-BAROEUL, LILLE/R/T-F FUMEES 0CDE/NF43005CMQVN), 10 MARCQ-EN-8AR0EUL, LILLE/R/T-F ACIDITE OCOE/NF43005(MQVN), 10 MARCO-EN-BAROEUL, LILLF/R/T-F 12 CONSERVATOIRE«PLACE DU,), LILLF, LILLE/R/T-F FUMEES 0C0E/NF43005IMQVN), 12 CONSERVATOIRE, LILLE/R/T-F ACIDITE OCOE/NF430a5(MQVN), 1 CONSERVATOIRE, LILLE/R/T-F 15 HOTEL DE VILLE, LA MADELEINE, LILLE/R/T-F FUMEES OCDE/NF43005(KQVN), 15 LA MADELEINE, LILLE/R/T-F ACIDITE OCDE/NF430051MQVNI, 15 LA MADELEINE, LILLE/R/T-F 16 SERV.D'HYGTENEÍR.DU CHATEAU 28), ROUBAIX, LILLE/R/T-F FUMEES OCOE/NF43005(M0VN), 16 SERV. D'HYGIENE, LILLE/R/T-F ACIDITE OCOE/NF43005IMQVN), 16 SERV. D'HYGIENE, LILLE/R/T-F 19 CENTRE MEDICOSOCIALIBL.DE FOURNIS), ROUBAIX, LILLE/R/T-F FUMEES 0C0E/NF43005IM0VN), 19 CENTRE MEDICOSOCIAL, LILLE/R/T ACIDITE OCDE/NF43005ÍMUVN), 19 CENTRE MEDICOSOCIAL, LILLE/R/T 23 HOTEL OE VILLE, WATTRELOS, LILLE/R/T-F 






















































0 7 / 0 3 / 7 8 
0 3 / 0 2 / 7 7 
0 3 / 0 2 / 7 7 
03 /02 /77 
0 4 / 0 3 / 7 7 
04 /03 /77 
0 3 / 0 2 / 7 7 
0 4 / 0 3 / 7 7 
0 4 / 0 3 / 7 7 
03 /02 /77 
0 4 / 0 3 / 7 7 
0 4 / 0 3 / 7 7 
0 3 / 0 2 / 7 7 
0 4 / 0 3 / 7 7 
04 /03 /77 
0 3 / 0 2 / 7 7 
0 4 / 0 3 / 7 7 
0 4 / 0 3 / 7 7 
0 3 / 0 2 / 7 7 
04 /03 /77 
0 4 / 0 3 / 7 7 
31 
T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
»♦t»********»«««»»*»***««*****»***»«**** 

























































































































































































































































































FRANCE (MIN. OE LA CULTURE FT OE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIRENl 
DF 0,5 A 1 MILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
TOULOUSE, FRANCE 
1 COTF PAVEEIA.JEAN RIEUX 72), TOULOUSE-F 
Sf)-? SPECIFIQUF FILTRES BOURBON-MALBOSC 
FU"FPS FIB.VERRE/OECDIMQVN), 1 COTE PAVEE, TOULOUSE-I 
POUSSIERES PONOERALES 
ACIDITE OCDE/NF43005IMQVNI, 1 COTE PAVEE, TOULOUSE-F 
NO FRTPES BOURBON-ALARY-CMOVIN 
NO-2 FILTRFS BOURBON-ALARY-CHOVIN 
NH-3 FILTRES BGURBON-NIVOT 
NH-4+ FILTRES BOURBON-NIVOT 
SO-4— FILTRES BOURBON-GIROUX 
TOUTES MESURES A TOULOUSE-RLAGNAC 15 
? NIVOT(A.DE PURET 169), TOULOUSE-F 
SO-2 SPECIFIQUE FILTRES BOURBON-MALBOSC 
FUMFES FIB.VERRc/OECD(MOVN), 2 NIVOT, TOULOUSE-F 
POUSSIERES PONDERALES 
ACID ITE Í1CDE/NF43005(MQVN1, ? N I V O T , TOULOUSE-F 
NO FILTRES BOURBON-ALARY-CMOVIN 
NO-2 FILTRES BOURBON-ALARY-CHOVIN 
NH-3 FILTRES BOURBON-NIVOT 
NH-4* FILTRES BOURBON-NIVOT 
S0-4-- FILTRES BOURBON-GIROUX 
TOUTcS MESURES A TOULOUSE-BLAGNAC 7 
3 BUISSONfRT.OE SEYSSES 280), TOULOUSE-F 
SO-2 SPECIFIQUE FILTRES BOURBON-MALBOSC 
FUMEES FIB.VFRRF/OECDIMQVN), 3 BUISSON, TOULOUSE-F 
POUSSIERES PONOFRALES 
ACIDITE OCOE/NF43005(MQVNI, 3 BUISSON, TOULOUSE-F 
NO FILTRES BOURBON-ALARY-CMOVIN 
NO-2 FILTRES BOURBON-ALARY-CHOVIN 
NH-3 FILTRES BOURBON-NIVOT 
NH-4+ FILTRES BOURBON-NIVOT 
SO-4— FILTRES BOURBON-GIROUX 
TOUTES MESURES A TOULOUSE-BLAGNAC 7 
4 PELLFGRINIPL.ST. CYPRIEN), TOULOUSE-F 
SO-2 SPECIFIQUE FILTRES BOURBON-MALBOSC 
FUMEES FIB.VERRF/OECOIMQVN), 4 PELLEGRIN, TOULOUSE-F 
ACIOITF OCDE/NF43005IMQVN), 4 PELLEGRIN, TOULOUSE-F 
ACIDITE SANS NH-4/NF43005CMQVN), 4 PELLEGRIN, TOUL. 
NO FILTRES BOURBON-ALARY-CfOVIN 
NO-2 FILTRFS BOURBON-ALARY-CHOVIN 
NH-3 FILTRES BOURBON-NIVOT 
NH-4+ FILTRES BOURBON-NIVOT 
SO-4— FILTRES BOURBON-GIROUX 
TOUTES MESURES A TOULOUSF-BLAGNAC ? 






































































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
************************a*************** 
























































































































































SPECIFIQUE FILTRFS B0URB0N-MAL80SC 
S FIB.VFRRF/OECDCMQVN», 5 ST.JOSEPH, TOULOUSE-F 
IERES PONDERALES 





- FILTPES BOURBON-GIROUX 
S MESURES A TOULOUSE-BLAGNAC 7 
SSEIREIA.OES ETATS-UNIS 61, TOULOUSE-F 
SPECIFIQUE FILTRES BOURBON-MALBOSC 
S FIB.VFRRE/OECOIMQVNI, 6 TEISSEIRE, TOULOUSE-F 
IERES PONDERALES 





- FILTRES BOURBON-GIROUX 
































































































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LIBELLE 
FRANCE (MIN. DE LA CULTURE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIRENI 
DE 0,1 A 0,5 HILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
CLERMONT-FERRAND, FRANCE 1 ECOLE COMMERCE!BL.TRUOAINE 4), 63000-CLERMONT-FERRANO-F FUMFES 0CDE/NF43005(MQVN), 1 ECOLE COMMERCE, CLERMONT FERRANO ACIDITE OCDE/NF43005(MQVN), ! ECOLE COMMER, CLERMONT FERRAND 2 GAZ-FRANCE(A.0F LA RF^HBlIQUE>, 63000-CLERHONT-FERRAND-F FU«EES OCOE/NP43005(MQVN», 2 GAZ-FRANCE, CLERMONT FFRRANO-F ACIDITE nCDE/NF43005(MCVN>, 2 GAZ-FRANCE, CLERMONT FERRAND-F 4 ROYATIBL.PASTEUR), 63130-ROYAT, CLERMONT-FERRAND-F FUMEES 0COE/NF43005IMQVN), 4 ROYAT, CLERMONT FERRAND-F ACIDITE OCOE/NF43005(MQVN), 4 ROYAT, CLERMONT FERRAND-F 
9 AULNAT!AERO-CLUD D'AUVERGNE», 63510-AULNAT, CLER-FERRANO-F FUMEES OCDE/NF43005(MQVN), 8 AULNAT, CLERMONT FERPAND-F ACIDITE 0C0E/NF41005(MQVN), 8 AULNAT, CLFRMONT FERRAND-F 32 SERVICE MINESIR.FONTGIEVE 15), 63000-CLERMCNT-FERRANO-F FUMFES OCDE/NF43005IMQVN), 32 SERVICE MINES, CLERMONT FERRAND ACIDITF OCDE/NF43005IMQVN), 32 SER.MINES, CLERMONT FERRAND-F 






































LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
07/03/78 03/02/77 
03/02/77 03/02/77 04/03/77 04/03/77 03/02/77 04/03/77 04/03/77 03/02/77 04/03/77 04/03/77 03/02/77 04/03/77 04/03/77 03/02/77 04/03/77 04/03/77 03/02/77 04/03/77 04/03/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 




















































































































FRANCE ( M I N . DE LA CULTURE ET 0E L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN) 
DE 0 , 1 A 0 , 5 MILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
LE HAVRE, FRANC 
12 IGNAUVAL(CHA 
A C I D I T E AUTO-PH 
V E N T I V I T + DIP» 
A . T . 0 . ( U S I N E DE 
A C I D I T E AUTO-PH 
V E N T I V I T ♦ D I R ) 
R E N A U L T ( U S I N E ) , 
A C I D I T E AUTO-PH 
V E N T I V I T «• O I R ) 
P R F S S E U S S E I R . , ) 
ACID ITE AUTO-PH 
V F N T ( V I T * D I R ) 
E . D . F . ( R . D E PON 
ACID ITE AUTO-PH 
V E N T Í V I T ♦ D I R , 
4 3 FRILEUSF.(R.R 
A C I D I T E AUTO-PH 
V E N T Í V I T ♦ O I R ) 
T . O ' E A U i , STE.ADRESSE, LE HAVRE-F 
Í M Q V N ) , 12 IGNAUVAL, LE HAVRE-F 
1 
GONGREVILLE), LE HAVRE-F 
(HOVN), 21 A.T.O., LE HAVPE-F 
2,6 
SANDONVILLE, LE HAVRE-F 
ÍMQVN), 29 RENAULT, LF HAVPE-F 
5,5 
, LE HAVRE-F 
ÍMQVN), 31 PRESSEUSSE, LE HAVRE-F 
? 
T VII), LE HAVRE-F 
(HQVN), 32 E.D.F., LE HAVRE-F 
TEMPS1.3 
OUGET DE LISLE), LE HAVRE-F 













































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 



















































































































FRANCE IMIN. DE LA CULTURE PT DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BI 
CIE 0,1 A 0,5 MILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
NANTFS, FRANCE 
SM3 SERVICE MINESIR.MARCEL SEM AT 31, 44000-NANTES-F 
ACiniTF AUTO-PH(MCVN), SMO SERVICE MINES, NANTFS-F 
VENTtVIT + DIR), TEMP, PRESS,BARO, PLUVIO 6 
SM3 HAUTE INDRE(?7), INDRE, 44000-NANTES-F 
ACIDITE AUTO-PHIMQVN), SM3 HAUTE-INDRE, NANTES-F 
VENTIVIT + DIR), TEMP, PRESS,BARn, PLUVIO 6 
N04 THEATRE GRASLINI PL .GPASLIN », 44000-NANTES-F 
ACIDITF AUTO-PHIMQVN), N04 THEATRE GRASLIN, NANTES-F 
VFNTIVIT + DIR), TEMP, PRESS.BARO, PLUVIO 8 
N06 PILOTIERFţCPECHE MUNICIPALE), 44000-NANTES-F 
ACIDITE AUTO-PHtMQVN), N06 PILOTIERE, NANTES-F 
VFNTIVIT + DIR), TEMP, PRFSS,BARO, PLUVIO 13 
NC13 LE GRAND CARTRON, 44000-NANTES-F 
ACIDITE AUTO-PH(MQVN), N013 GRAND CARTRON, NANTES-F 
VENTÍVIT ♦ DIR), TE«P, PRÇSS.BARO, PLUVIO 3 
NC15 POMPIERRF, 44000-NANTFS-F 
ACIOITF AUTO-PHIMQVN), NC15 POMPIERRE, NANTES-F 












































































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 























































































































































E (MIN. DE LA CULTURE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN) 
A 0t5 MILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
, FRANCE 
RIE, BOIS­GUILLAUME, 76230­ROUEN­F 
TF AUTO­PHIMQVN), 1 MAIRIE­BOIS­GUILLAUME, ROUEN­F 
VIT ♦ OIR) 3 
VTCF MINESIRAMPE BOUVREUIL 70), 76000­ROUEN­F 
TE AUTO­PH(MQVN), 4 SERVICE MINES, ROUEN­F 
­ VITESSE, 4 SERVICE MINES, ROUEN­F 
­ DIRECTION, 4 SERVICE MINES, ROUEN­F 
EF D'ETATIBL.DU 14 JUILLET), SOTTEVILLE­LES­ROUEN­F 
TF AUTO­PH(MQVN), 6 LYCEE D'ETAT, SOTTEVILLE­LES­ROUEN­F 
VIT + DIR) 3 
T AUTONOMEIQ.RICH.WADINGTON), MUSOIP­ST.GERVAIS, ROUFN­F 
TE AUTO­PHIMQVN), 7 PORT AUTONOME, ROUEN­F 
VIT ♦ DIR) 2,5 
. SOCOMACI??), BIESSARD, 76077­ROUEN­F 
TF AUTO­PHIMQVN), 8 ETS­ SUCOMAC, ROUEN­F 
VIT ♦ OIR» 3,5 
ATEAU D'EAUIR.DFS MARTYRS), PETIT COURONNE, 76000­ROUEN 
S AUTO­REFLECT IHR(MQVN), Il CM.EAU, P.COURONNE, ROUEN­F 
TF AUTO­PHIMQVN), 11 CHAT.D'EAU, PETIT COURONNE, POUEN­F 








































































































































































































T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
»«»m************************************ 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
FP.ANCP <MIN. DE LA CULTURE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIRENI 
DF 0,1 A 0,5 HILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
STRASBOURG, FRANCE „ _ 
F.D.F.KR.DE LA ROCHELLE), PORT DU RHIN, STRASBOURG-F 
ACIDITE AUTO-PH(MQVN), E.D.F.l, STRASBOURG-F 
VENT(VIT ♦ DIR) PAR HEURF 3,75 
3 FLECTRICITE STRAS.IR.DU 22 NOV 221, STRASBOURG-F 
FUMFES OCDE/NF43005IMQVN), 3 ELCTPICITE-STRAS, STRASBOURG-F 
ACIDITE AUTO-PHIMQVN), 3 ELECTRICITE-STRASBOURG, STRASBOURG-F 
TEMP.* PLUVIO PAR HEURE, VENTCV+DI TRI-HORAIRE, ENSOL 1,75 
4 CELLULOSF(R. CHARLES FRIEDEL 41, PORT DU RHIN. STRASBOURG-F 
FUMFES OCDE/NF43005(MQVN), * CELLULOSE. STRASBOURG-F 
ACIOITE OCDE/NF43005(NQVN), 4 CELLULOSE, STRASBOURG-F 
TEMP.* PLUVIO PAR HEURE, VENTÍV+D) TRI-HORAIRE, ENSOL 3,25 
5 FACULTE MFDEC!NF(R.HUMANN 111, STRASBOURG-F 
FUMPFS OCOE/NF43005ÍMQVN), 5 FACULTE MEDECINE, STPASBOURG-F 
ACIÔÏTF AUTO-PHIMQVN», 5 FACULTE MEDECINE, STRASBOURG-F 
TEMP +PLUVIO PAR HEURE, VENTIV+D) TRI-HORAIRE, ENSOL 2,25 
10 GAZ BIJRFAUIPL.DES HALLES 1 4 1 , STRASBOURG-F 
FUMEES OCDE/NF43005IMQVN), 10 GAZ BUREAU, STRASBOURG-F 
ACIDITE 0CDE/NF43005(MQVNI, 10 GAZ BUREAU, STRASBOURG-F 
TFMP + PLUVIO PAR HEURE, VENT(V*D) TRI-HORAIRE, ENSOL 1,75 
l-l CO-RHENANF RAFFINAGEIEGLISEI. REICHSTETT, STRASBOURG-D 
ACIDITE AUTO-PHIMQVN), R-4 CO. RHEN. RAFFIN, STRASBOURG-F 




















































































































































FRANCE (MIN. OF LA CULTURE ET OE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN» 
MOINS DF 0,1 MILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
CALAIS, FRANCE 




25 CONTREPLAQUES CA 
ACIDITE OCDE/NF4300 
26 PONT TROUILLEJR. 
ACIDITE OCDE/NP4300 
VENT VIT AU SOL, 01 
31 VIEILLE MONTAGNE 
ACIDITE 0CDE/NF4310 
L(R.LOUIS PASTEUR), 62100-CALAIS-F 
(MQVN), ?4 THEATRE MUNICIPAL, CALAIS-F 
5ÍMQVN), 24 THEATRE MUNICIPAL, CALAIS-F 
LAISCR.MOURON», 62100-CALAIS-F 
5IMQVNI, 25 CONTREPLAQUES, CALAIS-F 
OU, 95), 62100-CALAIS-F 
5IMQVN), 26 PONT TROUILLE, CALAIS-F 
RECTION 1,0 
(Ü.DE LA LOIRE 1»), 62100-CALAIS-F 



















































PP C VV EC SSS PP TT 
C: 4 
04 5 
04 5 02 
04 5 02 00 019 
04 5 02 00 019 04 08 
04 5 02 00 019 80 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U Ê S 
L I B F L L F 
TRANCE (MIN. 0E LA CULTURE ET OE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIRENI 
MOINS DE 0,1 MILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
MARTIGUES, FRANCE 
13-2-05-18-19 MARTIGUES L'ILE, MARSEILLE-F 
ACIDITF OCnE/NF43005(M0VN), 13-2-05-18-19, MARTIGUES I •Í! F F 
VFNTIVIT ♦ OIR), TEMP, BARDM, HYGRO >? M A R T I G U " L ILE-F 












T A B L E S S I G N A L F T I Q U E S 
»♦♦È************************************ 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUOE LATITUDE DATE 
04 
04 5 
04 5 03 
04 5 03 00 017 
04 5 03 00 017 04 I] 
04 5 03 00 017 80 
FRANCE «HIN. DE LA CULTURE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN) 
«OINS OE 0,1 MILLION D'HABITANTS POUR FRANCE 
VIGNEUX DE BPETAGNE, FRANCE 
C17<RT.0U TEMPLE), VIGNEUX DE BRETAGNE-F 
ACIDITE AUTO-PH<»0VN>, C17, VIGNEUX DE BRETAGNE-F 












T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
PP C VV FE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUOE DATE 
04 
04 6 
04 6 99 
04 6 99 00 003 
04 6 99 00 003 04 3P 04 6 99 00 O03 
04 6 99 30 105 
11 
FRANCE {HIN. DE LA CULTURE ET OE L'FNVIRONNEXENT, BIRENI 
CLASSE DE FOND POUR FRANCE 
SITE DU FOND POU" FRANCE 
STATION DF FOND, LC-F03, LA CÍOUZILLE-F 
4CIDITF 0CDF/NF43005IMQVN), LC-F03, LA CROUZILLE-F 
SD-4— 
STATION DF FOND, L H - P 0 5 , LA HAÇUE-F 
04 6 99 00 105 04 OS A C I D I T F 0 C D E / N F 4 3 0 0 5 I 1 Q V N » , L H - F 0 5 , LA HAGUE-F 
04 6 99 00 105 U SO-4— 






03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 07/02/77 07/02/77 
^ > 
** T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S »* 
»«t************************************* 
pp c v v EE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
FRANCE tMlN. DE LA CULTURE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, BIREN) 07/03/78 
STATIONS DE COMPARAISON, FRANCE 20/03/78 
COMPARAISON PLUS 2 MILLIONS O'HABITANTS, FRANCE 20/03/78 
NIVEAU-1, l TOUR ST. JACQUES, AV. DE RIVOLI, PARIS-F. 000 0 20/03/78 
FUMFES 0ECD/NF43005IMQVN), NIV-l, 1 TOUR ST.JACQUES, PARIS-F 000 0 20/03/78 
ACIDITE 0ECD/NF43005<MQVNI, NIV-l, 1 TOUR ST.JACQUES, PAPIS-F 000 0 20/03/78 
NIVEAU-2, 1 TOUR ST. JACQUES, AV. DE RIVOLI, PARIS-F 000 0 20/03/78 
FUMEES OECD/NF43005IMQVN), NIV-2, 1 TOUR ST.JACQUES, PARIS-«1 000 0 20/03/78 













































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 











































































































IRELAND I DEPT. LOCAL GOVERNMENT, COFFEY) 
0.5 TO I MILLION INHABITANTS FOR IRELANO 
DUBLIN, IRELAND SITE 2, ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY, BALLSBRIDGE, DUBLIN 4­IRL 
SMOKE OECD/BS 1747IDC0), 2 ROYAL OUBLIN SOCIETY, DUBLIN­IRL 
ACIDITY OECD/BS 1747IDCD), 2 ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY, DUBLIN­IRL 
TEMP, SUNSHINE, RAINFALL 6? 
S(T«= 3, INST.ADULT EDUCATION, 62/3 ECCLES ST, DUBLIN 7­RL 
SMOKE 0FCD/BSl747t0CDI, 3 ECCLES ST, DUBLIN­IRL 
ACIDITY OECOCOCDl, 3 ECCLES ST, OUBLIN­IRL 
TEMP, SUNSHINF, RAINFALL 6? 
SITE 7, HAILING OFF, PORTS ♦ DOCKS, SOUTH QUAY, DUBLIN 2­IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(DCD>, 7 SOUTH QUAY, DUBLIN­IRL 
ACIDITY OECniOCDI, 7 SOUTH GUAY, OUBLIN­IRL 
TEMP, SUNSHINE, RAINFALL 67 
SITE 10, FINGLAS, CORPORATION CLEANSING DEPOT, DUBLIN ll­IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747Í0CD), 10 FINGLAS, OUBLIN­IRL 
ACIDITY 0FCDIDCD1, 10 FINGLAS, DUBLIN­IRL 


































































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
»t************************************** 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
05 
05 4 
05 4 01 05 4 01 00 001 05 4 01 00 001 02 05 05 4 01 00 001 04 05 05 4 oi oo ooi ao 
IRELAND IDEPT. LOCAL GOVERNMENT, COFFEY) 0.1 TO 0.5 MILLION INHABITANTS FOR IRELAND 
CORK, IRELAND MARKET, PRINCES ST, CORK-IRL SMOKE 1ECD/BS1747ICCC), MARKET, CORK-IRL ACIDITY OECD(CCC), MARKET. CORK-IRL HU*tI0-l.2-H8,RAIN-l.2 + 6,T«EMP-6,PRESS-18,WlN0-6*18, FOG-18 
124 3 124 3 124 3 000 0 
8.466667 51.900000 
17/10/77 25/10/76 
25/10/76 08/09/77 08/09/77 08/09/77 07/02/77 
Ï 
PP C VV EF SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
v * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LIBELLE SIT NtV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
05 
05 5 
IRELAND (DEPT. LOCAL GOVERNMFNT, COFFEY) 
LFSS THAN 0.1 MILLION INHABITANTSt IRELAND 
05 5 01 GALWAY, IRFLAND 
05 5 01 00 001 BOROUGH ENGINFER'S OFFICE, FISHMARKET, GALWAY-IRL 
05 5 01 00 001 02 06 SMOKE 0EC0/BS1747<GCG), FISHMARKET, GALWAY-IPL 
05 5 01 00 001 04 06 ACIDITY OFCD(GCG), FISHMARKET, GALWAV-IRL 







25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 07/02/77 
-J 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
i«****«****«**»»***»*******»***»*»***»«* 
































LIBELLE SIT NIV 
IRELAND (DFPT. LOCAL GOVERNMENT COFFEY» 
BACKGROUND CLASS »=0R IRELAND 
BACKGROUND SITES FOR IRELAND 
BACKGROUND STATION, C.C.OEPOT, WATERY LANE, SWORDS, CO.DUBLIN 302 3 
SMOKE OECD/BS 1747<DCDJ, SWORDS, CO. DUBLIN-IRL 302 3 
ACID OECD/BS 1747IDCD), SWORDS, CO. DUBLIN-IRL 302 3 










PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 




05 7 03 
05 7 03 00 001 
05 7 03 00 001 02 04 
05 7 03 00 001 04 04 
05 7 03 00 002 
05 7 03 00 003 
05 7 03 00 004 
05 7 03 00 004 02 04 
05 7 03 00 004 04 04 
05 7 03 00 005 
05 7 03 00 005 0? 04 
05 7 03 00 005 04 04 
05 7 03 00 006 
05 7 03 00 006 0? 04 
05 7 03 00 006 04 04 
05 7 03 00 007 
05 7 03 00 008 
05 7 03 00 O0S 02 04 
05 7 03 00 008 04 04 
05 7 03 00 009 
05 7 03 00 009 02 04 
05 7 03 00 009 04 04 
05 7 03 00 010 
05 7 03 00 011 
05 7 03 00 011 02 04 
05 7 03 00 OU 04 04 
05 7 03 00 012 
05 7 03 00 012 02 04 
05 7 03 00 012 04 04 
05 7 03 00 013 
05 7 03 00 013 02 14 
05 7 03 00 013 04 14 
05 7 03 00 014 
05 7 03 00 014 02 14 
05 7 03 00 014 04 14 
05 7 03 00 015 
05 7 03 00 015 02 14 
05 7 03 00 015 04 14 
05 7 03 00 016 
05 7 03 00 016 02 14 
05 7 03 00 016 04 14 
05 7 03 00 017 
05 7 03 00 017 02 14 
05 7 03 00 017 04 14 
05 7 03 00 013 
05 7 03 00 019 02 14 
SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
IRELAND (DEPT. LOCAL GOVERNMENT, C0FFEY1 
COMPARISON STATIONS, IRELAND 
COMPARISON 0.5 TO 1 MILLION INHABITANTS, IRELAND 
SITE 1, 56 DAME STREET, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE DECD/BS17471(DCD), 1 DAME ST, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID riECD/BS1747(DCn) , 1 DAME ST, DUBLIN-IRL 
SEE 05/3/01/00/002/02/04 AND 04/04 
SEE 05/3/01/OC/003/02/04 AND 04/04 
SITE 4, DUBLIN CORP. CLEANSING DEPT, RATHMINES, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(DCD), 4 RATHMINES, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID QFCD/PS1747(DCD), 4 RATHMINES, DUBLIN-IRL 
SITE 5, CUSTOM HOUSE, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0FCD/BS1747(DCD) , 5 CUSTOM HOUSE, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747(0C0), 5 CUSTOM HOUSE, DUBLIN-IRL 
SITE 6, 4 RAMILLIES ROAD, BALLYFERMOT, OUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(DCD), 6 BALLYFERMOT, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0FCD/BS!747(DCD) , 6 BALLYFERMOT, DUBLIN-IRL 
SEE 05/3/01/00/007/02/04 AND 04/04 
SITE B, ST.JOHNS NATIONAL SCHOOL, CLONTARF, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE ÜFCD/BS1747IDCD), 8 CLONTARF, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747(DCD), A CLONTARF, DUBLIN-IRL 
SITE 9, DUBLIN CORP. FIRE STATION, KILBARRACK, OUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0FCn/BSlT47IDCD), 9 KILBARRACK, OUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747IDCD), 9 KILBARRACK, DUBLIN-IRL 
SEE 05/3/01/00/010/02/04 AND 04/04 
SITF 11, CITY LABORATORY, 10 CORNMARKET, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(DCD), 11 CORNMARKET, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0FCD/BS1747IDCD), 11 CORNMARKET, DUBLIN-IRL 
SITE 12, PULMONARY UNIT, BAGGOT ST. HOSPITAL, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0FC0/8S1747(DC0), 12 BAGGOT ST. HOSPITAL, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACIO 0FCD/RSl747(DCf>), 12 BAGGOT ST. HOSPITAL, DUBLIN-IRL 
Nl, CLONTARF BATHS, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKF 0ECD/BS1747(ESBDI, Nl CLONTARF, OUBLIN-IRL 
ACID DFCD/BS1747(ESBD), Nl CLONTARF, OUBLIN-IRL 
N2, 3ULL ISLAND, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKF 0ECD/BS1747(ESBD), N2 BULL ISLAND, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID DECD/BS1747(FSBDI, N2 BULL ISLAND, DUBLIN-IRL 
N3, GRANGE ROAD, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(ESBD), N3 GRANGE ROAD, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0FCD/BS1747(ESBD», N3 GRANGE ROAD, DUBLIN-IRL 
N4, KILBARRACK POWER STATION, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(ESBD), N4 KILBARRACK, OUBLIN-IRL 
ACIO 0FCD/RS1747(ESB0), N4 KILBARRACK, DUBLIN-IRL 
N5, EVORA, HOWTH, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKF 0EC0/BS1747(ES8DJ, N5 EVORA, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747(ESB0), N5 FVORA, DUBLIN-IRL 
N6, RADIO HUT, HOWTH HEAD, OUBLIN-IRL 





























































































11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 08/09/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 08/09/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 08/09/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 
11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 11/02/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 

























































































































































































































































































































ACID DECD/BS17471ESBD) , N6 HOWTH HEAO, DUBLIN-IRL 
N7, BUNRATTY AVEt DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE DEC0/BS1747(ESBD), N7 BUNRATTY AVE, OUBLIN-IRL 
ACin 0FCD/BS1747IES8D), N7 BUNRATTY AVE, OUBLIN-IRL 
N9, NORTH WALL, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(ESB0), N8 NORTH HALL, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACÏO 0ECD/BS1747(ESB0), N8 NORTH HALL, DUBLIN-IRL 
N9, EAST WALL ROAD, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKF 0ECD/BS1747IESB0), N9 EAST HALL ROAD, CUBLIN-I.RL 
ACIO DECD/BS1747(ESBD), N9 EAST ROAO, OUBLIN-IRL 
N10, BALLYMUN, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(ESB0), NIO BALLYMUN, DUBLiN-IRL 
ACID DECD/BS174-MESBD), NIO BALLYMUN, DUBLIN-IRL 
Cl, PEMBROKE (SOUTH LOTTS), OUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(ESBDJ, Cl PEM8R0KE, OUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0FCD/BS1747(ESB0), Cl PEMBROKE, DUBLIN-IRL 
C2, GILFORD ROAD, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747IESBD), C? GILFORD ROAD, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747(FSBD>, C2 GILFORD ROAD, OUBLIN-IRL 
C3, SCHOOLHOUSE LANE, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0FCD/BS1747(ESBD) , C3 SCHOOLHOUSE LANE, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID OECD/BS17471ESB0!, C3 SCHOOLHOUSE LANE, DUBLIN-IRL 
C4, FAIRVIEH PARK, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE OECD/BS1747I0CO), C4 FAIRVIEW PARK, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACIÓ 0ECD/BS1747(ESBD), C4 FAIRVIEH PARK, DUBLIN-IRL 
C5, MATER HOSPITAL, OUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKF 0ECD/BS1747IESBD», C.5 HATER HOSPITAL, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747(ESBD), C5 MATER HOSPITAL, DUBLIN-IRL 
C6, KILMAINHAM, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747<ESBD), C6 KILMAINHAM, OUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0FCD/BS17471ESB0!, C6 KILMAINHAM, DUBLIN-IRL 
C8, PIGEON HOUSF, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS174-MESBD), C8 PIGEON HOUSE, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0ECD/BS174-MESBD), C3 PIGEON HOUSE, OUBLIN-IRL 
Sit ST. VINCENTS HOSPITAL, OUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0EC0/BS1747(ESBD» , SI ST. VINCENTS HOSPITAL, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747(ESBD>, SI ST. VINCENTS HOSPITAL, DUBLIN-IRL 
5 2 , BLACKROCK, OUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0EC0/BS1747(ES8D), S2 BLACKROCK, OUBLIN-IRL 
ACIO 0ECD/BS1747(ESBD>, S2 RLACKROCK, DUBLIN-IRL 
53, DUB LAOGHAIRE, OUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747IESBD1, S3 DUN LAOGHAIRE, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACIO 0ECD/BS1747IESBD), S3 OUN LAOGHAIRE, DUBLIN-IRL 
55, GALLOPING GREEN, DUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747(ESBD», S5 GALLOPING GREEN, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747IESBD), S5 GALLOPING GREEN, DUBLIN-IRL 
56, ROEBUCK ROAD, OUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKF 0EC0/BS1747(ESBDt , S6 ROEBUCK ROAO, DUBLIN-IRL 























































































































































PP C VV EF SSS PP TT 
05 7 03 00 035 
05 7 03 00 03 5 02 1* 
05 7 03 00 0 3 5 04 14 
05 7 03 00 0 3 6 
05 7 03 00 036 02 14 
05 7 03 00 0 3 6 04 14 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
« ♦ » » i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * « * * * * * * * « * * * * 
LIBELLE 
S7, MILLTOWN PARK, DUBLTN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/(ÎS174-MESB0), S7 MILLTOWN PARK, DUBLIN-IRL 
ACIO 0EC0/8S1747(ESBD), S7 MILLTOWN PARK, OUBLIN-IRL 
SB, RATHMINES, OUBLIN-IRL 
SMOKE 0ECD/8S1747(FSBD), S8 RATHMINES, OUBLIN-IRL 
ACIO r)FC0/BS1747(ESBD), SB RATHMINES, OUBLIN-IRL 
SIT NIV 















T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
M************************************** 




































































































































































































ITALIA (MINISTERO 9ELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
OLTRE 2 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
MILANO ITALIA 
9 WASHINGTON (VIA, 
SO-2 COULOMETRICIK 






























SIPM), 9-WASHINGTON, MILANO-I 
), MILANO-I 
SIPM), 10-JUVARA, MILANO-I 
PM), 10-JUVARA, MILANO-I 
PM), 10-JUVARA, MILANO-I 
SIPM), 10-JUVARA, MILANO-I 
OE VINCFNTI II), MILANO-I 
SIPM), 13-ZAVATTARI, MILANO-I 
E ANGELIS 24), MILANO-I 
SPIM), 14-NIGUARDA, MILANO-I 
21), MILANO-I 
SIPM), 15-LIGURIA, MILANO-I 
RM), 15-LIGURIA, MILANO-I 
, MILANO-I 


































































17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 




































































001 01 21 








00? 01 33 
002 02 16 
00 3 
003 01 33 
003 02 16 
004 
004 01 33 
004 02 16 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
LIBELLE 
ITALIA (HINISTFRO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
OLTRE 2 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
ROIA, ITALIA 











FUMO NERI] REF 
SCIENZE (PIAZ 
SO-2 PARAROSA 
FUMO NFRO REF 
CARAVITA (VIA 
SO-2 PARAROSA 
FUMO NERO REF 
FGINA ELENA 2Q9), ROMA-I 
ICO(ISSR), REGINA ELENA, ROMA-I 
AVIMETRICO(ISSP), REGINA ELENA, ROMA-I 
IONTORIO,I, ROMA-! 
NILINA(LIACNPR), ROMANO, ROMA-I 
LFTTOMETRICO(LIACNRR), ROMANO, ROMA-I 
ZALE DELLE, 5), ROMA-I 
NILINA(LIACNRR), SCIENZE, ROMA-I 
LETTOMETRICO(LIACNRR), SCIENZE, ROMA-l 
DFL,), R0M4-I 
NILINA(LIACNRP), CARAVITA, ROMA-I 



























































PP C VV FE SSS PP TT 
T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
t*************************************** 















































































































































































ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA» 
1 - 2 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
TORINO, ITALIA 
1 CONSOLATA (VIA DELLA, 10), TORINO-I 
Sn-2 ELFTTROCHIMICO(SRIAT), I-CONSOLATA, TCRINO-I 
PARTICELLE GRAVIMETRICOISRI AT), I-CONSOLATA, TORINO-I 
CO SPETTROFOTOMETRIA INFRAROSSA(SRI AT) 
NO-2 CHEMILUMINESCENZA(SRIAT) 
NO-X CHEMILUMINFSCENZA(SRIAT) 
PB FOTOMETRIA IN F I AMMA(SRI AT) 
V FORNACF DI GRAF ITE(SR I AT) 




2 PACCONIGI (CORSO, ANG.V.MORETTA), TORINO-I 
SO-2 ELETTROCHIMICO(SRIAT) 
PARTICELLE GRAVIMETRICOÍSRI AT) 
3 REBAUDENGO (PIAZZA CONTI DI,), TORINO-I 
SO-2 ELETTROCHIMICQJSRIAT), 3-REBAUDENGO, TORINO-I 
PARTICFLLE GRAVIMETRICOÍSRI AT), 3-REBAUDENGO, TORINO-I 
CO FOTOMETRICO INFRAROSSA 
NO-2 CHEMILUMINESCENZA 
NO-X CHEMILUMINESCENZA 
4 AEREOPORTO (STRADA DFLL',), TORINO-I 
PARTICELLE GRAVIMETPÍCO(SR I AT), 4-AFREOPORTO, TORINO-I 
CO 
PB FOTOMETRICO IN FIAMMA 










NI FORNACE A GRAFITE 
DOMENICO (VIA S., 22B), TORINO-I 






ZERBONI (CORSO VENEZIA 29), TOPINO-I 
SO-2 COULOMFTRICO(LCPT), ZERBONI, TORINO-I 









































































































































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
06 
06 3 ITALIA MINISTERO OFLLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 0,5 - 1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 17/10/77 17/10/77 
06 3 02 
06 3 02 00 001 
06 3 02 00 001 01 34 
06 3 02 00 00? 
06 3 02 00 002 01 34 
GENOVA, ITALIA 
PALAZZO POSTF, VIA BOCCAROO, GENOVA(CENTRO)-I 
Sn-2 PARAROSANTLINAILPIPG), PALAZZO POSTE, GENOVA-I 
PALAZZO COMUNE, CORNIGLIANI, GENOVA-I 







07/03/78 07/03/7« 07/03/78 
i 
PP C VV EP SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
»«»t************************************ 
















































ITALIA IMINISTFRO OELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA» 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI Ol ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
ANCONA, ITALIA 






















































































T A B L E S S I R N A L E T I O U E S 
fr*************************************** 
L I B E L L E SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
0.1 - 0,5 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
BARI, ITALIA 



























17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
so 

























































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
i*************************************** 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
ITALIA (MINISTFRO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
ROLOGNA, ITALIA 1 PORTA LAME (,l CASSERO, BOLOGNA-I SO-2 COULOHETRICO CON BROM<LCIP-BOLOGNA) VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMIDITA REL, STABILITA ATMOSF, 2 2 S.STEFANO «PORTA , ) , CASSERO, BOLOGNA-I SO-2 COULOMETRICO CON BROMOUCIP-BOLOGNA) VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMIOITA REL, STABILITA ATMOSF, 4.5 
3 ZANARDI (VIA,), BOLOGNA-I 
SO-2 COULOMETRICO CON BROMO!LCIP-BOLOGNA) 
VELOCITA VENTO DIREZIONE VENTO TEMPERATURA UMIDITA RELATIVA STABILITA ATMCSFEPICA 
4 FERRARFSE ( V I A . I , BHLCGNA-I 
SO-2 COULOMETRICO CON BP0M0ILCIP-90L0GNA) 
VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMIDITA REL, STABILITA ATMOSF, 2.5 

























































17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 15/02/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 15/02/77 17/10/77 
17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 15/02/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 15/02/77 
17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 





































































































































































































































































































I T A L I A (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
0 , 1 - 0 , 5 M I L I O N I D I ABITANTI PER L ' I T A L I A 
BOLZANO, I T A L I A 
1 GRIES-FST ( V I A AMBA ALACI 5 ) , 3 9 1 0 0 - B O L Z A N O - I 
SO-2 FOTOMETRICA IN F I A M M A ( I I P B ) , 1-GRIES EST, BOLZANO-I 
FUMO NERO T R A S M I S S I O N E I I I P B ) , 1 -GRIES EST , BOLZANO-I 
PARTICELLE P F S A T A ( U U P 8 ) , 1-GRIES EST, BOLZANO-I 
S TOTALE F O T C M E T R I C O U I P B ) , 1 -GRIES EST, BOLZANO-I 
F TOTALI + NEL MATERIALE P A R T I C O L A R I I I P B I 
H-2S I 1 IPB) 
H-CL F I S H E R - G A R N E R I O ( I I P B ) 
VELOCITA VENTO 
DIREZIONE VENTO 
2 WALTHER (PARCHEGGIO V I A ALTO A D I G E ! , BOLZANO-I 
SO-? FOTOMFTRICO IN F I A * M A ( I I P B ) , 2-WALTHER, BOLZANO-I 
FUMO NERO T R A S M I S S I Q N F ( I I P B ) , 2-WALTHER, BOLZANO-I 
PARTICELLE P E S A T A ! I I P B ) , 2-WALTHER, BOLZANO-I 
PARTICFLLF D I S P E R S A ( I I P B ) , 2-WALTHER, BOLZANC-I 




F TOTALE FOTC*FTRICO(IIPB) 
H-CL FISCHFR-GARNERIOIIIPB) 
TEMPERATURA 
3 FIERA (VIA ROMA), BOLZANO-I 
SO-2 FOTOMETRICO IN F I AMMA!I IPS) , 3-FIERA, BOLZANO-I 
FUMO NERO TRANSMISSIONEUIPBI, 3-FIERA, BOLZANO-I 
PABTICFLLF PESATA(IIPB), e-FlERA, BOLZANO-I 
PARTICELLE 0ISPFRSA!11 PB), 3-FIERA, BOLZANO-I 




F TOTALE FOTOMETRICO«IIPB) 
H-CL FISHÇR-GARNERIO(IIPB) 
VEL.F OIR.VENTO, 1.5 
4 DON BOSCO (PIAZZA,.18), BOLZANO-I 
SO-2 FOTOMETRICO IN FIAMMAÍIIPB), 4-00N BOSCO, BOLZANO-I 
FUMO NERO TRASMISSIONE!IIPBI, 4-DON BOSCO, BOLZANO-I 
PARTICELLE PESATA(IIP8>, 4-DON BOSCO, 30LZAN0-I 
5 TOTALE FOTCMETRICOUIPB), 4-OON BOSCO, BOLZANO-I 
F TOTALE FOTOMETRICO!IIPSI 
H-CL FISCHER-GARNERIO(IIPB) 
77?, 4 
5 GADNER (VIA DFL VIGNETO 6), BOLZANO-I 
FUMO NERO TRASMISSIONE!IIPB), 5-GAONER, BOLZANO-I 
PARTICELLE PESATA!IIPB), 5-GAONER, BOLZANO-I 





























































































17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 20/03/78 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
GO 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
■ t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 













































06 4 04 00 0 0 5 88 
LIBELLE 
PARTICELLE 01SPERSAt I I PB) , 5-GAONEft, 
S TOTALE F O T C M E T R I C O ( I I P B ) , 5-GADNERt 
F TOTALE FOTOMETRICOUIPB) 
H-CL FISCHER-GARNERTOUIPB» 
TEMPERATURA SECCA 
























PP C VV EF SSS PP TT 
06 
06 4 
06 4 35 
06 4 05 00 001 
06 4 05 00 001 01 
06 4 05 00 001 80 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I O U E S 
****** «***M«*»***«t«*u» M M« ), M„,„„ 
LIBELLE 
ITALIA (MINISTFRO DELLA S4NITA, SAPIENZAI 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI Ol ABITANTI PER LMTALIA 
LA SPEZIA, ITALIA 
VENETO (VIA VITTORIO,), LA SPFZIA-I 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINAILPIP-LA SPEZIA) 
VFL.E DIR.VENTO, UMIDITA, PIOVOSITÀ, 0.04 
SIT NIV 
163 2 163 2 
000 o 
LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
17/10/77 17/10/77 
17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 15/02/77 
** T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I O U E S *• 
*«******•******************************* 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT LIBELLF SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
06 ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 17/10/77 
06 4 0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 17/10/77 
06 4 06 MODENA, ITALIA 17/10/77 
06 4 06 00 001 CANFLETTO (VIA), MERCATO BESTIAME, MODENA-I 1*1 3 15/02/77 
06 4 06 00 00' 01 SO-2 POTENTIOMETRICO(LPIP-MODENA) 141 3 17/10/77 
06 4 06 00 002 LEOPARDI <VIA NICOLI 152), S.FAUSTINO, MODENA-I 143 3 17/10/77 
06 4 06 00 002 01 SO-2 POTENTICMETRICO(LPTP-MODENA) 143 3 17/10/77 
06 4 06 00 003 OVA (PIAZZETTA DELLE,), STORICO, MODENA-I 142 3 17/10/77 
06 4 06 00 003 01 SO-2 PUTENTIOMETRICO(LP IP-MODENA) 142 3 17/10/77 
•V 
T A B L E S S t G N A L E T T Q U E S 
» ♦ » • ♦ A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 























































ITALIA (MINISTERO DFLLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
PADOVA, ITALIA 





































op C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L É S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
t««**«*«»«*******«»**********»********** 






























































ITALIA «MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
PFSCARA, ITALIA 
CENTRO (VIALE MARCONI 51), 65100-PESCARA-l 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINAILPIPP), CENTRO, PESCARA-I 



























17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 






















































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I C J U E S 
******* ***************:*.**,******'****'***.*-
LIBELLÉ . . . 
ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, -SAPIENZA» 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L"ITALPA 
PIACENZA, ITALIA 
A GRATTACIELO OE 
SO-2 PARAROSANTL 
VEL.E DIR.VENTO, 
B S.ANTONIO (VIA 
SO-2 PARAROSANTL 
VEL.F OIR.VENTO, 











D L.DA VINCI (VI 
SO-2 PARAROSANIL 
VEL.E DIR.VENTO, 
E LABORATORIO (V 
SO-2 PARAROSANIL 
VFL.E DIR.VENTO, 
F A.M.N.U. (VIA 
SO-2 PARAROSANIL 
I MILLE (VTA ALBERONI »-, PIACENZA-I 
INA(LIPP-PIACENZA) 
TFMP(MX,MN,NE0), U«ID, PRESS, NEB, PIOV, 2.5 
EMILIA PAVFSO), PIACENZA-I . 
INA(LIPP-PIACENZA) 
TEMP(MX,MN,MEO!, PRESS, UMIO, NEB, PIOV, 6.5 





A NASOLINl), PIACENZA-I 
INA1LTPP-PIACENZAI 
TEMP(MX,MN,MED), PRESS, UMID, NEB, PIOV, 2.8 
IA MAZZINI», PIACENZA-I 
INA(LIPP-PIACFNZAI 
TEMP(MX,MN,MFD», UMID, PRESS, NEB, PIOV, 3.7 




















































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«♦♦•a*»******»****»************»****«»«* 
** 






















































































ITALIA (MINISTERO HELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
TERNI, ITALIA 
1 COMUNE (PIAZZA DELLA REPUBBLICA), TERNI-I 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINA(LPIPT), I-COMUNE, TERNI-I 
PARTICELLE PQNDFRALE(LPIPT), I-COMUNE, TERNI-I 
VEL.F DIR.VENTO, TEMP, PRESS, UMIDITA, PIOGGIA, 1 
J^T» F, 24), TERNI-I 
■dïLLfT), 2-CESI, TERNI-I 
1SJ. TERNI-I 





















































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
* « ■ * * * * * * • « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 









































ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
TRIESTE, ITALIA 
CABOTO (VIA, 14), TRIESTE-I 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE«LI PI-TRIFSTE» 
IST.SPERIMENTALF TALASSOGRAFICO, TPIESTE-1, 
LAMARM0RA(V,13), TRIESTE-I 
SO-2 WEST-GAEKE(LPIP-TRIESTÇ) 
























T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 






































































































































































































ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
VENEZIA, ITALIA 
2 MORANZANI (VIA, 76), 
SO-2 COULOMBOMFTRICO(IS 
PARTICELLE PESATAdSSV 
VEL.E DI«.VENTO, TEMP, 
6 MALCONTENTA (SCUOLA 
SO-2 COULOMBCMETRICO(I 
VFL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, 
9 CA'EMILIANl (VIA CAP 
SO-2 COULCMBCMETRICOd 
VFL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, 
10 MARGHERA (VIA VARE) 
SO-2 COULOMBCMETRICO(I 
PARTICELLE PESATA(SSV 
VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, 
16 STEFANINI (VIA CATT 
SO-2 COULOMBOMETRICO(I 
PARTICELLE PESATA(ISSV 
VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, 
17 SAN MARCO (VIALE, 1 
SO-2 COULOMBCMETRICO(I 
PARTICELLE PESATAdSSV 
VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, 
22 S.ALVISSE (,), VENE 
SO-2 COULOMBCMFTRICO( IS 
PARTICELLE PESATAdSSV 
VEL.F DIR.VENTO, TEMP, 
24 (?????), VENEZIA-I 
SO-2 COULOMBCMETRICO(I 
29 PORTO (, MARGHERA), 
SO-2 COULOMBOMETRICO(I 
VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, 
MARGHEPA, VENEZIA-I 
SSV), 2-MORANZANI, VENEZIA-I 
), 2-MOPANZANI, VENEZIA-I 
UMIO.RFL, PRECIP, NEB, NUVOLOSITA, 
F.BANDIERA), MARGHERA, VENEZIA-I 
SSV), 6-MALCONTENTA, VENEZIA-I 
UMID.RFL, PRECIP, NEB, NUVOLOSITA, 
ASSO), MARGHERA, VENEZIA-I 
SSV), 9-CA'EMILIANI, VENEZIA-I 
UMID.REL, PRECIP, NEB, NUVOLOSITA, 
, MARGHERA, VENEZIA-I 
SSV), 10-MARGHERA, VENEZIA-I 
), 10-MARGHERA, VENEZIA-I 
UMIO.RFL, PRECIP, NEB, NUVOLOSITA, 
ANEO), MESTRE, VENEZIA-T 
SSV), 16-STEFANINI, VENEZIA-I 
), 16-STEFANINI, VENEZIA-I 
UMIO.REL, PRECIP, NEB, NUVOLOSITA, 
15), MESTRE, VENEZIA-I 
SSV), 17-SAN MARCO, VENEZIA-I 
), 17-SAN MARCO, VENEZIA-I 
UMIO.REL., PRECIP, NEB, NUVOLOSITA, 
ZIA-I 
SSV), 22-S. ALVISSE, VENEZIA-I 
), 22-S.ALVISSE, VENEZIA-I 




SSV), 24-???, VENEZIA-I 
MARGHERA, VENEZIA-I 
SSV), 29-PORTO, VENEZIA-I 



































































PJ C VV EF SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I O U E S 
**************************************** 

































































ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
VERONA, ITALIA 





PRESSIONE MEDIA ,„„„. , 
LABORATORIO IVI A S.D'ACQUISTO 7), VFRONA-I 
SO-2 AUTOMATICO PHILIPS(LCP-VERONA) 
PARTICELLE MILLlPORE(LCP-VEPONA) 
























17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«M************************************* 



























































































ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
0,1 - 0,5 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
FERRARA, ITALIA 
1 GIOVECCA (CORSO, 1691, FERRARA-I SO-? PARAROSANILINA(LCPF), 1-GIOVECCA, FERRARA-I 
FUMO NFRO OENSITOMETRICO-COH(LCPF), 1-GIOVECCA, FERRARA-I 
CO ASSORBIMENTO I/R 
NO CHIMICO 
NO-2 CHIMICO 
























































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 






























ITALIA (MINISTERO DFLLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
HENO DI 0,1 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PEB L'ITALIA 
AOSTA, ITALIA 
TRIBUNALE (VIA OLLIETTI), AOSTA-I 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINA(LRIP-AflSTA) 
PARTICELLE PESATAILRIP-AOSTA) 
VFL.E OIR.VENTO, TE««P, UMIO, PRESS, PIOGGIA, 3.25 




17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
i*************************************** 
i-O 









































































ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
MENO 01 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
ASCOLI PICENO,-ITALIA 
PAL.SANITA «VIA SS.FILIPPO E GIACOMO!, 63100-ASCOLI PICENO-I 
SO-2 PARAROSAMLINA(LCPAP), 1-PAL.SANITA, ASCOLI PICENO-I 
PARTICELLE PESATAILCPAP), 1-PAL.SANI TA, ASCOLI PICENO-I 
NO METODO UFFICIALE 













































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«»A************************************* 




































ITALIA «MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
MENO DI 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
ASTI, ITALIA 
PAL.PROVINCIA (PIAZZA ALFIERI), ASTI-I 
SO-2 7AUTUMATICA7UPIP-ASTI) 
PARTICELLE GRAVIMETRI CO(LPIP-ASTI) 
PB ASSORBIMENTO ATOMICOILPIP-ASTI) 













17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
**************************************** 
oo 


































































































ITALIA (MINISTERO OELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA» 
MFNO 01 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
BFLLUNO, ITALIA 
LABORATORIO (VIA S.ANDREA 11, BELLUNO-I 




FERROVIA (STAZIONE), OSPITALE 01 CAOORE, BELLUNO-I 






POGGIO D'ORO, FIORANE, CADOLA DI PONTE NELLE ALPI­I 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE(LCPB), POGGIO D'ORO, BELLUNO-I 
TEMP, UMIDITA, PRESSIONE, 8 


















































PP C VV EF SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«a************************************** 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
06 
06 
06 06 06 
06 06 06 06 
06 06 06 06 
5 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
05 
05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 




















ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
MENO DI 0,1 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
CREMONA, ITALIA 
LABORATORIO (VIA S.MARIA IN BETLEM), CREMONA-I 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINA(LCP-CRFMONA) 
PARTICELLE FOTOMETRICA 

























17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
uu 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
»«t************************************* 
** 











































ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
HENO OI 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PEP L'ITALIA 
CUNEO, ITALIA 





VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMIDITA, PRESS, PRECIPITAZIONE, 0. 
SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
1*3 3 1*3 3 1*3 3 143 O 143 O 143 3 
DATE 
17/10/77 17/10/77 




T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « K U « * * * * * * * * * » • • * * * * . * * * * 

















































ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
MENO 01 0,1 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
GELA, CALTANISSETTA, ITALIA 
PAL.COMUNALE (PRESSO PAL.MUNICIPALE>, GELA(CALTANISSETTAÍ-I 























17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
o 
♦♦ 



































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
LIBELLE SIT NIV 
ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZAI 
MENO DT 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PEP L'ITALIA 
MACERATA, ITALIA 
LABORATORIO (VIA TRENTO 95), 62100-MARCHEÍMACERATAJ-I 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINA(LCP-MACERATA) 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE<LCP-MACERATA) 






OSSERVATORIO (PIAZZALE OBERDAN), MACERATA-I 
SO-2 PAPAROSANILINAÍOSSERVATORIO GEOFISICO-MACERATA) 
PARTICELLE PONDERALF(OSSERVATORIO GEOFISICO-MACERATAI 




TEMPERATURA ♦ TEMP.DI RUGIADA 







































































** T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S ** 
**************************************** 
PP C VV FE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
06 ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA» 17/10/77 
06 5 MENO 01 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 17/10/77 
06 5 09 PISTOIA, ITALIA 17/10/77 
06 5 09 00 001 RAPONI {VIA, 18), PISTOIA-I 1*3 3 17/10/77 
06 5 09 00 031 01 31 SO-2 PARARÜSANILINAiLPIPPI), BARONI, PISTOIA-I 143 3 17/10/77 
06 5 09 00 001 03 23 PARTICELLE PONDERALE«LPIPPU, BARONI, PISTOIA-I 143 3 17/10/77 
06 5 09 00 001 81 VEL.E OIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMTD.REL, PRESS, PIOVOSITÀ, 1 000 0 15/02/77 
O 
** T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S ** **************************************** 
PJL I 11 VL !!! !! II »-IBELLF SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
06 ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 17/10/77 
36 5 MENO DI 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 17/10/77 
16 5 10 ROVIGO, ITALIA 17/10/77 
06 5 10 00 45! 45100 LABORATORIO (VIA A.MANZONI 26», ROVIGO-I 1*2 3 17/10/77 
06 5 10 00 451 01 SO-2 PARAROSANILINAUIP-ROVIGO) 142 3 17/10/77 
06 5 10 00 451 80 UMIDITA REL, STATO NEBBIOSO, ?? 000 0 17/10/77 
O 
o 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«t************************************** 
PP C VV FE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
06 ITALTA «MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA! 
06 5 MENO DI 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
36 5 11 SASSARI, ITALIA 
06 5 li 00 001 APPUI (.STRADA X STINTINO), PORTO TORRES, SASSARI-I 
06 5 11 00 001 01 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA(LPIP-SASSARI) 
06 5 11 00 001 80 VFL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMIDITA, PIOGGIA, ?? 
06 5 11 00 002 CASA CUSTODE (PRESSO,), PORTO TORRES, SASSARI-I 
06 5 11 00 002 01 SO-2 PARAROSANILINA(LPIP-SASSAR11 
06 5 11 00 002 80 VFL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMIOITA, PIOGGIA, ?? 
06 5 11 00 003 COMUNE (PRESSO IL MUNICIPIO», PORTO TORRES, SASSARI-I 
06 5 11 00 003 01 SO-2 PARAPOSANILINA(LPIP-SASSARII 
06 5 11 00 003 BO VEL.F DIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMIDITA, PIOGGIA, ?? 
06 5 11 00 00« LABORATORIO (??), SASSARI-T 
06 5 11 00 00« 01 SO-2 PARAROSAMLINA(LPIP-SASSARI) 
06 5 11 00 00« flO VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMIDITA, PIOGGIA, ?? 
06 5 11 00 005 TENENZA DI FINANZA (??), PORTO TORRES, SASSARI-I 
06 5 11 00 005 01 SO-2 PAPAROSANILINA(LPIP-SASS ARI I 
06 5 11 00 005 80 VEL.E DIR.VENTO, TEMP, UMIDITA, PIOGGIA, ?? 
113 113 
000 113 113 
000 113 113 
000 163 
163 

















17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«K************************************** 





















































ITALIA «MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) îliîîîilï 
HENO DI 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 17/10/77 
TARANTO, ITALIA 17/10/77 
5 TESTA (1ST.ORTOPEDICO), RONDINELLA, TARANTO-I 312 2 ÎÏÎÎÎÎÎZÏ 
SO-2 PAPAROSANILINA(LCP-TARANTO) 312 2 ÎZ,,A,,, 
PARTICELLE PONOFRALEILCP-TARANTO» 312 1 îïjin/îî 
LOCALE OSSERVATORIO METEOROLOGICO 000 O ÎI,;««-» 
7 GERONIMO «PIAZZA S.FRANCESCO OE,J, TARANTO-I 213 2 í,,:«,,, 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINAILCP-TARANTO) 213 2 ÍZCIA/ÍT 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE!LCP-TARANTO) 213 2 ÍiííX,,, 
LOCALE OSSERVATORIO METEOROLOGICO 000 0 17/lU/ff 


































































































SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
ITALIA «MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA! 
MENO DI 0,1 MILIONI DI ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 
TRENTO, ITALIA 
DUOMO (PIAZZA,), TRENTO-I 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINAILPI-TRENTO) 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE(LPI-TRENTO) 
PB ASSORBIMENTO ATOMICO 
TEMERATURA, UMIDITA, PRESSIONE, 0.5 
ITALIA (PIAZZA,», TRENTO-I 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINA(LPIP-TRENTO) 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE(LPIP-TRENTO) 
PB ASSORBIMENTO ATOMICO 
TEMPERATURA, UNOITA, PRESSIONE, 0.5 
PORTA NUOVA (LARGO,), TRENTO-I 
SO-2 PARAROSANILINA(LPIP-TRENTO) 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE(LP IP-TRENTO) 
PB ASS0R3IMENT0 ATOMICO 

































17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 17/10/77 
Ï 
** T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S ** 
t*************************************** 
































ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA! 17/10/77 
MENO DI 0,1 MILIONI 01 ABITANTI PER L'ITALIA 17/10/77 
VERCELLI, ITALIA 17/10/77 
TROMBONE (VIAI, VERCELLI-I 141 2 15/02/77 
SO-? PARAROSANILINAILPIPVE), TROMBONE, VFRCELLI-I 141 2 17/10/77 
PARTICELLE PONDERALE!PPIPVF), TROMBONE, VERCELLI-I 141 2 17/10/77 
VEL.E DIR.VENTC, UMID.REL, PRESS, PIOGGIA 000 0 17/10/77 
O 
"P C VV EE SSS PP TT 
to 
16 6 
06 6 99 
T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
ITALIA (MINISTERO DELLA SANITA, SAPIENZA) 
CLASSE DI SFONDO PER L'ITALIA 





T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
A * * » * * * * * « » » * * * * * » « * * * * * * * * * * * » * » * * « » » « * 


























































LUXEMBOURG GRAND DUCHE ( I N S T . H Y G . ET SANTE PUBLIQUE, WEBER) 
MOINS OE 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 HABITANTS POUR LUXEMBOURG ( G . D . ) 
LUXEMBOURG-VILLE, LUXEMBOURG I G . D . ) 
352 MONTEREY (8A A V . ) , LUXEMBOURG-L, RES.NAT, OE 5 / 7 2 
FUMEES NOIRES REFLECT O E C O ( I H S P L ) , 352-MONTEREY, LUXEMBOURG-L 
ACIDITE FORTE PH O E C D ( I H S P L ) , 352-MONTEREY, LUXEMBOURG-L 
V E N T I V I T ♦ D I R ) , TEPP, H U M I D . " E L , V I S I B I L I T E 7 
353 LABORATOIRE I I A R.A.LUM 1ERE », L U X - L , RES.NAT, OE 4 / 7 2 
FUMEFS NOIRES REFLECT O E C O U H S P L ) , 353-LABOR, LUXEMBOURG-L 
ACIDITE FORTE PH O E C O U H S P L ) , 353-LABORATOIRE, LUXEMBOURG-L 





































PP C VV EF SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
• ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ T * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
07 
07 5 
07 5 02 
07 5 02 00 355 
07 5 02 00 355 02 Ol 
07 5 02 00 355 04 Ol 
07 5 02 00 355 80 
LUXEMBOURG GRANO PUCHE (INST.HYG. ET SANTE PUBLIQUE, WEBERI 
MOINS DE 100.000 HABITANTS POU« LUXEMBOURG IG.D.I 
ESCH-SUR-ALZETTE, LUXEMBOURG IG.O.) 
355 E.BRILL (R.OU BRILL», FSCH/ALZETTE-L, RES.NAT, DE 12/72 
FUMEES NOIRES REFLECT OECOUHSPLI, 355-E.BRILL, ESCH/A­L 
ACIDITE FORTF PH OECOUHSPLI, 355-E.BRILL, ESCH/ALZETTE-L 













\ -k A. 
sr 
PP C VV FE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U F S 
• * » + * * * * * « r. * * * ♦ « * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ » * * » * * # * * * * * 
LIBELLF S I T NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE O A TE 
07 
"f 5 
07 5 03 
07 5 03 00 3f>0 
07 5 Oí 00 360 02 O! 
07 5 03 00 360 04 01 
07 5 O? 00 3í i0 »1 
LUXEMBOURG GRANO DUCHE U N S T . H Y G . FT SANTE PURLIQUE, WEBER) 
MOfNS flF 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 HABITANTS POUR LUXEMBOURG ( G . O . ) 
STEINFORT, LUXEMBOURG ( G . D . I 
360 MAISON COMMUNALE, S T E I N F O P T ­ L , RES.NAT , DE 5 / 7 ? 
FUMFFS NOIRFS REFLECT C E C O I I H S P L I , 360­M.COMM, STFINFORT­L 
A C m i T F FORTE PH O^CDC I HSPLI , 360­M.COMMUNALE, STEINFORT­L 























































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
LIBELLE 
LUXEMBOURG GRAND OUCHE UNST.HrG. ET SANTE PUBLIQUE, WEBER) 
CLASSE DE FOND POUR LUXEMBOURG (G.D.J 
SITE DE FOND POUR LUXEMBOURG (G.D.I 
STATION DE FOND, BASSIN SUPERIEUR, VIANDEN-L, R.LOC, DE 12/71 
FUMEES NOIRES REFLECT OECD(IHSPL), BASSIN SUPERIEUR, VIANOEN 
ACIDITE FORTE PH OECD(IHSPL), BASSIN SUPERIEUR, VIANDEN-L 
VENT - VITESSE 


























19/05/76 19/05/76 19/05/76 19/05/76 07/02/77 07/02/77 07/02/77 
07/02/77 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
08 
08 3 
08 3 01 
08 3 0 t 00 515 
08 3 01 00 515 01 02 
08 3 01 00 516 
08 3 01 00 516 01 02 
08 3 01 00 518 
08 3 01 00 51« 01 02 
08 3 31 00 518 07 
08 3 01 00 518 08 
08 3 01 00 519 
08 3 01 00 5 1 " 01 02 
08 3 01 00 520 
08 3 01 00 520 01 0? 
08 3 01 00 520 06 
08 3 01 00 520 07 
08 3 01 00 520 08 
08 3 01 00 521 
08 3 01 00 521 01 02 
08 3 01 03 522 
08 3 01 00 522 81 
08 3 01 00 522 82 
08 3 01 00 52 3 
08 3 01 00 523 01 02 
08 3 01 00 5!?5 
08 3 01 00 525 0 1 02 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
« ♦ m * * » * * * * » * » « » * * * * * * * * * * * * * » » * * * » * * * * * * 
L I B E L L E 
NEDERLAND (RIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEIO, SCHNEIDER) 
0.5 - 1 MILLIOFN INWONERS» NEDERLAND 
AMSTERDAM, NL 
0515 BREDIUSBAO, AMSTERDAM-NL, NAT-NET, VAN 24/5/73 
51-2 AUTO-COULOM(RIVB), 0515-BREDlUSBAO, ANSTEROAM-NL 
0516 VEGASTRAAT, AMST^RDAM-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 24/5/73 
Sn-2 AUTO-COULOM(RIVBJ , 0516-VEGASTPAAT, AMSTERDAM-NL 
0518 J.CABELIAUSTRAAT, AMSTERDAM-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 24/5/73 
SO-2 AUTO-COULOM(RIVB), 0518-J.CABELIAUST, AMSTERDAM-NL 
NO 
NO­2 
0 5 1 9 FINSTEINWFG, AMSTERDAM­NL, NAT.NET , VAN 2 4 / 5 / 7 3 
SO­2 AUTO­COULOM(RIVB) , 0 5 1 9 ­ E I N S T E I N W E G , AMSTERDAM­NL 
0520 FLORAPARK, AMSTERDAM­NL, NAT.NET , VAN 2 4 / 5 / 7 3 




0521 OUD.VOORBURGWAL, AMSTFROAM-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 24/5/73 
SO-2 AUTO-COULOM(RIVB), 0521-OUO.VOORBURGWAL, AMSTERDAM-NL 
052? MUSEUMSTRAAT, AMSTERDAM-NL 
WINOSNFLHEID M/SEC (UUPGEMIDOELDENÍ 
WINORICHTING IN SFCTORENIGRADENI 
0523 KAMERLINGH-ONNESL. AMSTERDAM-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 24/5/73 
SO-2 AUT'I-COULOM(RIVB), 0523-KAMMERLINGH-ONNESL, AMSTEROAM-NL 
0525 BUITENVFLDERT, AMSTERDAM-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 24/5/73 

































































































T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
o*************************************** ** 




08 08 08 08 08 08 08 
3 
3 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
02 
02 02 02 02 02 02 02 
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
^ 
404 404 404 404 404 405 405 





NE0ERLAN0 IRIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDER) 0.5 - 1 MILLIOEN INWONERS, NEDERLAND 
DEN HAAG. NL 
0404 CONST.RFBECQUEPLEIN, DEN HAAG-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 25/3/75 SU-2 AUTO-COULOMIRIVBl, 0404-CONST.REBECOUEPLEIN, DEN HAAG-NL CO NO 
NO-2 
0405 BEETHOVENL, DEN HAAG-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 25/3/75 
SO-2 AUTü-COULOM(RIVB), 0405-ÖEETHOVENLAAN, DEN HAAG-NL 
SIT 
160 160 160 160 160 160 160 
NIV 









17/08/76 17/08/76 17/08/76 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 17/08/76 17/08/76 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
»»»È************************************ 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
08 
08 4 
08 4 Ol 
08 4 Ol 00 RI 4 
08 4 Ol 00 814 O! 
08 4 Ol 00 814 08 02 
NEDERLAND (RIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDER) 
O 1 - 0.5 HILLIOEN INWONERS, NEDERLAND 
FNSCHEDE, NL 
0814 ACHTER LANGEST.41, ENSCHEDE-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 15/4/75 
SO-2 AUTO-COULOM(RIVB), 0814-ACHTEP LANGEST, ENSCHEOE-NL 
NO-2 
160 O 160 O 160 O 
353.103056 52.219722 
17/08/76 17/06/76 
17/08/76 17/08/76 17/08/76 03/02/77 

















































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
*********************«***. **»*****, ,**„*, 
LIBELLE 
NFDFRLAND (RIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDER) 
0-5 - l HILLIOFN INWONERS, NEDERLANO 
ROTTERDAM, NL 
0419 SCHIEDAMSEVEST, ROTTERDAM-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 25/3/75 
SO-2 AUTO-COULOM(RIVB), 041B-SCHIED4MSEVEST, ROTTERDAM-NL 
Nn 
NO-2 
0423 L4NGENH0RST, ROTTEPDAM-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 25/3/75 
SO-2 4UT0-C0UL0M(RIVB), 0423-LANGENHORST, RQTTERDAM-NL 

















3 5 5 . 5 3 6 U 1 
3 5 5 . 5 4 6 6 6 7 
LATITUDE 
5 1 . 9 1 5 2 7 8 
5 1 . 8 7 5 556 
OATE 
*« * * 
17 /08 /76 
17 /08 /76 
17 /08 /76 
17 /08 /76 
17 /08 /76 
03 /02 /77 
03 /02 /77 
03 /02 /77 
17 /08 /76 
17 /08 /76 
-V 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I O U E S 
a»a********.»*»*****»******************** 









































08 4 02 00 909 01 02 
LIBFLLE 
NEDERLANO (RIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDER» 
0.1 - 0.5 MILLIOEN INWONERS, NEOERLANO 
GRONINGEN, NL 
0908 BLOEMSINGEL 8, GRONINGEN-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 26/5/75 




0909 VAN IMHOFFSTRAAT, GRONINGEN-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 1/12/75 




































T A B L f S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
» « « ♦ » ♦ ♦ » T * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
f>P C VV EE SSS PP TT 
OB 
08 4 
08 4 O* 
08 4 04 00 607 
08 4 04 00 607 01 O? 
08 « 04 00 610 
08 4 04 00 610 01 02 
08 4 04 00 610 06 
08 4 04 00 610 07 
08 4 04 00 610 08 
LIBELLE 
NEDERLAND (RIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDER) 
0.1 ­ 0.5 MILLIOEN INWONERS, NEDERLAND 
UTRECHT, NL 
0607 MARNIXLAAN 119, UTRECHT­NL, NAT.NET, VAN 20/5/74 
SO­2 AUTO­COULOM(RIVBJ, 0607­MARNIXLAAN, UTRECHT­NL 
0610 VISSERSPLEIN, UTRECHT­NL 



























17 /08 /76 
17 /08 /76 
17 /08 /76 
1 7 / 0 8 / 7 6 
1 7 / 0 8 / 7 6 
15 /02 /77 
15 /02 /77 
0 3 / 0 2 / 7 7 
0 3 / 0 2 / 7 7 
0 3 / 0 2 / 7 7 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
************«****t*****a***•*••»*******• 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE OATE 
08 08 5 
08 5 01 08 5 01 00 ")28 08 5 01 00 528 01 02 
NEOERLAND IRIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDER) 
HINDER DAN 0.1 MILLIOEN INWONERS, NEOERLAND 
BUSSUH, NL 0528 BURG ST.JACOBSL, BUSSUM-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 24/5/T3 SO-2 AUTO-COULOHÍRIVBI, 0528-BURG ST.JACOBSLAAN, BUSSUM-NL 
160 0 160 0 355.815556 52.279167 
17/08/76 17/08/76 
17/08/76 17/08/76 17/08/76 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«»à************************************* 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
18 08 5 
08 5 03 08 5 03 00 530 08 5 03 00 P30 01 0? 
LIBELLE 
NEDERLAND IRIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDE«! 
MINDER DAN 0.1 MILLIOEN INWONFRS, NEOERLANO 
HILVERSUM, NL 0530 PLANTSOEN HOENDER*, HILVERSUM-NL, NAT.NET, VAN 24/5/T3 SO-2 AUTO-COULOM(RIVB), 0530-PLANTSOEN HOENDERW, HILVERSUM-NL 
SIT NIV 







17/08/76 17/08/76 17/08/76 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LI8FLLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE OATE 
OR 
08 5 
NEDFRLAND (RIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDER) 
MINDER DAN 0.1 MILLIOFN INWONERS, NEDERLAND 17/08/76 17/08/76 
08 5 04 
18 5 04 00 1?1 
03 5 04 00 1?1 01 02 
MAASTRICHT, NL 
0121 KLEINE GRIEND, MAASTRICHT-NL 
SO-2 AUTO-COULOM(RIVB), 0121-KLEINE GRIFND, MAASTRICHT-NL 160 0 160 0 354.301667 50.852222 
17/08/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
■»P C VV EF SSS PP TT LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE t*TITUDE DATE 
08 
08 5 
NEDE»LANO IRIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEIDt SCHNEIDER» 
MINDER OAN 0.1 flLLIOEN INHONFRSt NEDERLAND 
17/08/76 
17/08/76 
08 5 05 
06 5 1)5 00 3 0 * 
frø 5 05 00 3D*» 01 02 
MIDDELBURG, NL 
0 3 0 4 HET GROENE WOUD, » U O O E L R U R G - N L T «AT.NF.T , v«w 2 3 / 5 / T 3 
S 0 - ? AUTO-COULOMIRIVB) . 0 3 0 * - G * O E N E WOU'. «TOO-TVlRG-NL 
160 O 
160 O 356.388056 





T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
08 08 5 
18 5 06 08 5 06 00 R06 08 5 06 00 806 01 02 08 5 06 00 806 06 08 5 06 00 806 07 
08 5 06 00 806 03 
LIBELLE 
NEDERLAND (RIJKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDER» MINDER DAN 0.1 UTLLIOEN INWONERS. NEDERLAND 
ZHOLLEt NL 
0806 GASTHUISPLFIN, ZWOLLE-NL, NAT.NET, VAN (N.N.B 12/751 





160 160 160 160 160 
NIV 








17/08/76 17/08/76 17/08/76 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 





























































































12* 124 124 324 124 124 124 124 206 206 312 312 312 312 312 312 501 501 501 501 501 501 501 501 615 615 615 615 615 615 617 617 617 815 815 815 815 915 901 901 901 901 901 
OOI 
Ol 02 06 07 08 14 
81 82 
Ol 02 
Ol 02 06 07 
08 14 
Ol 02 
06 07 08 14 81 82 




Ol 02 07 08 14 
Ol 02 06 07 09 14 
LIRELLE 
NFOERLAND IRUKS INST. VOLKSGEZONDHEID, SCHNEIDE*! 
KLASSE VOOR ACHTEPGRONDMETINGEN 
LIGGING VOOR ACHTERGRONOMETINGEN A/G MEFTPOSTE, 0124 KLEUTEPSCH ST.JOZEF, OOST MAARLAND-NL SO-2 AIJTO-COULOM(RIVB), 0124-KLEUTERSCH ST.JOZEF, 0.MAARLAND 
CO NO NO-2 n-3 
WINDSNELHEID M/SEC 
WINDRICHTING TN 1 2 SECTOREN 
A/G MEETPOSTE, 0 2 0 6 DUIFHUIZERWEG, MARIAHEIDE-NL 
SO-2 AUTO-COULOMIRIVB», 0 2 0 6 - D U I F H U I Z E R W , MARIAHEIDE-NL 
A/G MEETPOSTE, 0312 Z A A I O I J K , AXEL-NL 




0 - 3 
A /G MEETPOSTE, 0 5 0 1 MARINE VLIEGKAMP, OE KOOY-NL 




0 - 3 
WINDSNELHEID « /SFC 
WINDRICHTING I N 12 SECTOREN 
A/G MEETPOSTE, 0 6 1 5 KUILWEG, B IDDINGHUIZFN-NL 




0-3 0617 KUILWEG, BIDDINGHUIZCN-NL WINDSNELHEID M/SEC WINDRICHTING IN SECTOREN A/G MEETPOSTE, 0815 HOFWEG, BUURSE-NL SO-2 AUT0-C0UL0MIRIV8I, 0815-HOFWEG, BUURSE-NL 
NO 
NO-2 0-3 
A/G MEETPOSTE, 0901 FEODEMAWEG, KLOOSTEPBUREN-NL 






300 300 300 300 300 300 000 000 300 
300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 000 000 300 300 300 300 300 300 000 000 000 300 300 300 300 300 300 
300 300 300 300 300 
NIV 
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 3 






















25/10/76 25/10/76 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 07/02/77 07/02/77 25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 01/03/78 15/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 07/02/77 07/02/77 25/10/76 25/10/76 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 07/02/77 07/02/77 25/10/76 25/10/76 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 25/10/76 25/10/76 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 03/02/77 
& 
T & e l F s S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 






















































































































































































UNlfFD KINGDCM (WARRFN SPRING LABORATORY, KEODIEI 
nv«=R 2 MILLION INHABITANTS 
GRFATER LONDON, FNGLAND, U.K. 
BARKING IS ITHAMFS VIEW CLINIC, BASTA8LE AV.l, BARKING 
SMOKF 0EC0/BSl"'47-2<WSLS), BARKING 15, BARKING, LONDON-UK 
ACID 0FCD/BS174T-3(WSLS), BARKING 15, BARKING, LONDON-UK 
WlND(SPFEO*niR), TFMP(MAX*MIN), REL'.HUM, PLUVIO, NFBULO 15.5 
CARSHALTON 4 (THF LODGE, HONFYWOOO WALK), SUTTON TO 12/76 
07 TECH SMOK*, CARSHALTON 4, SUTTON, LONDON-UK TO 12/76 
SMOKF 0ECn/BS17A7-2(wSLSI, CARSHALTON 4, SUTTON, LONDON-UK 
07 TFCH ACIDS, CARSHALTON 4, SUTTON, LONDON-UK TO 12/76 
ACIO 0EC0/BSlT*7-î(wSLSI, CARSHALTON 4, SUTTON, LONOON-UK 
WIND!SPFEO*OIPI, TEMP(MAX*MINI, «EL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 15.« 
CARSHALTON 6 (THF LODGF, HONEVWOOD WALK), SUTTON EX 1/77 
SMOKF riFC0/BS1747(WSLSI , CARSHALTON 6, SUTTON. LONDON EX 1/77 
ACID 0FC0/BSIT<.7(«SLSI, CARSHALTON 6, SUTTON, LONDON EX 1/77 
OEPTFORD 3 ICREEKSIDE), LFWISHAM 
SMUKE UEC0/BS1747-2IWSLS), OEPTFORO 3, LEWISMAM, LONOON-UK 
ACIO 1FCn/BS1747-3(WSLS), HERTFORD 3, LEUISHAH, LONOON-UK 
WINOtSPEEO+ÜJR», TFMP(MAX»M1N), REL.HUH, PLUVIO, NEBULO 7.9 
HACKNEY 4 (AMBULANCE STATION, 6R00KSBY WALK), HACKNEY 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2IWSLSI, HACKNEY 4, HACKNEY, LONDON-UK 
ACIO 0ECD/BS174T-3(WSLS1, HACKNEY 4, HACKNEY, LONDON-UK 
WINOISPEEO+DIRI, TEHPIMAX+MINI, REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 6.3 
ROMFORD 4 IEEB TRAINING SCHOOL, ASHTON PO) HAVERING 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLSI, ROMFORO 4, HAVERING, LONOON-UK 
ACID 0FC0/BS1747-3(WSLS), ROMFORD 4, HAVERING, LONOON-UK 
WtNO(SPFEO*0m, TEMPIMAX*MIN», REL.HUH, PLUVIO, NEBULO 25.S 
STFPNFY 5 lOUEEN MARY COLLEGE. MILE END RDI, TOWER HAMLETS 
SMOKE 0EC0/BS1747-2IWSLSI, STEPNEY 5, TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON 
ACID OFCD/BS17«7-3(WSLS), STEPNFY 5, TOWER HAMLETS, LONOON-UK 


































































































































































































m l i l 
















































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 
UNITED KINGDOM (WARREN SPRING LABORATORY! KEDCIE) 
OVFR 2 MILLION INHABITANTS 
GREATER MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, U.K. 
CHFADLE/GATLEY 2 (178 FINNEY L, HEALD GREEN), STOCKPORT 
SMOK<= 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), CHEAOLE/GATLEY 2, STOCKPORT, MANCH 
ACID Í1ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS>, CHEADLE/GATLEY 2, STOCKPORT, MANCH 
WIND(SPEED*DIP), TEMPIMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULD 3.2 
MANCHESTER 11 IHFALTH OFPT, TOWN HALL, ALBERT SQ), MANCHESTER 
SMOK* OECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), MANCHESTER 11. MANCHESTER-UK 
ACIO 0EC0/BS1747-3IWSLS), MANCHESTER 11, MANCHESTER-UK 
WIND(SPEEO+DIR), TEMP(MAX*MIN), RFL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 13.2 
MANCHFSTER 15 (ASHTON NEW RO, CLAYTON», MANCHESTER 
SMOKF 0ECD/BS1T47-21WSLS), MANCHESTER 15, MANCHESTER-UK 
ACfO 0ECD/BS1747-3IWSLS), MANCHESTER 15, MANCHESTER-UK 
WINOISPEEO+DIR), TEMP(MAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 14.7 
OLDHAM 13 (ST.HILDAS SCH, WARD ST), OLDHAM 
SMOK* 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLSI, OLDHAM 13, OLDHAM, MANCHESTER-UK 
ACID 0FC0/BS1747-3(WSLS)* OLDHAM 13, OLDHAM, MANCHESTER-UK 
WlNOÍSPEED+DlR), TEMP«MAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 22.9 
OLDHAM 15 (ASCROFT ST), OLDHAM '„,...„ ,.„ 
SMOKE 0EC0/BS1747-2(WSLS), OLDHAM 15, OLOHAM, MANCHESTER-UK 
ACID 0EC0/BS1747-3(WSLS), OLDHAM 15, OLDHAM, MANCHESTER-UK 
WINDÍSPEED+DIR), TEMPIMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 22.6 
STOCKPORT 10 (N.W.GAS BOAOD, GT.PORTWOOO ST), STOCKPORT 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), STOCKPORT 10, STOCKPORT, MANCHESTP 
ACID 0FC0/BS1747-3(WSLS), STOCKPORT 10, STOCKPORT, MANCHESTER 

























































































PP C VV FF SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 




























































































































































































































UNITEO KINGDOM (WARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEODIE» 
OVFR 2 MILLION INHABITANTS 
WEST MIOLANDS CONURBATION, ENGLAND, U.K. 
BIRMINGHAM 19 IUNIVFRSITY ASTON, GOSTA GREENI, BIRMINGHAM 
SMOKE 0EC0/BS1747-2(WSLS), BIRMINGHAM 19, BIRMINGHAM-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLSI, BIRMINGHAM 19, BIRMINGHAM-UK 
WINOISPEEO+DIPJ, TEMP(MAX*MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 10.7 
OLDBURY 10 IBLEAKHOUSE SCH), SANDWELL 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-21WSLSI, OLDBURY 10, SANDWELL, BIRMINGHAM 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3JWSLS), OLDBURY 10, SANOWELL, BIRMINGHAM-UK 
WINDtSPEED+Ol«), TEMPÍMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 18.0 
SOLIHULL 3 «COUNCIL HOUSE), SOLIHULL TO 12/76 
07 TFCH SMOKF, SOLIHULL 3, BIPMINGHAM-UK TO 12/76 
SMOKF riEC0/BS1747-2(MSLS), SOLIHULL 3, SOLIHULL, BIRMINGHAM 
07 TECH ACIDS, SOLIHULL 3, BIRMINGHAM-UK TO 12/76 
ACID nEC0/BS1747-3CrfSLSI, SOLIHULL 3, SOLIHULL, BIRMINGHAM-UK 
WIND!SPEEO+DIR), T«=MP(HAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 4.9 
SOLIHULL 9 (OLD LIBRARY, CHURCHILL RD), SOLIHULL EX 1/77 
SMOKE (1ECD/BS1747(WSLS), SOLIHULL 9, BIRMINGHAM-UK EX 1/77 
ACIO HFC0/BS1747(WSLS), SOLIHULL 9, BIRMINGHAM-UK EX 1/77 
WALSALL 11 (HEALTH DEPT, COUNCIL HOUSE», WALSALL TO 9/76 
07 TFCH SMOKE, WALSALL 11, BIRMINGHAM-UK TO 9/76 
SMOKE 0EC0/BS1747-2IWSLS), WALSALL 11, WALSALL, BIRMINGHAM-UK 
07 TECH ACIDS, WALSALL 11, BIRMINGHAM-UK TO 9/76 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), WALSALL 11, WALSALL, BIRMINGHAM-UK 
WIND(SPEEn*DIP), TEMPÍMAX+MTN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 21.8 
WALSALL 17 (MANOR HOSPITAL, PLECK RD), WALSALL 
SMOKE 0ECn/BS1747-2(WSLS), WALSALL 17, WALSALL, BIRMINGHAM-UK 
ACID 0FCD/BS1747-3(WSLSI, WALSALL 17, WALSALL, BIRMINGHAM-UK 
WIND«SPEFD*DIR), TEMPIMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 22.* 
WALSALL 18 (CIVIC CENTRE, OARWALL STI, WALSALL EX 10/76 
SMOKE 0FCD/BS1747IWSLS), WALSALL 18, BIRMINGHAM-UK EX 10/76 
ACID 0EC0/BS1747IWSLS), WALSALL 18, BIRMINGHAM-UK EX 10/76 
W.BROMWICH 13 (DELTA CASTINGS, GREETS GREEN PD), W. BRQMWICH 
SMOKF 0tC0/BS1747-2(WSLS), WFST BROM. 13, SANDWELL, BIHÀM-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3IWSLS), WFST BROM. 13, SANDWELL, BIRMINGHAM 
































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
i»*»*****«*»***«*********»»*****«*****«« 






































































































































UNITED KINGDOM (WARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KECDIEJ 
BETWEEN 1 AND 2 MILLION INHABITANTS 
GLASGOW + SURROUNDINGS, SCOTLAND, U.K. 
GLASGOW 20 (CITY CHAMBERS,' 23 MONTRUSE ST», GLASGOW 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2IWSLSI, GLASGOW 20, GLASGOW-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), GLASGOW 20, GLASGOW-UK 
W!N0(SPEE0*D!R1, TEMP(MAX*MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO t3.3 
GLASGOW 44 (MOUNT FLORIDA CLINIC, PROSPECTHILL RDI, GLASGOW 
SHflKF 0ECD/BS1747-2ÍWSLS), GLASGOW 44, GLASGOW-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3ÍWSLS), GLASGOW 44, GLASGOW-UK 
WINDISPEED+DIR), TEMP(MAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 11.6 
GLASGOW 61 (ARNPRIOR QUADRANT, CASTLEM1LK1, GLASGOW 
SMOKE 0FCD/BS1747-2(WSLS), GLASGOW 61, GLASGOW-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), GLASGOW 61, GLASGOW-UK 
WINMSPEED+DIR), TEMP(WAX+MIN), RFL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 13.6 
GIASGOW 68 (FORESTHALL HOSPITAL, FORESTHALL!, GLASGOW 
SMUKE ÜECD/BS1747-21WSLS), GLASGOW 68, GLASGOW-UK 
ACID 0FC0/BS1747-31WSLS), GLASGOW 68, GLASGOW-UK 
WINDISPFED4-DIP», TF|«ip< MAX+-MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO. NEBULO 13.3 
GLASGOW 73 (DALMARNOCK SEWAGE WORKS, COTTON STI, GLASGOW 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS», GLASGOW 73, GLASGOW-UK 
ACID 0FC0/BS1747-3IWSLS), GLASGOW 73, GLASGOW-UK 
















































































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
09 
09 2 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 





























































































UNITED KtNGDOM (MARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEOOIEI 


























VSIDE CONURBATION, ENGLAND, U.K. 
NHEAD 4 IWOODCHURCH LIBRARVI, BIRKENHEAO 
0EC0/BS1747-2IWSLS), BIRKENHEAD 4, WIRRAL, MERSEVSIDE 
0ECD/BS1747-3CWSLSI, BIRKENHEAD 4, WIRRAL, HERSEVSIOE-UK 
SPEE0*DIP|, TEMPIMAX*MINI, REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 16.2 
E 2 (C.O.STATION, KNOWSLFY RD), SEFTON 
0ECD/BS17«7-2(WSLS), BOOTLE 2, SEFTON, MERSEYSIOE-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-3ÍWSLSI, BOOTLE 2, SEFTON, MERSEVSIDE-UK 
SPEED*DIR|, TEMP(MAX*MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NFBULO 17.2 
MERE PORT 8 (FACTORY GATEHOUSE, STANLOWJ, ELLESMERE PORT 
0EC0/BS1747-2(WSLS), ELLESMERE PORT 8, MERSEYSIOE-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLSI, FLLESMERE PORT 8, MERSEYSIDE-UK 
SPEED*DIRJ, TEMP(f«AX»MIN), RFL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 7.5 
POOL 22 (72 GREEN LANE», LIVERP00L-13 
0EC0/BS1747-2(WSLS), LIVERPOOL 22, LIVERPOOL, MERSEV-UK 
0EC0/BS1747-3(HSLS), LIVERPOOL 22, LIVERPOOL, MERSEYSIDE SPEED*DIRJ, TEHP(MAXtMIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 11.5 
SFY 4 (SFAVIEW RDI, WALLASEY 
nECD/BSl747^2(WSLSI, WALLASEY 4, WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE-UK 
0FCD/BS1747-3(HSLS), WALLASEY 4, WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE-UK SPEED+OIRI, TEMP(MAX»MINI, REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 16.8 
SEY 6 (GORSEOALE RD, SEACOMBE I, WALLASEY 
0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLSI, WALLASEY 6, WIRRAL, MERSEVSIDF-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), WALLASEY 6, WIRRAL, MERSEYSICE-UK 



























































































































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
t*************************************** 
LIBELLE SIT NIV 
UNITEO KINGDOP (HARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEDOIEJ 
BETWEEN 0.5 ANO I MILLION INHABITANTS 
LEEDSt ENGLAND« U.K. 
LEEDS 18 (BLENHEIM LODGE, BLACKMAN LANE), LÉEOS 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS). LEEDS 18, LEEDS-UK 
ACID UECD/BS1747-3ÍWSLS), LEEDS 18, LEEDS-UK 
WIN0(SPEED*DIR), TEMPIMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 50.0 
LEEDS 30 (KING LANE». LEFDS-17 
SMOKE 0FC0/BS1747-2(WSLS), LEEOS 30, LFEDS-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLSJ, LEEDS 30, LEEDS-UK 
WINOISPEED+OIR», TEMPÍMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 53.0 
LEEDS 31 (TOWNENO HOUSE, TOWN ST, BRAMLEY), LEEDS-13 
SMOKF 0ECD/8S1747-2(WSLS), LEEDS 31, LEEDS-UK 
ACID 0EC0/BS1747-3(WSLS), LEEDS 31, LEEDS-UK 
HINDISPEEO+OIRJ, TEMP(MAX+MIN), «EL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 54.0 
LEEDS 32 (JACK LANE, HUNSLETT), LEEDS-10 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS>, LFEDS 32, LEEDS-UK 
ACID nFCn/BS1747-3(WSLSI, LEEOS 32, LEEDS-UK 
HINOISPEED+DIR), TEMPIMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 47.0 
LEEDS 35 (NINFVAH RD, HOLBECK), LEEDS-11 
SMOKE UECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), LEEDS 35, LEEDS-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(HSLS), LEEOS 35, LEEDS-UK 












































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S *< 






























































































































ED KINGDOM (HARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEDDIE) 
EEN 0.5 ANO 1 MILLION INHABITANTS 
IFLD, ENGLAND, U.K. 
IELD 2 (PUBLIC ANALYSTS LAB, SURREY ST J, SHEFFIELD 
CIECD/BS1747-2ÍWSLS), SHEFFIELD 2, SHEFFIELO-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-3ÍHSLS), SHEFFIELD 2, SHEFFIELD-UK 
SPEED+DIR), TEMPIMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 32.8 
IELD 36 (COUNTY SCHOOL, SHARROH LANE), SHEFFIELO 
0ECD/RS1747-2(HSLS), SHEFFIELD 36, SHEFFIELD-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-31HSLSI, SHEFFIELD 36, SHEFFIELO-UK 
SPEEO+DIRJ, TEMPIMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 34.0 
IELD 40 (COUNTY SCHOOL, ELLESMERE RD), SHEFFIELD-UK 
OFCO/BS 1747-21HSLS), SHEFFIELD 40, SHEFFIELD-UK 
TY OECD/BS 1747-3IHSLS), SHEFFIELD 40, SHEFFIELD-UK 
SPEED+DIR), TEMP(MAX*MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 31.3 
IELO 48 (G.T. PLATT LTD, HINCOBANK), SHEFFIELO 
0ECD/BS1747-2(HSLS), SHEFFIELD 48, SHEFFIELD-UK 
0FCD/BS1747-3(WSLS), SHEFFIELD 48, SHEFFIELD-UK 










































































































































































T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
*»*«4*********************************** 
LIBELLE 
UNITED KINGDOM (WARREN SPRING LABORATOR*, KEDDIEI 
BETWEEN 0.5 ANO 1 HILLION INHABITANTS 
TYNESIDE, ENGLAND, U.K. 
















, CHRISTON CLOSE), GOSFORTH 
, GOSFORTH 1, NEWCASTLE, TYNESIOE­IJK 
GOSFORTH 1, NEWCASTLE, TYNESIDE­UK 
♦MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULC 46 
IR, WHITEHOUSE RD», NEWCASTLE/TYNE 
, NEWCASTLE/TYNE­31, TYNESIOE­UK 
NEWCASTLE/TYNE 31, TYNESIDE­UK 
♦MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 51 
WALLSEND 
, WALLSEND 6, NORTH TYNE, TYNESIDE 
WALLSEND 6, NORTH TYNE, TYNESIDE­UK 
♦MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULC 48 
EW »O), WHITLEY BAY 
, WHITLEY BAY 4, NORTH TYNESIDE­UK 
WHITLEY BAY 4, NORTH TYNESIDE­UK 
































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
t*************************************** 












































































































UNITED KINGDOM (WARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEDOIEl 
BETWEEN 0.1 AND 0.5 MILLION INHABITANTS 
BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND, U.K. 
BELFAST 11 (16 COLLEGE STI, BELFAST-UK 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), BELFAST 11, BELFAST-UK 
ACID 0FCD/BS1747-3(WSLSI. BELFAST 11, BELFAST-UK 
WIND(SPEEn*OIR|, TEMP(MAX+MINI, REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 19.6 
BELFAST 12 (ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL), BELFAST-UK 
SMOKE DFCD/BS1747-2IWSLS), BFLFAST 12, BELFAST-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), BELFAST 12, BELFAST-UK 
WIND!SPEED*DIR), TEMPIMAX+MIN», REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 18.3 
BELFAST 15 (SCHOOL, BALMORAL AVE», BELFAST-UK 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), BELFAST 15, BELFAST-UK 
ACID 0EC0/BS1747-3(WSLS), BELFAST 15, BELFAST-UK 
WIND(SPEED*DIR), TEMP(MAX*MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 19.2 
BELFAST 33 (DUFFERIN ROI, BELFAST-UK 
SMOKF 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS>, BELFAST 33, BELFAST-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), BELFAST 33, BELFAST-UK 






































































































































































T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
t*************************************** 
LIBELLE 
UNITED KINGDOM (WARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEDOÎE) BETWEEN O.l AND 0.5 MILLION INHABITANTS 
CARDIFF, WALES, U.K. CARDIFF 9 (DISINFECTING STATION, CURRAN RD), CAROIFF SMOKF 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS>, CARDIFF 9, CARDIFF-UK ACIO 0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), CARDIFF 9, CARDIFF-UK WIND(SPEED+DIR>, TEMPIMAX+MINJ, REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 15.2 












































25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 07/02/77 08/09/77 08/09/77 08/09/77 25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 07/02/77 25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 07/02/77 















































































































UNITED KINGDOM (HARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEODIE) 
BETHEEN 0.1 AND 0.5 MILLION INHABITANTS 
EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, U.K. 
E0IN8URGH 12 (RnYSTON SCH, BOSTON PARKWAYI, EDINBURGH 
SMOKE 0FCD/BS1747-2IHSLS», EDINBURGH 12, EDINBURGH-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(HSLS), FOINBURGH 12, EOINBURGH-UK 
HINDISPEE0*DIR), TEMPÍMAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 
FOINBURGH 17 IGILMERTON CLINIC, HYVOTS DR), EDINBURGH 
SMOKE 0EC0/BS1747-2IWSLS), EDINBURGH 17, EDINBURGH-UK 
ACIO 0ECD/BS1747-3IHSLSI, EDINBURGH 17, EDINBURGH-UK 
HINDI SPEEO+DIR), TFMP( MA.X+MIN J, REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 14.0 
EDINBURGH 20 (CLINIC, HINOSOR ST), EOINBURGH 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(HSLS), EDINBURGH 20, EOINBURGH-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3IHSLS), EDINBURGH 20, EDINBURGH-UK 
HINDISPEEO+OI«), TEMP(MAXtMIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 10.5 
EOINBURGH 22 (DURHAM PLACE HFSTI, EDINBURGH-15 
SMOKE 0FCD/8S1747-2(WSLS), EDINBURGH 22, EDINBURGH-UK 
ACID 0EC0/BS1747-3IHSLS), EDINBURGH 22, EDINBURGH-UK 



































































































































T A 8 L E S S I G N A L E T I O U E S 
LIBELLE 
UNITED KINGDOM (HARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KFOOIP) 

























































, PORTSMOUTH 8 
PORTSMOUTH 8, 
♦MIN), REL.HUM 
, ST.MARYS RD) 


















, PLUVIO, NEBULO 5* 
AL RO), PORTSMOUTH 
1, PORTSMOUTH-UK 
, PORTSMOUTH-UK 

































































T A B L F S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
» « t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

























































































































































































I D KINGDOM (WARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEDDIEI 
) . l AND 0 .5 MILLION INHABITANTS 
IDE, ENGLAND, U.K. 
9 (ALBERT HOUSE CLINIC, SOUTH BANK), LANGBAURGH-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLSJ, ESTON 9, LANGBRAUGH, TEESSIDE-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-3ÍWSLS), ESTON 9, LANGBRAUGH, TEESSIDE-UK 
SPEED+DIR), TEMP(MAX+MINJ, REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 87 
EPOOL 14 (GRANGE INFANTS, OWTON MANOR LANE), HARTLEPOOL 
flECD/BSl747-2(WSLSI, HARTLEPOOL 14, HARTLEPOOL, TEESIOE 
0ECD/BS1T47-KWSLS), HARTLEPOOL 14, HARTLEPOOL, TEESSIDE 
SPEED+DIR), TEMP(MAX+MIN>, REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 77 
NGTON 1 (HEALTH CENTRE, HEMLINGTON)» MIDDLESBROUGH 
0EC0/BS1T47-2IWSLS), HEMLINGTON 1, MIDDLESBROUGH, TEES 
0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLSI, HEMLINGTON I, MIDDLESBROUGH, TEES 
SPEED+OIR), TEMP(MAXtMIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 91 
ESBROUGH 29 (ST.MARYS SCH, SUSSEX ST), MIOOLESBPOUGri 
0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), MIDDLESBROUGH 29, TEESSIDE-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), MIDOLESBPOUGH 29, TEESSIDE-UK 
SPEED+DIR), TE»P(MAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 85 
TON/TEES 6 (SPORTS CENTRE, NORTH END), STOCKTON/TEES 
OEC0/BS1747-2(WSLS), STOCKTON 6, STGCKTON/TEESSIDE-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), STOCKTON 6, STOCKTON/TEESSIDE-UK 
SPEED+DIR), TEMP(MAX+MIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 94 
TON/TEES 10 (CROMER LODGE, 104 YARM LANE), STOCKTON/TEES 
0ECD/BS1747-2(HSLS), STOCKTON 10, STOCKTON/TEESSIDE-UK 
0ECD/BS1747-3ÍWSLSI, STOCKTON 10, STOCKTON/TEESSIDE-UK 































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * * * « « 

















































09 "5 Ol 0 0 010 80 
LIBELLE 
UNîTEO KINGOCM »WARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KECDIE"; 
LESS THAN 0 . 1 MILL ION INHABITANTS 
BARNSLEY, ENGLAND, U . K . 
6APNSLEY « (HUNNINGLEY V I L L A , 5TATRFR0TJ, BARNSLEY 
S«OICE 0 E C n / R S 1 7 * i 7 - í < W S L S J , 6f"?NSLfcY-9, 8APNSLEY-UK 
ACIO n e C 0 / B S 1 7 « 7 - 3 < » S L S ( , BARNSLEY 9 , BARNSLEY-UK 
WINOt SPPFD4-DIPJ, T E M ? ( ^ A X * ^ i l N ) , REL.HUM, P L U V I O , NEBULO 2 9 . 5 
BARNSLEY 10 (BECKETT H O S P I T A L ) , BARNSLEY ' 
SMOKE n E C D / B S 1 7 4 7 - 2 l « S L S t » BARNSLEY 1 0 , BARNSLEY-UK 
ACIO C E C 0 / 8 S 1 7 4 7 - 3 4 M S L S ) , BARNSLEY 1 0 , BARNSLEY-UK 






































PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N Ã L E T I O U E S 
*«***»+**************»********#**♦♦***** 
LIBELLE SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE DATE 
09 
09 5 
09 5 02 
09 5 02 00 002 
09 5 02 00 002 02 07 
09 5 02 00 002 04 07 
09 5 02 00 002 80 
UNITED KINGDOM IWARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEDDIEI 
LESS THAN 0.1 MILLION INHABITANTS 
BATH, ENGLAND, U.K. 
BATH ? (SHAFTESBURY RD, OLDFIELO PARK», BATH 
SMOKE 0EC0/BS1747-2(WSLSJ, BATH 2, BATH-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BSt747-3(hSLS), BATH 2, BATH-UK 













T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
«i-»****«**«*****»**»««*****«**********«* 
































UNITED KINGDOM (WARREN SPP INR LABORATORY, KEDOIE) 
LESS THAN O.l MILLION INHABITANTS 
BEOFORO, ENGLAND, U.K. 
BEDFORO 5 (W.H. ALLEN LTD, QUEENS PARK), BEDFORD 
SMOKE 0ECD/8S1747­2ÍWSLSJ, BEDFORO 5, BEOFORD­UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747­3IWSLS), BEDFORO 5, BEOFORO­UK 
WINO(SPEEO+DIP), TEMPIMAX+MINI, RFL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 4 















PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
09 09 5 
T« 5 04 09 5 04 00 007 09 5 04 00 007 02 0 7 09 5 04 00 007 04 07 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 
LTBFLLE 
UNITED KINGDOM (HARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEDDIE) LESS THAN O.l MILLION INHABITANTS 
EXETER, ENGLAND, U.K. 
EXETER 7 (PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT, 14 DIXS FIELD), FXETER SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(HSLS», EXETER 7, EXETER-UK ACID 0FCD/BS1747--MWSLS), EXETER 7, EXETER-UK 09 5 04 00 007 SO WIND(SPEED+OIR), TE"P(MAXtMIN), REL.HUM, PLUVIO, NEBULO 112 
SIT NIV LONGITUDE LATITUDE 




25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 25/10/76 04/03/77 
C M 
PP C VV EE SSS PP TT 
T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I Q U E S 




09 6 99 
0 9 6 99 00 001 
09 6 99 00 OOI 
09 6 99 00 OOI 
09 6 99 00 OOI 
09 6 99 00 127 
09 6 99 00 177 
09 6 99 00 127 
09 6 99 00 127 
09 6 99 00 201 
09 6 99 00 ?01 
09 6 99 00 201 
09 6 99 00 2Ö1 
09 6 99 00 300 
09 6 99 00 "?00 
09 6 99 00 300 
09 6 99 00 300 
09 6 99 00 404 
T9 6 99 00 604 
09 6 99 00 404 
09 6 99 00 404 
09 6 99 00 501 
09 6 99 00 "501 
09 6 99 00 501 
09 6 99 00 601 
09 6 99 00 601 
09 6 99 00 601 
09 6 99 00 601 
09 6 99 00 72 6 
09 6 99 00 726 
09 6 99 00 726 
39 6 99 00 726 
09 6 99 00 801 
09 6 99 00 BOI 
09 6 99 00 801 
09 6 99 00 801 
09 6 99 01 901 
09 6 99 00 901 
09 6 99 00 901 
















































UNITED KINGOOM (WARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEODIE) 
BACKGROUND CLASS FOR UNITED KINGDOM 
BACKGROUND SITES FOR U.K. 
CAMBORNE I (METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE), KEHELLANO(CORNWALL) 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2IWSLS), CAMBORNE 1, KERRIERÍCORNWALD-UK 
ACID QECD/BS1747-3(WSLSJ, CAMBORNF 1, KERRIER(CORNWALL»-UK 
VARIOUS ON SITE 
COTTAM 27 (THORNLEY), NEWARK!NOTTS) 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), COTTAM 27, NEWARMNOTTS )-UK 
ACID 0ECD(BS1747-3(WSLSI, COTTAM 27, NEWARMNOTTS )-UK 
VARIOUS 33 
CUDOINGTON BRIOGES 1 (WATER BOARD PUMP), AYLESBURY(BUCKS) 
SMOKE 0FCD/BS1747-2IWSLSI, CUOniNGTON BRIDGES I, AYLESBURY-UK 
ACID OECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), CUDDINGTON BRIDGES l, AYLESBURY-UK 
VARIOUS 50 
DEAN MOOR (PUMP HOUSE), ALLERDALE(CUMBS) 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2IWSLSI, DEAN MOOR, ALLERDALE(CUMBS)-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3CWSLS), DEAN HOOP, ALLERDALE(CUMBS)-UK 
VARIOUS 162 
ORAX 4 (ASSFLBV), 300THFFPRY«YORKS) 
SMÒKE 0ECn/BS1747-2(WSLS), ORAX 4, BOOTHFERRY(YORKS)-UK 
ACID 0ECD/BS1747-3(WSLS), ORAX 4, BOOTHFERRYÍYORKS)-UK 
VARIOUS 29 
ESKDALFMUIR l (THF OBSERVATORY, ESKDALEMUIR), LANGHOLM(DUMPS) SMOKE QECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), ESKDALEMUIR 1, LANGHOLM(DUMFS)-UK VARIOUS ON SITE 
HELMSHOPE 1 (RREATHOUSE FAPM, H5LMSH0RE), ROSSENDALEILANCS) 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2ÍWSLS), HFLMSHORE l, ROSSENCALEUANCSl-UK 
ACID 0EC0/BS1747-3(WSLS), HFLMSHORE l, ROSSENDALE(LANCS)-UK 
VARIOUS 35 
IRONBRIOGE 26 (SAWMILL, WILLEY, M.WENLOCK), BR IDGNORTH«SALOP) 
SMOKE 0ECD/BS1747-2(WSLS), IRONBRIOGE 26, BRIDGENORTHISALOP) 
ACID 0FC0/BS1747-3(WSLS), IRONBRIDGE 26, BRIDGENORTHISALOP)UK 
VARIOUS 26 
KIRKBY UNDERWOOO 1 ( V . H . F . RELAY) , KIRKBY UNDERWOOOILINCS) 
SMOKE 0 E C D / B S 1 7 4 7 - 2 ( W S L S ) , KIRKBY UNDFRWOOD 1 . S . K E S T E V E N I L I N ) 
ACID 0 E C D / B S 1 7 4 7 - 3 Í W S L S ) , KIRKBY UNDERWOOD 1 , S.KESTEVEN(L IN) 
VARIOUS 59 
»HYDARGAEAU 1 (UPPER LLAWDOOG PUMP), RHYOARGAFAU(CARM) 
SMOKF OFCD/BS1747-2(WSLS), RHYDARGAEAU 1, CAPMARTHEN(CAPM)-UK 



















































































































































T A B L E S S I G N A L E T I O U E S 
« t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 













































































UNITED KINGDOM (HARREN SPRING LABORATORY, KEODIE» 
LES« ' T H Í H ' 0 . 1 , M ILL ION INHABITANTS 
LINCOLN, 1 ENGLAND", -ÜiKÍ 
LINCOLN 5 tBEAU.MONT FFE I'»"LINCOLN ' . - • • - . . 
S«ÛKE; r i E C D / B S l 7 4 7 - 2 ( W S L S I , LINCOLN 5 , LINCCLN-UK 
ACID OECb/BSl l 747 -3<HSLSl ' , LINCOLN 5 , LÌNCCLN-UK ' 
W I N O I S P F E Ó i i b l o i j ' t E M P Í H A X ^ H I N i j FtÉLVHÜM, P L U V I O , ' NEBULO 42 
LINCOLN 11 IB ISHOP KING SCHOOL, SCORER S T I , LINCOLN 
S M k È ' r j É C B ^ B S 1 7 4 7 - 2 I H S L S l , LINCOLN 1 1 , LINCOLN-UK 
ACID' 0FXB/BS Í747 - i . 3 tWSLSÍ , LINCOLN t i , LINCOLN-UK ' ; 
WÌNÓ<SPEED*ÒTR>; s TE««PÍMAX*NIÑ) , REL^HUK, PLUVIO, 'NEBULO 43 
LINCOLN 15 I C I T Y SCHOOL, SKÉLLINGTHOflPE R D ) , LINCOLN 
SaÓKÉ 0 6 C Ô / B S 1 7 4 7 - 2 I W S L S I , LINCOLN 1 5 , LINCOLN-UK 
ACID 0 F C Ò / B S 1 7 4 7 - 3 f W S L 5 ) , LINCOLN 1 5 , LINCCLN-UK 

























































RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1976 
ANNEX C 
Summary of Monthly Values for each Station 
NOTES: The station column includes, both local or national 
number and the official name. 
Type: I, C, R, = Industria I, Commercial, Residential 
H, M, L, = High, Medium or Low pollution levels 
Winter 1 = January to March 
Winter 2 = October to December 
Annual and winters medians are the arithmetic average 
of the true monthly medians. 
T A B L E 1.1 A K O N T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 






































































































































































































































T A B L E Li/2 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s e i 1 
P o l l u t a n t t SCL /ug/m T y p e o f V a l u e : M E D I A N 
TOWN 
Sta t i on 




















































































































































































T A B L E L i / 3 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 1 
TOWN 
Station 


































































































































































































T A B L E I . 2 / I M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a a s t 1 


















11 Gennevi l l ie rs 
17 Bauches 
45 Providence 
65 Bil lanoour t 








West Bromwich 13 
TYPE 
IR/ÍÍ 




I C R / H 
R / L 
C/H 
IR/fc 
I R / H 
CR/ft 
I C R / L 









I R / H 
CR/» 






























































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 1.2/2 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i l 


















11 Gennevi l l i e r s 
17 Bauches 
45 Providence 
65 Bi l l ancour t 




S o l i h u l l 3 
. /a lcal i 11 
Walsall 13 
Walsall 18 






























































































































































































































































































































































67 •' 80 









102 I 106 
152 I 196 
100 J 148 
121 J 166 













T A B L E I . 2 / 3 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 1 

























































































































































































































































































































































































552 ! 552 
515 ' 515 
476 476 
441 441 
463 ■ 463 
432 . 432 
538 J 538 

















T I B I E 1 .3 /L M 0 HT H Ii T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s a t 1 





























Oldbury 1 0 


























I C / M 
R/M 
CR/L 





































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 1.3/2 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s : 1 






























































































































































































































































































































































































A r a ­



























































T A B L E 1.3/3 X O H I H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C i a n a t i , 










































































































































































































































































































































































































214 ] 214 
233 ¡233 
192 , 161 
209 '209 
309 ¡309 
210 > 210 



























U B l ï 1 . 4 / L M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o H n C l a s s t l 
P o l l u t a n t t PARTICLES ««/m 3 T y p e o f - V a l u e i H E A M 
TOWN 
Stat ion 
TïPB JAN MAR APR MAT JONE! JULY ADO SEPT OCT HOV SBC 
ViXV-












O/K 239 196 146 121 105 80 166 124 149 140 193 142 138 
T A B L K 1 . 4 / 2 I O Ï T I L T V A L O B S 
T o w n C l a a s i i 





































U B I ! 1,4/3 l O I l E l T T A LOR 8 
T o w n C i t i l i 1 
























































T A I L S 2.1A X O I T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l i n I 2 














Eioh«t l t t«r«tr . 
Ald«nbaoh«tr. 
Mullaratr. 


























































































































































































































































































T AB LX 2 .1 /2 M O K T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 2 



















Landshut era l l ee 
Eiohøttttterstr« 
Aldenbaohstr. 
















































































































































































































































































T A B L K 2.1/3 H O N T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 2 






1330 H W d 





































































































































































































































































































1 1 1 
T A B L E 2 .2 /1 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s » 2_ 






















1 Mairie Centrale 
8 Etats­Unis 
10 Croix Rousse 
11 Fons Teohnique 
























R / L 
IR/M 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 4 J 
6 7 , 





5 8 ' 
121 j 
63 I 




































T A B L E 2 .2 /2 K O I I H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C 1 a 8 B t 2 






















1 Mairia Centrala 
8 Etata-Unia 
10 Croix Roueae 
11 Fona Teohnique 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 2 .2 /3 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 






















1 Mairie Centrale 
8 Etats-Unis 
10 Oroix Rousse 
11 Pons Teohnique 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 2. 3 A M O H T H L T V A L U E S 























1 Mairi« Central* 
8 Etats­Unis 
10 Croix Rous»« 
11 Runs Teohnique 












EHesmere Port 8 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 6 . 








































T A B L E 2 . 3 / 2 
T o w n 
.*■' L' '" 'J A i'" 
. . T0W1Í . . ' ''' 








Glasgow 2 0 
Glasgow .44 
Glasgow 61 




1215 Bela . 
1330 Hvid J . 
1331 Oíos , 
.1334 Qlad­ ■,*•'' 
1335 Um« 
ATOUT 
1 Mairie Centrale, 
8 Etats ­ Ib i s . 
10 Croix RouBse 
11 Pons Tèohnique 
18 Fierre' Bénite . 
19 Venissieux ­




Pinède , r ' .. 
St . Naroel .., 
Usine­Gas 
MESSETS rDE AREA 
Birkenhead 4 
Bootle 2 
















I R / M ' 
I R / L 
, Q*/5, 
C R / H 





















R / L 
IR/M" 
L S S 1 
JAH 
' . 25 
, 27 
¿ S ' 
lj8 




1 1 2 ^ 





















i35. 1 H 
í 55 
s ; Ó 
13 
2 










i8 ; ; 


























1 û t 
"ÍÍAR" 
34 
' 2 4 ; 
■­ gg'. 










l l ' 
J 



















« o'y . ţ .H 






































­ 2 Ì ' 
























































































' 4 ' 
8" 
36 

















i ; 'T y¡'p­i ■ 
4"AD0" 
1 3 ­
'•• 1 4 
ib ■'• 
; 10 









' 7 •; 
, 9 : 









1 " — . 
. ­ " 
**» . 
Ï6 
: 3 1 
! 2 2 





: 1 Ş 
s i­
: 1 3 ' 
'i' 17 ■■■ 
22 ' 
!27 • 

































'. 23 . 
10 ­
'■ 9 . 

























' 2 5 
: 7 i . 
, 35 
?8 
V a l 
"HOV 
22 
r. aţi • 
• ? ­





























. 94 . 
34. 
:3?,„ 













































28 ­ , 







































, . lM *3 
, ?^ , ,25 
"39.Î.6Ç 
..¡24., 

























2 6 ¡ 
5 2 j 
1 
20 j 
v 2.3 . 
,43 
,„•33 


























T I B L I 2.3/3 ,H O HT H LT V A L D B 3 























1 Mairie Centrais 
8 Etats­Unis 
10 Croix Rousse 
11 Fons Teohniţue 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 2 . 4 / L X 0 H T H 1 T , ,7 A X V S S 
T o w n C l a s s i 2 
P p l i n t a n,t i PAHTOCUS , «g/m3 T y f e o f T i l u t i M E A J 
TOW 
Station 

































































































T A B L E 2 .4 /2 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C 1 a a s l ¿ 
P o l l u t a n t i PARTICLES Ai«/m3 T y p « o f T i U n M E D I A 
1 TOWN 
Station 
































































































T A B L E 2 . 4 / 3 M O K T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s « 2 
P o l l u t a n t i PARTICLES *i«/m3 T y p e o f V a l u e : M A X I M U M 
TOWN 
Station 

































































































T A B L E 3 . 1 A M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i ¿ 






518 J. Gabellatisi. 
519 Einsteimíeg 
SSO Florapark 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 3 .1 /2 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i ¿ 






518 J. Oabeliaust. 
519 Einsteinweg 
520 Horapark 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 3.1 /3 M O N T H L Y V A L D E S 






518 J. Cabeliauat, 
519 Einsteinweg 
520 Florapark 



















Pi lo t s tat ion 
Hattersheim 
HüHHBERO 
8 / i Bahnhof 
8/2 Ziege l s t e in 
8/3 Olgaetr. 
ROTTERDAM 





























1 S S 1 1 





































































































































































































































































































































































360 1 290 
320 : 260 
260 1 240 
1 
1 
251 j 239 
245 1 1 1 
146 
T A B L E 3 . 2 A « ! It 0 N T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s e » ¿ 




801 P o l i t i e ■ 




826 van Cauwel 
BORDEAUX 
2 Cerf­Volant 
6 Le BouBoat 





2 Royal Dub. S o o . 
3 Ecoles Street 
7 Hail ing Offloe 
10 f i n g i a s 
LEEDS 
Leeds 18 ; 
Leeds 30 
Leeds 31 ; 
Leeds 32 j 
Leeds 35 
LILLE­ROÜBAEC­TOUI 
10 H8tel de V i l l e 
12 Conservatiore 
15 B8tel de V i l l e 
16 Servioe Hyg. 
19 Cent. Nedioo 





















I R / 





























































■ 6 2 | 
170 j 

































i 111 ! 





























































































! 6 5 ! 49 
38 




























































































































































































































































■On: .¿'e tnjtiji'nt to cor­r­
T A B L K 3.2/Ï.2 M O H T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n O l a e s t ¿ 
P o l l u t a n t i ACIDITY /ug/m3 T y p « o f V a l u t i M E A N 
TOMT 
Station 










1 06t« Pavéa 
2 Hi vot 
3 Buiaaon 
4 Pellagrin 











81 \ 119 
61 ! 101 
69 • 142 































































































































































































T k B t B 3.2/2.1 l O T t H L T V A L D I S 
T o w n C l a s s i c 




601 P o l i t i a 




826 van Oanwel 
BORDEAUX 
2 Cerf-Volant 
6 Le Boufloat 





2 Boyal Bub. Soo* 
3 Eooleu S t r e e t . 
7 Hailing Offioe 
10 Fingían 
LEEDS 






10 HOtel d e V i l l e 
12 C o n s e r v a t o i r e 
15 H6tel de V i l l e 
16 Servioe):Hyg. 
19 Cent. Medi00 















( 9 0 
l /£ 
«A 







( 3 0 
I/* 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 1 4 
ft 
* Thuue values are subject to correction 
T A B L E 3 . 2 / 2 . 2 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 



























































































































































































































































T A B L E 3.2/3.I H O V T E L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s a : ¿ 




801 P o l i t i e 




826 van Oauwel 
BORDEAUX 
2 Cerf­Volant 
6 Le Bousoat 





2 Royal Dubi Soo. 
3 EooloB Street 
7 Hailing Offioe 








10 ROtel de V i l l e 
12 Conservatoire 
15 Hotel de V i l l e 
16 Service Hyg. 
19 Cent. Medioo 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* These values are subject to correction 
T A B L E 3 .2 /3 .2 Il 0 HT H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C 1 a a s 1 ¿ 
P o l l u t a n t t ACIDITY /ug /m 3 T y p « o f V a l u e : M A X I M U M 
TOWS 
Station 
TTPE JAH MAR APR MAT JUNE JOLT AUO SEPT OCT HOV EEC 
MIS-





Sheff ie ld 2 
Sheff ie ld 36 
Sheff ie ld 40 
Sheff ie ld 48 
TOULOUSE 














































































































































































































52 j 42 
273 I 168 
55 ' 54 
180 113 
278 \ 278 





T AB LS 3 . 3 / ï . l M 0 H T H L T T A L U K S 
T o w n C 1 a B B t ¿ 




80I P o l i t i a 




826 van 0 antral 
BORDEAUX 
2 Gerf­Volant 
6 La Bouaoat 





2 Royal Dub, Soo. 
3 Kooles Straat 
7 Hail ing Offioe 
10 Finglas 
FERRARA 










10 HOtel de T i l l e 
12 Conservatoire 
15 Hotel de T i l l e 
16 Servioe Hyg. 
19 Cent. Medioo 
23 Hotel de T i l l e 
TTPB 

















' C R / H 
R/L 
ICR/tø 
I R / M 
I R / H 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































T AB LX 3 . 3 A ­ 2 I O Ï I I L I V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s a t ¿ 
P o l l u t a n t i SHOKS Axg/m T y p e o f V i l u e i M E A 
TOW1T 
Station 













































t 4 7 I 43 
53 
33 ! 59 
108 ; 91 























































17 : 15 
21 i 19 

















































24 J 43 
29 I 50 
42 i 60 








































































T A B L E 3 . 3 / 2 . 1 M 0 K T H Ii T V A L Õ E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 3 




801 P o l i t i e 




626 van Cauwel 
BORDEAUX 
2 Cerf-Volant 
6 Le Bousoat 





2 Royal Dub. Soc 
3 Eoolee Street" 












10 Hotel de V i l l 
12 Conservatoire 
15 HÖtèl de V i l l 
16 Servioe Hyg. 
19 Cent. Medico 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 3 . 3 / 2 . 2 l O I T I l T V A L U E S 













1 CÖt< Pavée 
2 Ni vot 
3 Buisson 
4 Pellegrin 























































































































































































































21 : 24 
118 131 
23 I 30 





T A B L B 3 . 3 / 3 . 1 3 It' Ò' rf T Ü L Ï " T Ï îi tì tf S ' < f > . J î t f 
T o w n C l a s e i j 
. .. ƒ_ j- . -ir ¡ i v ? b j Î i t ¿ n t V cSHOKfcft 
c t í t ». i O • v T 




Statlon } . 








801 H o Ú t i * ; - ' 
■' ' i . • ' 809 Antwerpen Sod» 
812 Linlpoeve¿ ■­
813 Sta#tnuià'­' ; 
818 Omvarminge 
826 van CauWel ; 
BORDEAUX ■ ; ;' • j 
2 Oerf ­Volant ­ ' '■', 
■■ ­ , . ­ , . • I! 6'tie BottBoat •'' '• ■ ■ 
7 Pifloines Şegles! 
ff 'Bert hol olj '­' 
9 Montaud , ¡| 
1 0 Gauderan' 
BBBIICT •■•■'■ : > : i ; 
Í^Royal' Bul), ;­SÓo»' 
y t í o o l e s 'Street : 
7 Hailing Offioe 
10 Fingias ; 
SERRARA 
1 O i o v e o o a : 
LILLE­ROUBAIX­
TOÜR. ; 
10 Hotel dé V i l l e 
12 Conservatoire 
15 Hotel dé V i l l e 
16 Servios Hyg. 
19 Cent. Medico 
































I R / H 










































































































¿jr 8 p 
r.­if 











































• , . 3 1 
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W ° < 
, 9 4 
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: 423, l„­37/6 
' • • ^ „ i i o a 
,225,=,.145 
206 j 206 





































T A B L E 3 .3 /3 .2 M O f f T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C i t i l i ] 












Sheff ie ld 2 
Shaffield 36 
Sheff ield 40 
Shaffield 48 
TOULOUSE 
1 C8té Pavée 
2 Hi vot 
3 Buiaaon 
4 Pallegrin 



















































































































































































































340 j 340 
197 j 197 
344 . 33Î 
171 171 






T AB LX 3.4A K O I T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i ¿ 















































































































































T A B U 3.4/2 Il 0 HT H L T T A LU B 3 
T o w n C l i n i ] 
P o l l u t a n t 1 PARTI QU3 
/ug/nT 
T y p « Of U H U M E D I AH 
T 
Station 




























































































29 ! 30 
26 22 
T A B L E 3U/3 l O I l E L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C 1 a s s t 3. 
P o l l u t a n t I PARTIGLE3 T y p « « f V a l u » : M A X I M U M 
TOWN 








P i l o t B t a t i o n 
BtlKN­MflRQ 
8/1 Bahnhof 
8/2 Z i e g e l s t e i n 
















































































































236 , 202 
(162) 
70 J 60 
BO 40 
T A B U 4¿ÍA«1 l O I l H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i ¿ 







1 Qriaa Est 
2 Walther 
3 Piera 
4 Son Bos00 
5 Gad ner 
ENSCHEDE 







909 van Imhoffet. 
INGOLSTADT 














































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 4.1/1.2 Il 0 HT H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s a i 4 
P o l l u t a n t 1 SO, /»«/■ T y p e of V a 1 u e 1 11 E A H 
TOWN 













REC KU ¡S BUHO 













9 Ca' Emiliani 
10 Karghera 
16 Ste fan in i 
17 San Karoo 
29 Porto 




















































































































































































































































































































































































* A B L ■ 4.1 A »S I 0 I T 3 L I T A L O S S 
T o w n 0 1 A ■ ' i 

























37 ­, 79 






































































T A B L E 4.1/2.1. M O H T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C 1 a a B i ¿ 




7 / 1 Augshurg 
7 / 2 Augsburg 
BOLZANO 
1 Ories Est 
2 Walther 
3 Flera 
4 Don Bosoo 
5 Oadner 
ENSCHEDE 






9O8 Bloems inge laa i 
909 v a n I m h o f f s t . 
INGOLSTADT 
l / L S t a d t . K'hauB 
KARLSRUHE 
West 
















































































































































































































































































































! " 1 ­1 
39 42 
1 
43 : 55 















95 ! 83 
(I07)j ­





T A B L E 4.1/2.2 K O I T E L T 7 A L U E 3 
T o w n C l a a a t ¿ 





























9 Ca' Emiliani 
10 Marghera 
16 Stefanini 
17 San Marco 
29 Porto 



















































































































































































































































































































































































T AB L B 4.1/2.3 l O I f E L I V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 



















































































T À B L 1 4.1/3.1 K O Ï Ï H L T V A L O B S 
T o w n O l m i 




T/L Augsburg -/H 
7/2 Augsburg R/fo 
BOLZABO 
1 Ori«» Bat O/tø 
2 Halthor i/H 
3 Piara IR/E 
4 Son Boaoo IR/-* 
5 Qadner I / t 
ENSCHEDE 
814 Aohter Langea- CR/-
BRLANGEg 





909 van Irahoffet. 
PrøOLSTADT 












































































































































































































































242 ' 141 
4OOI 320 


















496 I 355 
(403 )| 287 
397 i 397 
T A B L E 4.1/3.2 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 4 
































17 San Marco 
29 Porto 


















































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L B 4 . I / 3 . 3 M O H T H L T V A L U E S 





6 / 4 HVrsburg 
6 / 5 NQrsburg 
fERRARA 
1 Gioveooa 














































































T AB LX 4>eA>l 1 0 I T B L T T 1 L U I 8 
T o w n C l a s s i 4_ 
P o l l u t a n t i AOIDITT 
/"g/m 














50I Croix Roage 
504 Boole Garçons 
505 Bureau C.A.P. 
509 HOtel de Villi 
513 Maison C o m . 
514 Régi« Eléo/Eai 
CLERMONT ÏERRAND 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 4.2/1.2 K 0 NT H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C 1 a ■ a 1 ¿ 




701 K a r t e l l 
706 Oroètehandessu 
707 Oemeentep le in 
709 Abeelstraat 
712 Zwembad 







43 Fri leuse 
LEEOE/UJIK 
202 St« Sepulohre 
205 Dhlv. Torio. 
215 Haiaon Conn, 
218 Guarne Ponp. 




SMO Servio« Minea 
SM3 Haute Indre ¡ 
N04 Theatre Orai. ! 
H06 Pilot1ère 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 4.2A­3 K O I T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C 1 a B B : 4_ 





4 Servioe Kino» 
6 Lycée d'Etat 
7 Port Autonom» 
8 EtB. Sooonao 
11 Chateau d'Eau 
STRASBOURG 
E.S.F.1 
3 Elèo . Strasbourg 
4 Cellulose 
5 Pao. Mède tine 









































































i no : 171 

































78 | 64 
109 ! 68 
113 : n 
99 ; 57 
91 110 
69 , 33 
27 ■ 17 
59 ! 46 i 













































































































































































78 i 96 





132 1 152 
47 I 66 
26 1 30 
68 ! 64 


















































































T A B L I 4 . 2 / 2 . 1 1 0 Ï I H 1 I V A L Ü B S 
T o w n C l i n i i 















501 C r o i x Rouge 
504 l o ó l a Oaroona 
SOS Buraau 0*A«F« 
509 B»tal da Villi 
513 Naiaon Connu 
514 Rafl* Süao/Bai 
CUSRMOBT SERRATO 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 4.2/2.2 11 O S T H LT V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s e s ¿ 


















202 S t . Sepu lohre 
204 U n i v . T o x i o . 
215 Maison Coran. 
218 Caserne Pomp. 
229 Maison Coram. 
230 C im.St .T i lman 
NANTES 
SKO S e r v i o s H i n e s 
SM3 Haute I n d r e 
H04 T h e a t r e C r a s . 
NO6 P i l o t i è r e 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T AB LX ­ 4 . 2 / 2 . 3 l O T l E L T V A L Õ E S 
T o w n C l i n i 4. 





4 B«rvio« Minai 
6 Lyoa« d'Etat 
7 Port Autonom« 
8 Uti* Sooonar 
11 Ohat«au d'Bau 
STRAS BOURO 
E.B.P.I 
3 El«o . Strasbourg 
4 OelluloB« 
5 Tao» MMèoin« 
10 Oas Buraau 


























































































































































































































































































































T AB LB .4.2/3-1 K O V Ï H L T V A L U B 3 
T o w n C l a s u l 














501 Cro ix Rouge 
504 E o o l e Garçons 
505 Bureau C . A . P . 
509 Hotel de V i l l e 
513 Maison Coura. 
514 Régie Eleo/feau 
CLERMONT FERRAND 









Edinburgh 1 2 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B U 4.2/3.2 M O N T E L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C 1 a ■ ■ l 4 




701 Kart e e l 
706 Qrootehandeem 
707 Oemeentepla in 
709 Abeelrtraat 
712 Zwembad 









202 S t . Sepulohre 
205 I to iv . T ó a l o 
215 Maison Ödom. 
218 Caserne P o o p . 
229 Maison Coran. 
230 Cim.St .T i lman 
HAUTES 
SMO S e r v i o e Minee 
SM3 Haute Indra 
HO4 T h é â t r e G r a s . 
NO6 P i l o t l è r e 
HCl 3 Cartron 







































I R A I 174 


















































































































































































































































































































































































4 0 0 400 
620 . 160 
(LOO) ( 3 0 ) 
4 4 0 . 380 
































. 168 117 
272 199 
T A I L S 4 . 2 / 3 * 3 M O H T E L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 4 





I Mair ia CR/tø 
4 Berv ioe Mines (S./K 
6 Lyoée d'Etat OR/M 
7 Port Autonome l/to 
8 lu t s . Socouao I/tø 
I I Chateau d'Eau I/tø 
STRASBOURG 
B.D.F.1 I/M 
3 E l e o . S t r a s b o u i g CR/tø 
4 Cellulose I/tø 
5 Kto. Médecine CR/tø 
10 Caz Bureau CR/tø 
R-4 Co. Rhen.Rafíin.I/M 
TEESSIDE 
Eston 9 IB/H 
Hartlepool 14 R/tø 
Hemlington 1 Ryft. 
Middlesborough 2! IRytø 
Stookton/Tees 6 IR/Ì-


































































































































































































































































346 : 267 
(251) -
306 . 267 
27O j 173 













f AB L I 4.3A'! K O I T H L T V A LUK 8 
T o w n O l m i j . 





















501 Croix Bongo 
504 Koolo Oaroona 
505 Bnroan O.A.P. 
509 HOtol do T i l l « 
513 Kaiaon Ocna. 
514 Rogi' Zíio/Ux 
CLERWOTT FERRARD 






































19 ! 22 
46 73 
















•28 ; 53 
14 ; 46 
10 : 24 










































4 4 \ 
30 ! 
























































































































































































































































































































































T A B L « ' ' 4 . 3 A . 2 I 0 . V 1 I L T T i l t i l 





















3 ' I t u . Nédeoine 
10 Gaz Bureau 
LIEPE/LUBC 
202 St. Sepulohra 
203 Univ. Toxie. 
215 Maison Coma. 
218 Caserne Pomp. 
229 Maison Oom. 

















42 l 77 
33 ! 39 
42 j 68 
38 i ­
­ i 36 
17 
19 





1 0 33 
n ø 23 
3 3 0 ­30 










16 ) 21 
í 
CR/*« 86 ' 156 
I A 37 ; 85 
CRAţ 43 ; 94 










































103 . ! 76 
45 34 




































































































































































































































































T 1 3 L I 4.3/2.1 K O Ï T H L T V A L U E S 
T.o wn C l a s a t 4 













Stookt on/Tees 6 







501 Cro ix Rouge 
304 E e o l e Oaroons 
505 Bureau CU..P* 
309 HOtel d e V i l l « 
5 1 3 Maison Cotim. 
514 R à g i e Eleo/feai 
CLERMONT SERRATO 












J B / H 
R/M 








































































































































































































































































































































































































41 j 72 














































5 Bao« Mádeoine 
10 Gaz Bureau 
LIEGE/LUIK 
202 S t . Sepulchre 
205 Univ. ToxLo. 
215 Maison Gonim. 
218 Caeerne Pomp. 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































T I B L I 4.3/3-1 Il ONT H L T V A L Õ E S 
T o w n C l i n i 













Stookt on/Tees 6 







501 Cro ix Rouge 
504 Eoole Oarçoni 
505 Bureau CA,P 
509 Hit el de Vii: 
513 Maison Coram, 
514 Régie Eleo/Eí 
CLERMONT ÏERRANB 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 4*3/3.2 K O K T H L T V A L U E 
T o w n C l a s s i ¿ 


















5 Ato« Médeoine 
10 Oaz Burean 
LIBCEADIK 
202 S t . Sepulohre 
205 Univ. Torlo . 
215 MaiBon Coran. 
218 Caserne Pomp. 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































f i l l i 4.*A*1 1 0 T I E L T VALU B S 
Town O l m i £ 
P o l U t i n t i »ywrnrjay 
.3 






1 Ori«« K«t 
2 Walther 
3 Fiera 























22 S. Alviese 








































































































































































































































































T AB LB 4.4A­2 l O r i I L I T 1 L 0 1 S 
;ŢJ Town Clasat £ 
Pol I n t a n i t ( PJUfflopa i ; p e o f V a l u t i J¡_B_A_K 
/ug/mJ 










1 Hes t 
2 Mit te 
HANHEIM 
Nord 110 





















































































































































T AB L S '4.4/2.I M 0 Ï T H L T T A L U K S 
T o w n C l i n i í 






1 Orlai 1 s t 
2 Walther 
3 Plora 





















































































































































































































































































23 i 25 
t 

















116 1 80 
170 1 186 
1 
(76) 45 
T A B L X 4*4/2*2 K O V T B L T T 1 L D I 8 
T o w n C 1 a B B l £ 

























































































































(8) « O 
25 . 17 





T l B L l 4.4/3.I H O I T B L T V A L U E S 




7 A Augrturg 
BOLZATO 
1 Oriea Bit 
2 Walther 
3 nara 





































































































































































































































u • 1 M A X I M U M 
R M X * ­






































































399 ¡ 385 
681 430 
1 
2 8 9 : 2 1 8 
T A B L E 4.4/3.2 l O I I E l T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 
F o l l u t i n t l PARTICLES 
3 










































































































102 ! 102 
159 ! 86 
149 98 
T AB L I 5.1A M OHTH L T V A L U E S 




6/1 Stâdt . r'haaa 
ASCOLI PICEHO 
1 P a l u s « Sanità 
BOSS« 






9 / 1 Raţanaburgatr a 
9/2 im Hanearf 
MAASTRICHT 
121 K l e l n a Qriand 
MrDDKLBDRQ 








Laborator io 1 









C R / ­
C R / ­
B / L 
• R/M 















­ ; 84 


















































































































































M E AH 
MO­









































T A B L E 5.1/2 l O I I B l T ţ A L U ţ S 
T o w n C 1 a s s t 5. 
■• , ­, . ­. r í í ' i Ç 8 1 J Ç * * n * « ;•., S2g :/*fi/m . : ^ T y p • , 9 í V i l i n M E D I A g 
('. ■ 
Statlon ; ' 
ASCHAÏÏENBURG 
6/1 Stadţ . K'haus 
ASCOLI PICENO 
1 Palazzo San i t à . 
BUSSO* 
528 Burg S t . Jabot 
SEIT BOSCH 





9/2 Am Herzberg' 
MAASTRICHT 
121 KL e i n e Oriend 
MIDDELBURG 






806 Qasthuisple in 
BELLINO 









C R / ­
C R / ­
R/Ì, 
' ufi, 
C R / ­
JAS 




1 9 ; 
. . ■ 
15 ■ 
29; 




































































































































































































35 ! 38 
­, i 
41. ! 45 


















T A B L E 5 . I / 3 K O I I B I I V A L U E S 
T o w n C l i n i ¿ 
p o l i t e i s t i BOg W» 3 T y p « o f v • 1 u • 1 m n n « 
tSCBUfWaiBUHQ 
TP™ 
St «t ion 
0 Stadt . X'hMMM 
tSOOLI PICEKO 
L P a l a n o Sanità 
BISSI« 
528 Burg St» Jaoob 
BEK BOSCH 




) / l Regensburgatr* 
) / 2 Am Hereberg 
1AASTRICHT 
L21 K l e i n e Griend 
ÜDBELBURO 




















































































































































































271 ; 188 
290 { 240 











T Ì B I E 5.2A.1 l O I I H L T T A L U K S 
il .: f. V 7 .; ì V ■■' :Ì K .0 .1 . : ; Ï i lì i T 
T o w n C i t i l i . J 
P o l l u t a n t 1 ACUDITT /ug/m3 T y p • ¿ 0­T1 a T * ' ì " n e­li WÉ"k H 
u ■­•. •: ■■>. '" 
_, .TOWH 
Bara«leyj 9 
Bam»l«y 10 .', 
i .1.1 ,• ,,.­, *; ■■>: 
1 • i;' 
BATH i !! 
B a t h 2 j ■; 
> l ' 
BEDFORD í M " 
Bedford ¡> |; 
t 1 1 •! i '! BRUME . 
605 M i n . VÒUceBgei 
■•y i ?S." i> ¿C 
CALAIă 
24 T h e a t r e Munio. 
23 Controplaque« 
26 Pont »Troui l le 
' 31' Vieux; Montagne' 
í Y' 
¡ 'i 
E S C H / A L Z E T T E '■ 
355 ¿ooi« i r i lk ^ 
1 : ' : EXETER ' '­i 
Bieter 7 ! 
i ¡ : i ! ! ; ! 
(UJLWAT '• '. 
Borough E n g i n e e r j 
* 1 1 • ! ! 
KQBTSIJÏ •'! i 
6Q2 S t . Aftands i 
603 P o l i t i e Bureel 
1 1 
: : 1' 
LIBRAKOBT 











































' 1 j 78 ¡ ¡162 ¡tí ;! ce 
t i 
! ij 
; 4 8 'j 62 
h lì * 





; " !■ " 
•58 • ; n a 
1 1 3 ; 37 
: 70 ; . 54 
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■i x ■<■ 
Ţii«" 




; 1 1 " 
i 





\ Ï J 3 
i 106 
i 
! 9 6 




102¡ ­ 61 
1 41; 133 
; 44­! 42 
: Sfe:iíf 
! i : 
. "73 i ^ 
1 
¡ 57! ' 52 
; • > 
. i o ! ! 13 
í \ i 
i 95' : 79 
.. 177Í 1 9 3 : i ' 1 
! M 
! 83! i 61 









¡' ' T í 












i 3 8 
\¡¿ 

















' ; ¿> 
JOLT 
78 1 .76 
: 75 ;66 
. xri : ; 1 
j í ^ i ! ­
: M 
j ■ '•■ 1 1 ; 2 8 
1 , 
' 42 • 45 
. 48 ) ;34 
' 75 ;Í00 
: 46 j ¡44 





























* •} ti 
" TÂoă" 
i 
¡100 ' v. 
i •■■'.' 
í 
: 2 5 
! * 


















i 4 2 
I 29 
'i 









: r ? 
: 66 
Ï 
! 2 5 
: 22 
: 24 






Í 3 4 
* 1 
1 

























': . 7 
: 24' 
¡MOF­ ANR­























: 52 | 104 




















<■ 65 ; :66 
'í • ; 










; i '! 4 8 j ',59 
• ¡ 1 
•í i | 
í¡ 84 1 0 0 
¡ 55 ; ' 86 
; 31 
1 



































— 4 * " 
' fr* 



















15 ; 92 
i ■  
79 1 109 












T A B L ■ 5.2/Ì.2 X O H T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n G l a m ' ¡ 





­ }53 Laboratoire 
HARTIOtES 
05­18­19 L ' I I « 
NAMUR 
4 0 4 Jambas 
405 St, Servai« 
406 R. Etoile 
STEBJTORT 
3 6 0 M a i s o n Como. 
VICtNEUX­HHETACCIS 





















































































































































T A B L E 5.2/2.1 It 0 H T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 3_ 
P o l l u t a n t t AOIDITT yug/m^ T y p e o f V a 1 u e 1 H E D I A H 
TOWN 
S t a t i o n 
BARNSLET 







605 Kin* Volkesgez 
CALAIS 
24 Theatre Hunio. 
25 Contreplaques 
26 Pont T r o u i l l e 
31 Vieux Montagne 
ESCH/ALZETTE 






602 S t . Amand 
603 P o l i t i e Bureel 
UBRAMONT 
302 I .E.H. 
LINCOLN 
j inooln 5 
j inooln 11 
















R / L 
ICR/tø 
R/H 



























































































































































































































































































T I B L I $.2/2.2 K O N Ï H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s a i 
P o l l u t a n t t AÇmm W m 3 T y p « o f V a l u » : M E D I A N 
TOWW 
Station 














405 St. Servais 
406 R. Etoile 
BTEIUTORT 
3 6 0 Maison Coran. 
YIOHEUX-BHETAQME 




























































































82 | 68 
98 ' 80 
(80) -
30 ! 29 
T A B L E 5 .2 /3 .1 l O I l E t l V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s a t £ 











605 Min. VolkeBgez 
PALAIS 
24 Theatre Mutilo. 
25 Contreplaques 
26 Pont Trouille 
31 Vieux Montagne 
BSCH/ALZETTE 






602 St. Amana 




















































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 5*2/3.2 l O I T I L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 5 











405 S t . Servais 
406 RÆtoile 
STE IMFORT 






















































































































312 j 183 
297 198 
(154) -
278 I 104 
67 
T A B L E 5.3A l O I l E L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s a i 5 













24 Théâtre Munio. 
ESCH/ALZBTTE 




















406 R. Etoile 
STEINPORT 



































































































































































































































































































































































T I B I I 5.3/2 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o n n C 1 a ■ B i 5 













24 Theatre Munto. 



















405 St. Servala 
406 R.Etoile 
STEINTORT 






































































































































































































































































































































































T A B L E 5 .3 /3 H 0 S T R L T V A L U E 
T o w n C l a s a i 5 











605 Min. Volksgez 
CALAIS 
24 TháStre Munto. 
ESOH/ALZETTE 






602 St. Amend 













. 406 R.Etoile 
STEINPORT 




































































































































































































































































































































































f i n i M A I O I T I L T T i L U l l 
T o w n O l m i J 




6/1 »ad*. X'hana 
ISTOfrj, *W*Q, 
1 PalHM Sanità 
9/1 Hagtnaiburgrtr. 






























































































































T A B L B 5*4/2 X O I f E L T V A L U E S 




6 / l Stadt . K'hauB 
ASCOLI PICENO 
1 Palazzo Sanità 
KELHEEM 
9/L Regeneburgstr. 































































































T A B L E 6.1A l O I I E L I V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 6 





















124 Oost Maarlanc 
206 Mariaheide 
312 Axel 







































































































































































































23 • 34 
T A B U 6.1/2 X O I T E L T T A L U K S 
T o w n C l a s s i 6 





















124 Oost Maarland 
206 Mariahaida 
312 Axel 
501 S e Koog 
615 Biddinghuisen 
815 Bourse 
































































































































































































































T A B L E 6.I/3 M O H T H I i T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s a t 6 





















124 Oost Maarland 
206 Mariaheide 
312 Axel 






































































































































































































































T A B L E 6.2/I H O I T H L T V A L U E 
T o w n O l m 1 6 
P o l l u t a n t t AOIDIPT ./ug/ra3 T y p « o f V » 1 u • I M E A H 
TOMT 
Station 
LO­ÏO3 La Crouailli ­/h 



























































































































































































22 ! 24 
241 

















T A B i E 6.-¿/2 M O N T H L Y V A L U E S 
T o w n C 1 a 8 o s 6 
P o l l u t a n t i ACIDITY /ug/m 3 T y p e o f V a l u e « M E D I A If 
TOWN 
3tation 








LC-PO3 La Crouai l l t 












I ronbr idge 26 





































































































































































T I B L I i 6 . 2 / 3 M O N T H L Y T A L D B S 
T o w n C i t u l 6 




L0-ÏO3 La Orouiillj« 















































































































































































































112 J 76 
130 - 130 
72 J 47 
39 ! 39 









•FABLE :6.3A K O K T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a s s i 6 














Helmshore 1 ■ 

































































































































































































2 2 , 44 
Ì\ 7 
19 i 31 
1 3 J 1 7 






















































































































































































T A B L E 6.3/3 H O V T E L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l a a s t 6 
P o l l u U n t i SHOK8 yug/m3 T y p e , o f V a 1 u • t MAXIMUM 
Tovnr 
Station 





















































































































































































127 i 127 




116 • 116 
89 ! 61 
77 ! 77 
27 ¡ 27 
T AB LS 6*/í M O V T H L T V A L U E S 
T o w n C l i n i 6 
















































































































































































































































































T AB LB M / 2 H 0 NT H L T V A L U E S 
T o n n G l a i B l i 




1 Westerland ~/h 
Anshaoh -/L 
Bad Kreuenaon ~/h 
4 Deuselhaoh -/h 
Bassum - A 
6 Brot jaokelriegi 1 ~/L 
7 Sohauinsland - A 
Hohenwestedt -/l 
9 Waldhof - A 
Meinerzhagen - / L 
Neuhaus -/L 
Rodenberg - A 
Rottenburg - A 
Stamberg - A 



































































































































































































































T l B L t 6&/} ' K O J T H L T V A L U E S 
T o n n C l a s a i 6 
P o l l u t a n t t B .P.M. ««/m3 T y p « o f T a 1 u • i M A X I M ü 1 
TOHir 
Stat len 
B.E.P. 
1 Waatmrland 
Analaoh 
Bad Krauanaoh 
4 Dauaallieoh 
Baaaiw 
6 Brotjaokalriagal 
7 Sohaulnaland 
Hohanwaatadt 
9 Haldhof 
Malnarahagan 
ITauhaua 
Rodenbarg 
Rottanburg 
Staratorg 
Taunua 
TIPI 
-A 
Vt. 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
-A 
JAH 
152 
119 
163 
86 
171 
35 
22 
103 
187 
91 
127 
134 
93 
80 
104 
HSB 
109 
152 
160 
88 
275 
66 
50 
317 
317 
103 
134 
287 
166 
128 
119 
NAR 
141 
146 
139 
95 
192 
98 
67 
136 
148 
95 
138 
199 
88 
122 
144 
APR 
361 
80 
132 
114 
167 
67 
91 
128 
100 
115 
102 
134 
100 
74 
114 
KAT 
157 
79 
204 
100 
177 
95 
68 
114 
146 
136, 
112 
169 
80 
104 
125 
JOTE 
.115 
107 
152 
95 
113 
74 
92 
95 
94 
99 
113 
132 
100 
101 
96 
JOXT 
146 
78 
241 
89 
114 
59 
77 
78 
94 
117 
187 
100 
91 
80 
96 
AUO 
138 
88 
183 
83 
141 
68 
64 
102 
108 
89 
88 
126 
88 
79 
81 
SEPT 
122 
100 
141 
76 
179 
63 
56 
101 
131 
102 
141 
93 
54 
148 
00T 
139 
81 
127 
91 
163 
45 
42 
132 
181 
109 
134 
136 
72 
77 
116 
HOV 
149 
107 
87 
70 
126 
40 
46 
152 
76 
76 
113 
96 
88 
uso 
173 
114 
166 
59 
92 
27 
24 
115 
132 
99 
95 
128 
81 
72 
93 
MIS-
TERI 
152 
152 
163 
95 
275 
98 
67 
317 
317 
103 
138 
287 
166 
128 
144 
AHff-
ÜAL 
361 
152 
241 
114 
275 
98 
92 
317 
317 
136 
I87 
287 
166 
128 
148 
WIN-
TER 2 
173 
114* 
166 
91 
163 
45 
46 
132 
I 181 
J 109 
• 134 
136 
• 96 
i 88 
! 116 


